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ABSTRACT 
Some Pcasiblc Long-Run Policy Alternatives for the 
Agricultural Sector in Bolivia 
by 
Franklin Bruce Brmm , Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1974 
~1ajor Professor : Dr. Allen D. LeBaron 
Dopa rtment: Economics 
The purpose of this paper is to construct a mode I that "iII 
aid in analyzing present agricultural po l icies along ~<ith feas i b l e 
alternatives. Hccently comp l eted studies of production costs, 
crop prices anJ yields, and experimental technologies were used as 
sources of data. A linear programming model 1;as used to project 
suggested investment for agriculture in land, labor, and capital 
inputs in order to achieve specific crop production targets. The 
paper is divided into four major parts : the theory of po l icy-m:~king. 
the model description , the application of the model to Bolivi:~, :~nd 
the res ults and conclusions, in that order. 
(152 pages) 
vi i i 
INTRODUCTION 
TI1e people of Bolivia, as in other countries, are caught up in 
1;hat has been called the "rising tide of expectations" . Part of these 
asperations are economic and exert pressure for efficient use of scarce 
resources. Historically, mining has been important and there is con-
side rable potential for this sector to expand into petroleum production 
and processing. Nevertheless, most families' existence is tied to the 
land and for them, progress in agriculture is a prerequisite for a 
better life. Moreover for the nation as a whole, the agricultural sector 
must be able to release l abor and generate suffi cient quantities of food 
to create a solid base in order that other sectors may develop. 
Bolivia has substantial untapped agricultural potential, but at 
the present time there is much dependence on food imports. Thus, there 
is a dual micro-macro economic problem. In this case, the problem con-
sists of whether to use the comparative advantage it has in petroleum 
and minerals to import food or to increase domestic production of food 
to help the campesino attain a higher level of living. The government 
is faced with many alternative choices in setting policies to deal with 
this dilemma. 
The main purpose of the study is to determine which policies will 
probably be most helpful in achieving the crop production target s (the 
policies most useful are the ones that accomplish the targets at least 
resource cost) and what effects alternative goa l s and po l icies w.i ll have 
2 
on relative resource positions among the various agricultura l zones of 
Bolivia . This would include the indenti ficatio n of major input s hif ts 
that can be expected as technology changes. 
One strategy that will be used in this study is the introduction 
of new techno lo gy into a l i near programming model so that projected 
supply can keep pace with projected demand. The introduction of exten-
sive irrigation , for example, may well cause factor movements both 
within and among regions. To make more relevant policies, th e government 
needs to kn01; the probable ex tent and nature of such changes. 
The specifi c objectives of this study are: (l) to supplement a 
linear progran~ing model so that it can suggest efficien t resource allo-
cation in achieving production targets given different levels of 
technology; (2) to estimate specific returns to certain technologies 
such as ex tensive i rri gation (be nefits of technology in achi evi ng produc-
tion tnrgets); (3) to cstjmatc th e sensitivit y of vJrious ''effici ent " 
target achjcving sol utions \Vhcn Jj fferent mixtures of production targets 
and impo1·t-export policies are employed. 
CHAPT ER I 
ECONOM I C POLICY 
Eco nomists have generally remained silent on the matter of setting 
public po l icies and have stayed within their realm of efficiency cri-
terion. Us ua ll y , de cisions concerning welfare, are left to the politi-
cian and publi c policy-makers. ~1any t imes, th is has been th e easy way 
out for the economis t because he lacked the necessary tool s to e nter 
the debate. Tiwugh, whe n policies affect the e fficient a lloca t io n of 
r esources , then the economist can analyze the r es ults and i s able to 
s uggest possibl e l east -cost alte rnative s . 
If economists are to mak e the greatest cont ribution to 
po l icy formation, th ey must co ntinuall y probe for a greater 
understanding of how th e economy functions, why it fun ctions 
as it does, and what the impl ica tion s a r e for resource use a nd 
income di s tribution to various groups in socie t y . Th is type 
of descrip ti ve analysi s i s necess ary to identify and to quantify 
r e lations hips among economic es tablishment of norms for 
deve l opment. [1, p . 54 ]* 
Po l icies are made to obta in specific goa l s or targets. Th e r e arc 
exogenous an d endo ge nous variables that influe nce policy ope ratio n, some 
;1rc contro ll ;:li1l c wh -ile other~ arc not. Th e poli cy-m :1k e rc.; c1 n cont- r o l thr 
exogenous policy ins trwne nts at their discretion \Vhile , at th e sanh .. ' time. 
they have no contro l over exogenous f ac t ors such as " ea th er, cr op 
*Numbers i n brackets refer to r efer ences in b ibliography section . 
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production, population , international prices, and other factors that 
arc outside of the system a nd not influenced by its operation but, in 
turn, have influence upon the system . The endogenous variables are 
those ~;hich influence the system and , in turn, are being influenced by 
the system. They include s uch items as national output, emp l oy me nt, 
prices, incomes, private expenditures, and national income fl, p . 54, 
2, p. 44] . Figure 1 illustrates the relationships that exist between 
the different variables. 
The variab l es of the model are c lassified into four di ffcrcnt 
types: 1) the "target" variables (Yil, which arc to be purposefully 
(though indi rcctly) influenced by the pol icy-maker; 2) t he "ins trumcnt" 
variables (zj), 1;hich are th e means availab l e to the policy-maker; 
3) the "data" (uk ), which are not s ubject to control by the policy-maker; 
and, 4) the "irre l evant" variables Cxsl, which are the side effects in 
1;hich the policy-maker is not interested [3, p.21]. 
ll1e "target" variab les are directly related to the community's 
welfare function ~;hich should be the objective of all modern economic 
policy. Examples of these variables could be national output, volume 
of employment, ba l ance of payments ' position, etc. The levels of the 
target va riabl es that arc desired by the pol i cy-maker arc called t; 11·gcts 
of economic policy [3, p . 22] . Por instance, a 10 percent increase in 
national output cou ld be the overall target of the subtarget to increase 
agri cultura I production by 7 percent. These variables are the "knowns" 
to the po l icy-maker . 
The "instruments" are directly under th e command of the po li cv-maker 
and are used by him to attain the targets. Exan~les of these variables 
Exogenous Variables 
Policy Instruments 
System of Structural Relation-
ships Concerning all 
Variables: 
The "~1ode 111 Endogenous Variables 
Goals or "target 
variables" 
Utility Surface 
o r "objective 
function" 
::~w yj_r----( 
X1J x2 
•s 
3
Not s ubject to cont r o l by the policy-maker or level of government that sets the 
goals and uses the policy instruments in question. 
Source: [3, p. 21). 
Figure I. l. The Theo r y of Economic Po l icy 
Ul 
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arc taxes, exchange rates, price supports, and import-export duties and 
quotas . ll'hen the policy-maker uses these variables, he is implimcnting 
the instruments of economic policy, such as a 20 percent devaluation, a 
10 percent i ncrease in taxes , or a 50 percent import duty on certain 
consumer durables. The important decision in economic policy is the 
proper rate of change for these variables. Si nee there nrc many di ffcr-
cnt l evels, the policy-maker can set many different rates of chan ge for 
any one instrument. However, the optimum level depends on the levels 
chosen for the targets. Consequently, the instrument values are the 
"unknOI<ns " to the policy-maker [3, p. 22]. 
The variables not under the control of the policy-maker such as 
c mp product ion, popu 1 atio n, and i nte rna tiona 1 prices are vari abJ cs gi vcn 
to him as "dat a". The analysi s of the data is very important and usefu l 
~<hen making decisions of co ntinuin g or discarding certain policy i nstru-
ments. 
After spcci. fying the target, instrument, and data variables, the 
remaining variables can be classified as "irrelevant" [4, p.4]. These 
variables are influenced by the instruments, and data could be gathered 
about them but, they, in turn for one r eason or anothe r, do not a ffcct 
the tota l welfare function or policy objectives. TI1ey were exc luded 
because of t heir i.rrclevance to policies unc..lcr present consider:1tion 
anJ by no means arc they unimportant to the economy as a whole . 
ln addition to the target variables contained in the total ~<c1 fare 
functio n (II'), there may also be instrument variables. The importance 
of their effect may be understate d by the sma llness of the arrow in the 
chart leading from the Zj vector to II'. However, shadow prices and/ or 
7 
direct monetary expenditures can be imput ed i n mos t cases for the instru-
ment variables and may res ult as one of the major factors in fl uencing the 
overa ll welfare function [3 , p.22]. 
Economic policy can be a powerful tool in the hands of po li cy- mak e r s. 
' 
In order for it to be operationa l , three prob l e ms must be dealt with: 
fixation of the targets to be attained, indication to the policy-maker 
of efficient ins truments of policy, and making availab le to him a simplified 
and manageable model to en able the calculations of the values to be 
assigned the instrument vari ab les. In short, this process is to design 
targets and i ns truments, and cons truct a simp lified decis ion mode l 
[4, p.XI II] . 
Impl e menting Poli cy 
Opt imal policy-making is much more compli cated in practi ce than out -
lin ed above. Wh en practical app l icatio ns are mad e t o actua l econom i c 
systems, comp licat ions ma y arise : (a) because the eq uations defining the 
econom i c system may contain random or stochastic e lements , (b ) because 
there may be l ags between actual control and the planned or potenti al 
control, where the l a tter may be s ubject to upper and lower limits for 
each time peri od [3, p .l7] , and (c) because, in long run planning, targe t 
variables could become instruments as the total welfare or preference 
function is changi ng through time. Targets would have to be visua li zed 
not as fixed cons tants, but as a cer t ain f un ction of time. 
ll'ithin o ne or more of the interim periods of the planning horizo n, 
r \l l' .... tlllll' ~IHl rl - rtlll aJapt;Jtion~ . For l'XampiC', \Yt':ltlwr m;Jy prt'\'t'll t pri.!dlll"till ll 
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of the agricultura l sec tor from reaching its prod uction target. Adjust-
ments may be necessary in import-export instruments or even in tax 
instruments to restore equilibrium. These changes can only be applied 
if the targets are well-defined and the instruments are applied in a 
coordinated fashion. This requires the continuous and orderly study of 
various alternative economic policies. 
If there is a shortcoming of having such an explicit model, it would 
have to be a misconception about economic policy or the belief that there 
is a one-to-one correspondence bet\vccn the jnstrumcnts and target~; that 
is, that each instrument, or g roup of instruments, has to se rve one 
special target. Public policy-makers may underestimate or ignore the 
fact that simultaneous interrelationships among the targets and the 
instruments exist [4, p.XII]. This may explain why policies are oft e n 
executed in an uncoordinated manner. 
Altering certain instruments aimed at one target may necessitate 
changes in other instruments aimed at other targets . When the cycle 
of changes is comp l ete, the policy-maker acti ng in isolation, may realize 
that the changes made in the original instruments were not optimal. 
Further changes arc required to assign optimum values to the instruments 
in order th at the system approaches equilibrium and a trial and error 
method of policy-making results. ·noe fact that interrelationships do 
exist suggests the need for well-defined statis tical knowledge of the 
lnstruments and targets in order to create the capability of making 
better quantitatlVC selections , rather than arbitrary qualitative selec-
t i ons. so cq uilibrjum can be restored by a more sys tcmat j c po l icy. 
9 
Collection of sys t ematic statistical data is import ant not only for 
pr esent planning, but a l so for pr ediction of optimal po~icy perfor mance 
in future p l anning. When instruments are varied in the ~xecuti on of 
interim as "ell as lo ng ran ge policy adjus tment s, basic s hifts must 
occur in the fundamental economic orde r of the system. Th ese chan ges may 
not be drastic but still, they involve some kind of s"itchover. Relaxa-
tion of cert ain import duties may allow the farmer tc swi tcho ver from one 
type of production to anot her. In lesser developed countries, this may 
be the change from traditional to semi traditional agricu~ ture. By 
systematically varying th e different ins truments , the policy-maker can 
establish a met>,od of e volutionary (nonstationary) control techniques 
[ 3 , p . 33 ] . 
Th e imp l ime ntati on of these control techniq ues r eq uires that data 
he co ll ected in some sys t e mati c form so that fixed intc 1·va ls o r pha ses 
of production can be estab li s he d. We ass ume th a t th e farmer cannot a Ite r 
his method of production within the phase but may change bet"een phases. 
The policy-make;:- has the desi red level of the we l fare function (IV) as 
given, as well as the stat istical data collected in the previous and 
present phases. ll'e de note the i nst rumen t s used in th e p r esent or k th 
phase by z(k) . The o bj ective i s to control th e chan ge ir• the vari ables 
fro m z(k) to z(k+ l ) in order to minimi ze the cost of the switchove r or 
maximize the returns to the welfare f unct ion during the (k+l)th phase . 
The planner can c:s timate the optimum value of the instrument vector in 
th e ('+ I )th phase s ub ject to th e c 1·itc ria of ( II' ) nnd then o<e t :( , +I) 
equa l ttl it . Use of prc~cnt ontl predicted Jat a i s ncc:-"ssary to qu:mtit\ 
these future values "hich, in essence, makes it a prob l ew. of efficien t 
prediction more than anything else [3, p . 33]. 
I! 
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The ideal model uses only the contro ll able variables and delimits 
the rest. This, in a sense, aims policy instruments directly at certain 
targets which make up part of the total objective function. In the real 
"orld, the noncontrollable exogenous variables enter at this point and 
also "ffect the targets. The economist can analyze the non controllab l e 
factors (data) 3nd at this juncture he has something to say about policy 
costs, efficient al location of resources and their effec-t on total welfare. 
Policies can be a means to an end, the end being the fulfillment of 
a projected production target or political goal. A policy is formulated 
in many ways . [n Bolivia, for example, policies are set by statistical 
projections , official consensus of a government agenc.y, the lone crusade 
of a particular gover nment official, outright guesses, and many more 
methodical and " sea t -of- the-pants" processes. 1'/hatev.or the process, 
many production targets and policies have been formulaterl . 
The numerous targets, whether announced or inferred, are valuable 
to this study fo:c the following r easons . First, from the assortment of 
official and unofficial documents, it is possible to deduce the general 
direction of present and future development policy. Second, the role 
that new technologies might play can be detennincd with regard to 
accomplishing the targets and formulating new policies. 'fhird, the 
presence of suprly/demand projections of certain agricultural commodities 
opens an area of alternatives to present policies and targets. The 
grotmds for detennining the parameters of the range uf a! ternati ves 
might be based upon the following rationale. 
In the future, projec t ed supply will either equal o~ not equal 
projected demand. When the projected quantities are not equal, suppJ,· 
11 
can eit her be ir. surplus or deficit . If in surplus, one available option 
is to sell it abroad. If it can be sold, how much is desirable to 
export 7 The policy implications may involve settinf. an export target 
or formulation of an export policy encouraging more exports of that 
particular commodity. ll'h cn se llin g the surplus i s not desired or is not 
possible due to inten1ational controls or domestic reasons, a contrac-
tionary production pol icy is needed. A cutback in pr oduction would 
occur until som·~ target or goal is obtained . 
In the case of a projected supply deficit, either increased imports 
or increased domes tic product ion are the alternatives . In choosing the 
option of importing, the policy might be to import the '"'ad as long as 
the cost of impo rtation i s less than that of producing it domes t ica 11 y. 
lVhcn jmporting j s undesirable because of political, monetary, or r L' I ativC' 
cost implications, and sa ti sfaction of projected demand is desirab le, 
th e re must be a domestic expansionary policy. 
In I ess developed countries , it is especiall y impuY t ant that poI icics 
direct resources to beneficial activities. Misdirection results in 
loss of time and wastes scarce developmental resources. ~griculture has 
many of the basic resources that are essent ial to the process of develop-
ment but, much too often, this sector is neglected. 
CHAPTER II 
MODEL 
A linear prograrruning model will be used in the analysis of policy 
altematives. This model was chosen because allocation of resources 
;J J"c eas i I y manipulated by the program. l11e purposes of the LP model 
;11~c to dcte:rmi nc optimum allocation of reso urces that mini.m:i zc cost 
of achieving a give n production level and to assess the aggregate effect 
of individual adjustments as well as de termine further adjustments 
needed at the f ·<rm level to coincide with aggregate demand and supp l y 
conditions. 
The process of linear p ro gramming deals with obtaining optimal solu-
tions through an iterative process . Each step leads to a higher profit 
or lower cost (depending on the nature of the problem) until an optima l 
so luti on is reached. ·nlis may appear as a panacea to problems of prof.i t 
maximization or cost minimization. Unfortunately, the model .is confined 
by certain conditions and assumptions. 
The first condition is that o f "fixed proportions". [n creasi ng or 
decreasing returns to scale is ruled out by this assumpt ion. Tf, for 
examp l e, the propor tion of labor to land equals two and capita l to labor 
equa l s three, the LP model assumes these ratios to be fixed. 
The second condition assumes "constant returns to scale". This 
impl i es that if the inputs are doubled, two unit s of output are produced. 
No allowance is made for the possibility that increasing one input by k+l 
12 
whil e only incr-easing the remaining inputs by k might result in k+l 
units of output. All units must be increased by k+l in order to 
satisfy requirements of the LP model. The additional increases in 
unnecessary inputs essentially are wasted resources due to th e asswnp-
tion of constant returns to scal e . 
The thircl asswnption i s "independence". This condition means that 
the activities are not dependent on one another. Changes in one activity 
does not necess itate changes in other activities and have no effect 
upon them. Clarification should be made that 1;hil e the activities are 
independent. they may also be mutually exc lusive . 
The three conditions of fixed proportions, constant returns to 
sca l e , and independence give rise to the word linear in linear programm-
ing because they lead to linearity. "Linearity means that we can formulate 
the process of production by adding as many units of X to as many units 
of Y, without squaring X, or taking logarithums . " [6, p.332] 
The final condition is "divisibility" . This allows the firm or 
producing process to produce fractional unit s . Of course, the inputs 
arc fractional units also due to the first three asswnpt.ions. 
The firm is free to employ numerous activities or processes to produce a 
certain output. As an illustration, the firm may employ processes X 
producing 3 units, Y producing 3. 1 units, and Z producing 5. 4 unit s 
to ob t ain a total product of 10. 8 unit s . In certain cases though, 
divisibility is not appropriate and th erefore the ass umption can be 
relaxed without affecting the validity of the program. 
14 
An Example 
A graphica l example may help to illustrate how LP models arrive at 
the optimal so lution. Consider a least-cost problem. Suppo:e that two 
t echnologies and three inputs are available. In producing sugar cane, 
a farmer can use the traditional or semitraditional technologies . The 
fol lowing equations represent the amounts of each input available and 
how much is used by each t echnology. 
2X + 3Y ? 18 
2X + Y ? 8 
X + 3Y ;,. 12 
(labor) 
(capital) 
(land) 
X is the traditional technology represented by the vector containing 2X, 
2X , X. Y is the semitraditional technology represented by the vector 
containing 3Y, Y, 3Y. The inputs are land, labor, and c~pital. The 
minimum supp l y available of inputs is represented by the vector contain-
ing 18, 8, and 12. The farmer wants to know the least-cost method of 
using the avai lable resources when he has already committed certain 
amounts of inputs to production. The problem is to minimize the "objec-
tive f unction". Cost is represented by C and the fun<.:ti.on is: 
c SX + 7Y (objective function) 
The objective function is not only subject to the above mecntioned con-
s traints of available resources and combinations of inputs, but, a lso 
X ? 0 andY ? 0. This ensures that they are used only at positive levels. 
Figure 2.1 shows the relationships. 
15 
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15 
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Figure 2.1. Cost Minimization ll'ithout Target Restriction 
The line ll represents the inequality 2X + 3Y ? 18, kk represents 
2x + Y? 8, and gg represents X + 3Y ? 12 . The boundary of the feasible 
region is the line gmok and the area to the right (including the boundary 
lin e) represents the total feasible region where solut ions to the problem 
can be found without violating any constr ai nt . Logically, the "optimal" 
least-cost solution is some point on the line gmok. The LP model located 
the optimal point in the following theoretical procedure. 
Setting the objective function or cost equal to 14, 42, and 70, 
respective l y, \VC have the iso-cost lines of CC , C'C', ~1nd C11 C: 11 • Th ere 
are an infinite number of iso-cost lines but to simpli fy the graph on l y 
three are represented . The LP program selects different iso-cost lines 
until one is found to be tangent with the feasible region. The simplex 
method is the process of iterations that lead to the optimal solution 
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in which the program procedes in definite s teps choosing only a step that 
represents a lower cost than th e previous step until a point of tangency 
is reached similar to point 0 in Figure 2.1 . The farmer should use 
l. 4X and SY . 
The additional restriction of meeting the targ~t changes the who l e 
complexion of the model . The objective function now tries to minimize 
the cost of reaching the target. 
2X + 3Y <: 18 
2X + Y <: 8 
X + 3Y -; 12 
X + 2Y 8 
The equations are : 
(1 abor) 
(capital) 
(land) 
(target) 
The lines 11, kk, and gg are the same as in Figure 2.1. Assuming that 
the farmer only wants to produce 8 units of output, he wants to know the 
mixture of available technologies that would minimize costs. Th e target 
assumption confines the solution to the area left of and including the 
boundary line lmnol. The target is represented by line tt [Figure 2.2]. 
The most obvious leas t-cost so lution is to use technology Y and 
produce the entire 8 units at a cost of $28. Assume thJt present circum-
stances do not allow the farmer to make the complete trat,sfo rmation because 
$10 has already been committed to technology X. In view of these restric-
tions, line CC 111inimi zes the cost at $31. Complete chan ge over to 
technology Y will minimize costs in the long run. 
The highest achievable target is 8.9 unit s unle~s more inputs become 
available. Land (line gg) is th e constraining factor . If expansion is 
desirable, investments to develop l and shoul d receive tO;:J priority up to 
the point where labor becomes the constraining input. Introduction of 
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Figure 2.2. Cost Minimization With Target Restri~tion 
targets into an LP model allow policy-makers to, (a) see the cost of 
such actions, (b) to be able to rank investment priori ti es, and (c) 
observe the direction in which marginal rate of transformation s hou ld 
occur. The decision- making process becomes more comp licated when one 
considers three or more technologies whose costs and yields are closer 
together than those in the example. The least-cost point becomes a 
peak in a multidimensional plain. 
Model Used in Study 
The LP model used in the study will attempt to minimize the resource 
cost of accomplishing prescribed national pr oduction targets. In terms 
of the progr am, the total value of resource cos t s is tr.e objective func tion , 
and the economic const r aints are related to th e technical. feasibility of 
production and become the production function. For example, if an input 
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vector of resources is designated as P and an associated production 
targe t or output is designated a s T, then the problem is to minimize an 
objective function g(P,T) subject to th e constraint f(P,T1, which i s 
better known as th e bi vector or "right hand side" (RHS). 
The solution of optimality for g(P,T) implies certain relationships 
between the inputs and outputs. Using calculus to find a minimum, we 
differenti ate t he objective funct i on with respect to each of th e vector 
components, setting each differential equal to zero anc solving for the 
unknown. At this point, the problem is overdetermined. To compensate, 
artificial unknowns called Lagrange multipliers are introc:uced . These 
variables are weights which multiply the difference between the derived 
cost in each year period q from a unit increase in the quantity of the 
i th input and the marginal charge th at is actually paicl. in period q. 
Thus , the Lagrange multiplier A can be interpreted as the marginal 
opportunity cost, or shadow price, of redistribution in t erms of effi -
ciency. In equation form: 
(a) 
and A MVP(xi) - MKcxil (b) 
MI(xi) 
where MVP marginal value product, 
MK marginal cost, 
MI marginal net redistribution gai n, 
Xi input i [8, p. 77]. 
In equation b, A is a weight which is the value of the ratio of the 
marginal efficiency gain, MVP(xi) - ~1K(xi), to the margi nal net r edistri-
blltion ga in. Wh e re more than one period is cons idered, .\ is t he gai.n in 
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efficiency in terms of present value of net marginal efficiency gains 
incurred by the last peso of net cost allocated to redistribution of 
resources in that particular time period. 
The resulting relationships between the inputs and vutputs and their 
respective prices is: 
au;axi = _ aYj = Pi MPP (l) 
au;aYj a xi Pj 
au/ a xi = axh Pi MRS . (2) 
au;axh a xi Ph 
au/ aYj = aYk Pj = MRT . (3) 
au;aYk aYj Pk 
[8, p.l02-l03]. 
Further interpretation of these equations clearly express the different 
relationships: 
au/aYj 
-3Yj/aXi 
- aXh/aXi 
-aYk/dYj 
marginal cost of input 
i = Pi, 
priee of input 
marginal benefi t of output = price of 
output j = Pj, 
marginal physical product (MPP), the addi-
tional output which can be produced per 
unit of input, 
marginal rate of substi tutio-., (MRS), t he 
marginal rate at which the ;,th input can be 
substituted for the ith input while holding 
production constant, 
marginal rate of transformation (MRT), the 
marginal rate at which production can be 
shifted from the jth output to the kth 
output. 
The three equations may be rewritten in a more strai~htforward fashion 
using economic tenns : 
~1Ci/~1Bj 
MCi/~1Ch 
MBj / MBk 
MPPij 
MRShi 
MRTh 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3)[8, p.l03]. 
In summation, to have a condi t ion of optimality of g(P ,T) subject to 
f(P,T), the following rules apply: 
Rule 1. The optimum allocation of goods. Each consumer 
maximizes his satisfaction by ordering his con-
sumption so that the marginal rate of distri bu-
tion between any two goods is equal to the ratio 
of their prices .... 
Rule 2. The optimum degree of specialization. Each fino 
maximizes its profit by making its marginal rat~ 
of transformation between any two outputs produced 
equal to the ratio of their prices . . .. (Equation 3) 
Rule 3. The optimum relationship between input and output. 
Eac h firm maximizes its profit by equating the 
marginal physical product of input in producing 
output with the ratio of their prices . .. . (~quation 1) 
Rule 4. The optimum allocation of inputs . Each finn maxi-
mizes its profit (minimizes its cost) by mahng its 
marginal rate of substitution between any two 
inputs used in production equa l to the ratio or 
their prices .... (Equation 2) [9, p.l03]. 
Pure competition automatically achieves these optimum conditions. 
This is a problem in linear economics since the restrir.tions on the 
problem are linear because th e total amount of any resource allocated 
to all production techniques must not exceed the total amount available, 
thus each restriction is a simp le sum [7, p.l2]. 
'lhe speci fie model of th e s tudy is to: 
m m m 
minimize E E E CijkXijk 
i=l j=l k=l 
subject to: 
and 
where: 
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m n 0 
l: l: l: Ai jkl xi j k <; bJk((i=l,2, . .. ,m), (i=l,2, . . . ,n), 
i=l j=l k=l (k=l,2, .. . ,o)] 
m n 0 
l: l: l: Aijk2Xijk s b2kf(i=l,2, ... ,m), (j=l ,2, ... ,n), 
i=l j=l k=l (k= 1' 2' ... '0) l 
m n 0 
l: l: l: Aij k3Xij k <; b3k[ (i=l, 2, . .. ,m), (j=l,2, ... ,n), 
i=l j=l k=l (k=l ' 2' ... ,IJ) l 
m n 0 
l: l: l: Aijk4Xijk s b4kf(i=l,2, ... ,Jr.)' (j=l,2, ... ,n), 
i=l j=l k=l (k=l,2 , .. . ,o)] 
m n 0 
l: l: l: AijkSXijk 5 bsk((i=l,2, . .. ,m), (j=l,2, .. . ,n), 
i=l j=l k=l (k=l,2, ... ,o)] 
Xijk> Cijk> Aijkl, bik ? 0. 
Cijk 
bik 
cost in pesos per hectare of the i th crop 
produced in the jth technology in the kth zone. 
hectares of the ith crop produced in the jth 
technology in the kth zone. 
cost in pesos of input 1 per hect are of the 
ith crop produced in the jth technology in 
the kth zone. 
total 
blk 
b2k 
b3k 
b4k 
bsk 
amount of input i available in the kth zone. 
available land in the kth zone. 
available labor in the kth zone . 
available capital in the kth zone. 
available water in the kth zone . 
avai lable fertilizer in the kth zone. 
Dual Problem 
Every linear programming problem has a corresponeing problem called 
its "dual"; the original problem is called the "primal" problem. If 
the primal is a maximization problem, the dual is a minimization problem; 
if the primal ig a minimization problem, the dual is a maximization problem. 
The solutions to the dual are "shadow prices". The dual function i s to 
(a) allocate scarce resources, and (b) attach values to the different 
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resources used. The computer program prints out the activity 1evel 
(the so lution to the allocation of resources) and under the heading 
"Dual Activity", a value is attached to the resources used. In economic 
terms, these values are the marginal value products. They indicate the 
change that would occur in the objective function for each unit change 
of resource input. 
The program arrives at the various shadow prices througb the follow-
ing logic. Suppose the shadow price of Land21 (land type 2 in zone 1) 
is to be calculated. The optimal solution is reached and the total cost 
is figured. Now, one les s unit of Land21 is used and a aew total cost 
is found. The change in the total cost function attributed to using 
one less unit is the cost (value) of Land21· Putting the ai.oove exp lana -
tion into a simp l e formu l a we have: 
TC' - TC (U-l) _ U = shadow price 
where TC' total cost of using one l ess un;.t, 
TC total cost at optimality, 
U units of resource used [6, p.336]. 
Using actual figures from the program we obtain the shadow price for 
Land 21 . 
$b.3,531,999,437- $b.3,532,000,000 
10474 - 10475 $b.S63 
TI1e shadm; price can also help to construct a supply curve for each 
resource. If other resource values are held constant, the price of a 
particular r esource can be varied from zero to a maximum "mount. A 
series of shadow prices are generated and a supply curve can be inferred 
from this infonnation. 
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Post-Optimal Procedures 
Once the optimal solution is reached, post-opt imal procedures exist 
that a llow varia tions in the basis of the program. Parametric .~nd 
sensi ti vi t y ana lyses ar e the two most common and both will be used i n 
this study. 
Parametric analysis is a procedure that allows step i ncreases or 
decreases in values or quantities of speci fied variab l es to be performed. 
Usually, prices are changed by a fixed percentage per step. !n thi s 
study, parametri c programming will be confined to sequenti al ~hanges in 
traditional t echnologies and t arge t variables. The total variable cost 
of tradi tional technologies will be allowed to decrease by fixed percent-
ages. This i s desired in order to investigat e the levels (cost) at which 
tradi tional technologies arc ab le to compete with the more advanced 
t echnologies. 
The t arget rows will be allowed to increase and de creas e by pre-
specified incremen ~s to observe the changes that occur in th e allocation 
of resources. The amounts of addit ional resources requi red at diffe r ent 
s t ages will a ls o be s tudied. 
Practical problems in the linear programming framework are seldom 
completely "solved" by the optimal sol ution indicated in the model. Mo s t 
of the coefficients (objective function coefficients, matrix coefficients, 
and right hand side coefficient s) of the program have a certai n degree 
of uncertai nty attached to them. Linear relationships assumed for the 
present prob lem may not hold for the range indicated by the model so luti on. 
TI1erefore , i t i s oft en desi rab l e t o conduct a sensiUvit:' analys i s to 
determine the effect that changes in various coefficients have on the 
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optimal solution. If the analysis reveals that the optima l solution is 
very sensitive to small changes of certain coefficients, care should be 
taken in checking their respective values. The sens itivity ana lysis 
identifies the coefficient s that are critical to the program solution 
thereby reducing the numb er of coefficients to be re-examined. 
CHAPTER I II 
APPL ICATION OF MODEL TO BOLIVIA 
General Characteristics 
Th e country of Roli via has interesting geographical fea1:ure s. Its 
altitude ranges from a high of 21,391 feet to a low of 361 feet above 
s ea level [21]. The backbone of the Andes Mountains occupies most of 
the western half. Extending eastward, the terr ain becomt•s less rugged 
until one has descended into dense tropical jungles and rain forests. 
There are nine political depar tments; La Paz, Oruro, Potos{, 
Tarija, Chuquisaca, Cochabamba, Beni, Pando, and Sant a Cruz. Sucre 
and La Paz are the capital cities with mo s t of the government offi ces 
loca t ed :in La Paz. 
The people are mainly of two classes . There are the white descend-
ents of the Spanish and the browner American descendents. The Indian 
race and mestizos account for 70 percent to 80 percent of all Bolivians. 
Two major Indian tribes still exist which are the Quechua and the Aymara. 
The Quechua tribe is main l y located in the Departments of Cochabamba, 
Oruro, Potos{, Chuquisaca, and Tarija, while the Aymaras are concentrated 
in the Department of La Paz and around Lake Titicaca. Three major 
languages are spoken with Spanish being the foremost. Quechua and Aymara 
are also spoken by l arge numbers of people . A know l edge of two and 
s ometimes three languages is necessary to communicate with a major part 
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of the people, consequently, many Bolivians are bilingual while some 
are even trilingual. In addition, there are many smaller tribes that 
inhabit the unexplored dense jungles of the interior which ;peak their 
appropriate dialects . 
Bolivia is a landlocked country with no seaports. However, Bolivian 
railways do link the country to the sea through ports of other nations. 
The railroad network, though antiquated, incorporates r:.ost of the regions 
into the transportation system except areas such as the lleni and Pando 
where construct ion is very difficult. Making and maintainin g roads is 
a difficult task. In 1971, the country had only 1,104 kil o;uet ers of 
paved roads which is less than 4 percent of all roads. Graded or graveled 
roads made up 11,486 kilometers (41 percent) and dirt roads totaled 
15,529 kilometers (55 percent) [5, p.l9]. 
World Position of Bolivian Agriculture 
Agricultura l expo rts have been a small percentage of total Bolivian 
exports. In 1972, they accounted for only 9.8 percent of all export s, 
a value of US$17.9 million. On the positive side, this percentage 
seems to be growing every year [Appendix B, Table B.lj. In 1970, agri-
cultural exports i ncrease d 33 percent, while 1971 had an 80 percent 
i ncrease, and 1972 resulted in a 40 percent gain over 1971 [13]. 
One of the major reasons for the sudden growth of agricultural 
exports is due to improved marketing conditions of coffee, beef, cotton, 
and sugar. Coffee was exported in sma ll quantities until the early 1960' s. 
Production increased rapidl y due to the completion of all-weather access 
roads into the Yw1gas in Zo ne 7, consequently, exports have been growing. 
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The recent jump in the world price of beef has caused increased exports 
of this commodity. ~1ajor exports were begun in 1970. Presen tly, 
favorable prices are causing producers to sell importan t breeding stock, 
thereby reducing domestic production and consumpt ion . Long run hopes 
are for an overall increase in the production of beef. World cotton 
prices have soared and this explains the rise in exports from a value 
of less than US$500 in 1965 to US$7.5 million in 1972. Considered a lone, 
cotton was 30 percent of total agricultural exports in 1972. Large 
exports of sugar first occurred in 1965 . The completi~n of paved highways 
and excel l ent secondary roads along with the building of larger sugar 
mills have made possib le large scale production [13]. 
The period 1970-72 showed these four commodi ties acc~unting for 66 
percent of all agricultural exports. The apparent comparative advantages 
of th ese crops were even more favorable in recent years for two reasons. 
First, world prices, due to increased world demand, ha•e risen causing 
production to increase. Second, improvements in the !nfrastructure 
se rvin g many producing a r eas have brought producer and export er closer 
together. 
Importatior. of agricultural products amounted to about 25 percent 
of total imports in 1971, a value of US$42.4 million (Appendix B, 
Tables 8.3, 8,4, 8.5, 8.6]. Agricultural imports appear to be 
declining over th e long run. Major food imports are wheat and flour. 
Comparative disadvantages in wheat and flour had somewhat les sened due 
to recent changes in wor ld prices . The savings in foreign exchange 
ge nera t ed by reaching se l f-sufficiency in beef (1958) , rice (1963), 
sugar (1964), and cotton (1969) is estimated to be US$15.6 million a 
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year [13]. Bolivia is still a definite importer of &gricultural goods 
[Appendix B, Tabl e B. 7]. Various self-sufficiency programs have been 
established by the Ministry of Agriculture in the hope of generating 
even larger foreign exchange savings . 
Domestic Position of Bolivian Agriculture 
Bolivia is a l esser-deve loped country where agri~ulture could provide 
the key to development. Presently, about 65 percent of the popula tion 
is rural with many urban people also associated directly with agricul ture. 
This compares to the surroun ding countries as having the highest percent 
of rural population. Paraguay has about 63 percent, Ecuador 60 percent, 
and Per~ 47 percent. The important statistic according to present 
trends, is that the urban popul ation of Bolivia is increasing annual l y 
at 2.4 percent while Paraguay, Ecuador, and Pero have annual increases 
of 3.1 percent, 3.4 percent, and 3.1 percent, respectively [5, p.5] . 
Agriculture is the origin of 16 percent of the domes~.ically produced 
national product. in Bolivia. This is the largest percentage contribution 
of all sectors in the economy . Ironically though, the annual percent 
increase in production of .8 percent is the lowest of all recorded 
sectors and indicates that agriculture is losing ground. Comparing the 
percentage growth with Paraguay, Ecuador, and Pero which have agricultura l 
product ion growth rates of 2.6 percent, 3.6 percent, and !.0 percent, in 
that order, Bol~via has the lowest amount of yearly incr ease in production 
[5' p. 8] . 
The Ministry of Agriculture has recognized that even though most of 
agriculture could be classified as "traditiona l" , th ere are areas that 
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are in the process of accelerating their rate of development . Agencies 
and commi ssi ons have been set up to specificall y enco•.tr age and promote 
more rapid development of these sectors. One result has been that five-
year plans for agricultur al production were formed. More recently, 
the Natio nal Wh eat Institute (Instituto Nacional de Trigo) was estab li shed 
to stimulate production of wheat to the point of self- sufficiency . 
Often agencies have bee n established separately. Frequently, the intent 
of their actions has almost been offset due to the interrelationships 
exis ting in the secto r as a whole. Little study has been given to the 
effectiveness of the different agencies or the compatibility of their 
goals . Coordination of the different agencies and their ac tions would 
be a major step toward accelerating development in agriculture . This is 
quite beyond the scope of this study but an important appli cat ion con-
tained in the study would he lp the different agencies to be able t o 
envision the different actions required that would accon:r,lish cer t ain 
national goals and coordinate their efforts more effectiv~ly. 
Producti on Zones 
Bolivia is divided into ten geographical zones for purposes of this 
study . The overall intention in doing this is to define regions that 
are as homogeneous as possible [Fig. 3.1]. 
Zone 1 is called Amaz6nica. It extends the farthest north and 
includes the Provinces of Iturralde (La Paz), Madre de Dios, Manuripi, 
N. Suarez, G. Roman, Abuna (Pando), Itenez, Mamore, and Vaca Diez (Beni). 
Th e total es timated a rea is 184,358 square kilometers (18,435,800 
hectares). Population figures for 1972 estimat es the !lumber of inhabi-
tants to be 115,722 which is 2. 5 percent of the nation's total. The 
Figure 3. 1. 
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Geographical Zones of Bolivia 
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Consumo Rural Zoni-
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climate can be considered as tropical with 1800 mm. (ll inches) of 
annual rainfall. The temperature has an annual average of 26°C (79°F) 
[11]. Needless to say there is heavy jungle . The infrastructure of 
this zone is comprised of footpaths and rivers that are partially 
navigable. Most long-distance transportation is accomplished by air-
plane. In the rainy season , thi s is virtually the only means of travel 
when considering any appreciable distance [Refer to Fig. 3.2] . 
Zone 2 is called Pampas de Moxos. The provinces that constitute 
this zone are all l ocated in the Beni Department and are Marban, Moxos, 
Cercado, Yacuma, and Ballivian. The area is es timated to be about 
135,848 square kilometers (13,584,800 hectares). The population i s 
around 100,760 people which is 2. 2 percent of the total . The climate 
is tropical but with less rainfall than zone 1. There are some jungles 
and heavily wooded areas. The terrain of zone is dist~nguishable 
from that of zone 1 by the increased frequency ofclearingsoropen s paces. 
Again, there are no major roads due to the many rivers and harsh rainy 
seasons of the a.rea [See Fig. 3.2]. Current l y, major commercial transporta-
tion is performed by airp lane. 
Zone 3 is named Chiquitana. It extends the fartl1est east and 
borders on Brazi 1 and Paraguay. It is composed of the Provinces of N. 
Chavez, Ve l asco, Chiquitos, and N. Sandoval, al l in the Santa Cruz 
Department. Th~ estimated area is 240,693 square kilometers (24,069,300 
hectares) and the population is 91,784 residents accounting for 2 percent 
of the total. The climate is subtropical with well-defined winters of 
dry ,;eather and summers that are hot and humid. This is the l argest 
zone because of its vast area of woods and p lains. Transportation is 
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somewhat easier with many secondary roads traversing the zone . A 
major railway ex tends from Santa Cruz to the city of Corumba at the 
Brazilian border (See Fig. 3 . 2). 
Zone 4 is Santa Cruz Centro . This is the second smallest zone but 
one of the most productive of diversified agricultural products. The 
area includes the provinces located around the major city of Santa 
Cruz. They are Ibanez, !chilo, Sara, Santiesteban, Warnes (Santa Cruz), 
and the southern hal f of Arce (Tarija). The number of square kilometers 
is estimated to be 30,825 (3,082,800 hectares) and the population is 
192,740 according to 1972 estimates which is 4 .2 percent of the tota l. 
The climate is also subtropical but the seasons are not as extreme as 
those of zone 3. Th e amount of rainfall and soi l types seem to be well-
s uited for many varieties of crops . There are thick woods and heavy 
undergrm;th throughout the zone. The entire region has a well-es t ab lished 
system of secondary roads . Communication and transporta tion are even 
more faci litated by the main paved highway connecting Santa Cruz ~;ith 
t he central valleys and highlands [See F.ig. 3.2 1. The majvr airline of 
Bali via (L loyd Aereo Soli viano) along ~;i th lesser airlines have various 
daily flights to this area. Zone 4 has (one of) the best developed 
infrastructures in th e whole country. 
Zone 5 is called the Chaco . It is located in southeastern Bolivia 
and includes the Provinces of L. Calvo, H. Siles (Chuquisaca), G. 
Chaco (Tarija), Cordillera, and Florida (Santa Cruz) . The area is 
126 , 577 square kilometers (12,65 7, 700 hectares ). The esth1ated popula-
tion i.s 177,188 people which is 3.9 percent of the total. Thi s zone is 
largely composed of a vast plain. The c limate is dry with frequent 
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winds from the south (surasos) that play havoc with the temperature. 
The mean annual temperature is 23°C (73°F) but extremes of 0°C (32°F) 
to 44°C (lll °F) are not uncommon. The rainfall also varies. In the 
west, around llOO mm. (43 inches) is the average while farther east 
it is only 500 mm. (20 inches) [11]. Roads exist throughout the zone 
but only one main road is maintained for a ll-weather travel. A main 
railway crosses the zone from north to south connecting Santa Cruz and 
Yacuiba (See Fig. 3.2]. 
Zone 6 is named Valles. Thi s is an attempt to include valleys of 
about the same altitude and climate into one zone. There are many 
provinces of various departments that make up the zone which extends 
from the capi tal of La Paz through central Bolivia to Tarija. It 
includes the Provinces of Arce, Avilez, Mendez, O'Connor, Cerado 
(Tarija), N. Chich as, S. 01ichas, Omiste, Bilbao (Po:os{), Campero, 
Mizquc, Arque, E. Arce, Tapacari , Quillacollo, Arani, Ayopaya, Capinota, 
Punata, Jordan (Cochabamba), Saavedra, Muneca, Larecaja, r~urillo, 
Loayza (La Paz), Vallegrande, Caballero (Santa Cruz), S. ~inti, N. 
Cinti, Boeto, Azurduy, Tomina, Zudanez, Oropeza, and Yamparaez 
(Chuquisaca). The surface is 133,821 square kilometers (13,182,100 
hectares) and the number of inhabitants is 2,071,744 which is 45.4 
percent of the total. The entire zone is composed of different mountain 
ranges of the Andes Mountains with many valleys between. Th e climate 
is mild with small variations throughout the year and the temperature 
averages l8°C (E4 °F). Rainfall is anywhere from 400 mm. (16 i nches) 
to 1000 mm. (39 inches) [11] . Th e terrain is well-suited for many types 
of c rops . TI1erc are many secondary roads in which movement is possih1e 
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only during certain seasons due to the roughness of the mountains and 
the violent rains of the rainy season. A major road is maintained from 
La Paz to Cochabamba and Oruro and, weather permitting, to the cities 
of Sucre, Potos{, and Tarija [See Pig. 3.2). Air servi ce is available 
year arow1d to the major cities. 
Zone 7 is ca ll ed the Yungas. The provinces comprising this zone 
are Inquisi vi, S. Yungas, N. Yungas, Caupolican (La Paz), Chapare, 
and Carrasco (Cochabamba). The area is 60,710 square kilometers 
(6,071,000 hectares) and the population is estimated to be 263,353 
people which is 5. 8 percent of the total. The climate is hot and very 
humid which accounts for the dense vegetation. Most of the Yungas 
could be termed as a tropical jungle with various rain forests . Roads 
are difficult to build and maintain in most areas but scme secondary 
ones do exist and are passable most of the year. Recently an asphalt 
road wa s completed from the city of Cochabamba i nto the Chapare region 
I Sec Fi g . 3. 2]. Tropical crops are well-adapted to this zone. 
Zone 8 is the Altiplano Nor t e. This is the smallest zone in area. 
It surrounds the shores of Lake Titicaca on the Bolivian side . The 
Provinces of Camacho, Los Andes, Omasuyos, and M. Kapac (La Paz) make 
up the area which is only 6,170 square kilometers (617,000 hectares). 
About 306,120 people live here which is 6. 7 percent of the total. The 
altitude is from 8000 feet to 14,000 feet above sea level which explai ns 
the large fluctuations in temperature between day and night and conse-
quently the co ld c limate. The average annual temperature is around 
II •c (52°F). Rainfall is about 400 mm. (16 inches) a year but most of 
it comes in the period from November to March [11). Li ttl e vegetation 
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survives in these high altitudes so roads are readily built and easi ly 
maintained. In spite of th is t hough, there ar e no asphalt r oads in 
the zone. The main railway from La Paz to Guaqui passes through th e 
zone [Sec Fig . 3.2]. 
Zone 9 is call ed Altiplano Centro. It includes the provin ces of 
Ingavi, Aroma , Villaroel, Pacajes (La Paz), Cercado , Carangas , Sajama, 
Litoral, Dalcnce, Aboroa , Saucari, Poopo, Atahuallpa (Oruro), Chayanta, 
Charcas, Ib anez, Saavedra , Bustillo, Linares, and Frias (Potos{). The 
calculated area is 94,5 11 squar e kilometers (9 ,451 ,1 00 hec t ares) and 
th e population is 1,144 ,296 whi ch is 25.1 percent of the tota l. The 
climate is similar to zone 8 except i t seems that the growing season 
is slightl y milder a llowing cultivat ion of a few more crops. Th e tempera-
ture would aver age about ll °C but because the zone is a hi gh plain 
surrounded by mountain ranges , only infrequent variations of t he magni-
tude of zone 8 occur. Many secondary roads connect villages with the 
main road which joins La Paz, Oruro, and Potos{. This latter road is 
paved to Oruro. Two main railway lines cross the zone. The firs t 
ex t ends to Arica , Chi l e . The second also reaches a Chilean city, 
Antofagas t a, but it runs the whol e length of th e area passing t hrough 
the city of Oruro and branching off t o Potos!. Both rail roads provide 
important links >~ith seaport ci ti es (See Fig. 3. 2]. 
Zo ne 10 is named Altiplano Sud. It is made up of the provinces of 
Cabrera (Oruro), Quijarro, Campos, N. Lipez, and S. Lipez (Potosr). The 
area is estimated at 81,315 square kilometers (8,1 31,500 ~ectares) and 
the popul ation is 95,140 people which is 2 .1 percent of the total. Zone 
10 is an extension of the high plain of Bo l i via an d extends south to th e 
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border of Chile and Argentina. Th e distinguishi ng feature i s a vast 
salt f l at whi ch occupies one fourth of the whol e zone. 1ne climate is 
drier with about the same r ange of temperatures. The soil types ar e 
l ess product ive !:Jecause of hi gher salt content. Some secondary ro ads 
do exist throughout the region. The main link with other areas though, 
is the railway whi ch comes from Oruro and branches in the zone at 
Uyuni. One branch goes t o Chile and the other to Argen tina [See Fig . 3.2) . 
Area and popul ation distribution by zone are summari zed i n Table 
3. 1. 
Data Call ection 
The coefficients for th e program matrix were obtained from cost of 
production budgets contained in a re cent study published in 1972 [11). 
ll1 e budgets illustrat e production costs of various crops raised in 
Bolivia. Different po l itical departments had their own separat e budgets. 
Estab l ishing r epr esentative budgets for the different zones (the depart-
ments and zones are different regions) was no problem. For any designated 
zone and crop, budget s were t aken f rom every department that overlapped 
into that zone. Weighted averages, based on percentage of total cr op 
produced by each department, were used t o comb i ne the differen t budgets 
i nto a budget that represented the cost of production for that cr op in 
that zone. Each crop production budget is based on the amount of r esources 
necessary to enable production of tha t crop over an area of one hec t ar e 
of land. Onl y variable costs were inc luded in ca l cul~ting th e cost 
coefficients. 
Yi e lds pertaining t o the di fferent technologies wer e also obtn inC'd 
from the study. Cross-checking these data with a recent rural production/ 
TABLE 3.1. Estimated Area and Population of Production Zones 1972 and 1985 
Area Population Inhabitants Population Tnh abi tants Zone (km2) Rank (1972) Rank (km2) (1972) (1985) Rank (km2) ( 1985) 
Amazonica 184' 358 2 115' 722 7 . 63 187,245 7 1.02 
Pampas de Moxos 135' 848 3 100,762 8 . 74 163,562 8 1. 20 
Chiquitana 240 , 683 1 81' 784 10 . 38 148,760 10 .62 
Santa Cruz Centro 30, 828 9 192,741 5 6.25 312,322 5 10.13 
"" Chaco 126 , 577 4 177, 188 6 1. 40 287 ,159 6 
CX> 
2.27 
Va ll es 33 , 821 8 2,071, 744 1 61. 26 3,363,014 1 99.44 
Yungas 60 ,710 7 263,353 4 4.33 427,038 4 7.03 
Altiplano Norte 6,170 10 306,1 22 3 49 . 61 496,607 3 80 . 48 
Altiplano Centro 94, 511 5 1' 144,296 2 12.1 1 1,857, 65 1 2 19.66 
Altiplano Sud 81, 315 6 85 '14 7 9 1.1 7 153,941 9 1. 89 
TOTAL 1,094,831 4,558,859 7,401 ,000 
Source : [10). 
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consumption study completed by the ~linistry of Agriculture in conjunc-
tion with USAID, sugges ted that some adjustments be made. Since yield 
values are very sensitive to the function of the program, these changes 
were undertaken with much care. 
Data Arrangement 
The study includes twenty-two crops. Representative cost of produc-
tion budgets were established for the crops raised in the different 
zones. They include budget s of present technologies as well as es timated 
budgets for more intensive methods of production. Irrigation develop-
ment and addition of fertili zer were the two most used variations of the 
traditional technology. Table 3. 2 shows the distribution of the crops 
by zone, the different technologies used, and their yields in each zone. 
Columns 
Ther e are 308 columns in the program. Column activities arc classi-
fied into one of the following groups : crop technology, labor transfer, 
water development, fertilizer purchases, capital acquisition, and land 
development. Four crop technologies are included in the study : tradi-
tional, a stat e of labor-intensive production where only hand tools are 
used; traditional irrigated, labor-intensive appli cation uf water to 
traditional te chniques; traditional fertilized, labor-intensive applica-
tion fertilizer to traditional techniques; and modern, application of 
'"t te r anu fertil i zer by mouern methods to capita 1-intensi ve production 
processes. Present ly, most crops are not irrigated cr fertili zed except 
in special cases such as potatoes where natural fertilizer and hand-
diverted water are applied. 
TABLE 3.2. Dis tribution of Crops, Technologies , and Yields by Zone 
Zones Yield by Zone (Ton/ha} 
Crop Technol ogy 1 2 3 
' 
s • 7 • 9 10 1 2 3 ' 
s • 7 • 9 10 
Traditional X 
' 
X X 
' 
X LSI 1.51 1.37 1-7 l.lS 1.5 
Rice Irrigation X 
' 
X X X 1.73 2.0 1.41 1.15 1.5 Fertilh:er X 1.7 
Irrigation li Fertili:r.er X 
' 
X 
' ' 
1.83 2.1 1.51 1.95 1.61 
Com Traditional ·x 
' 
X 
' ' 
X X 
' 
1.82 .i.67 1.26 l." 1.19 1.3 1.4 .77 
Com Silage Traditional 
' ' 
·x 3.2 l2 3.0 
Tnditional 
' 
X X X X 20 32 31 
" " 
Sugar Cane Irrigation X X X X X 40 52 51 85 .. Irrig<~tion li Fertilizer X X X X X 60 72 7l 95 .. 
Banana Traditional X X X X X X .97 3.8 ... 4.7 1.2 .67 
Pineapple Traditional 
' 
X 
' 
X 3. 0 3.2 3.5 3.5 Fertilizer X 
' 
X X 3.5 3.8 4 . 4 4 .0 
Bed Traditional X X X X X X t X X X .2 ' . 2• .Is• .IS* .17• .10* .20* .to• . to• . JO• 
Coffee Tradi ti onal X X X X .56 .60 . 13 .77 Fertiliz.er X X X X .70 
·" 
.27 . 87 
Sl.leet Potato Traditiona l X X X 
' 
X X X 14 13.5 14 l4 13.5 A ll.S 13 0 
Tobacco Traditional X X X X 
·" 
.24 .44 3. 0 
Cotton Nodom X X X .37 .37 . 32 Fertilizer X X X ... .so .36 
Soybeans MoQo m X X 
.ss .62 
Trad i tional Inla:atloft 
& Fertilize r X X X X X 
Potatoes lnt ens i ve Traditional 
X X 8 ll l2 9.8 ... 4.8 
Irrigation ' Fenilher X X X X X X X 9 13 14 ll • 7.6 
Oranges Traditional X X X 7.5 66 10 Fertilizer X X X 8.5 70 95 
Milk Cows Traditiona l 
Pe<.nub Traditional X X 1.4 . 55 
Intensive Traditiona! X I l.S .63 
Barley Traditional X 
' 
X 
.6 1 .81 
·" Barley Silap Tradi t ion a I X X X 2.18 1.3 1. 9 
Traditional X X X 
.6 .64 . 46 
Wheat Irrigation X 
' 
.77 
. 65 Fenilizer X • X 1.82 2. 7l .so Ir-rigation & Fertilize-r X X 2.64 
·" ~inoa Tndit ional X X X X .78 . 81 • 2 ... 
Coca Leaf Traditional Variety A X .OS 
Trad i tionaJ Va-riety B X 
.26 
Sheep TTaditional X X X 
.s• .s• .s • 
*Number of head per hectare. 
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Labor transfer activities are included in al l zones. Their purpose 
is to allocate surplus labor to deficit labor ar eas. The transfer 
costs are based on distance and availability of labor for each zone 
[See Appendix A]. 
Water development, fertilizer purch ases, and capital acquisition 
are activi ti es which expand th e original RHS constraints. Each of the 
respective activities allow additional amounts (water, ferti l izer, or 
capital) t o be purchased as required . The total for each activity 
appears in ever y zone . They represent the requirements for that zone of 
wat er, fertili zer, and capital that comply wi th the solut ion i ndica t ed 
by the objective function. 
Land deve lopment activiti es ar e included in order to es t imat e 
total l and use in the year 1985 . Since the objective is to es t imate 
the area of l and i n production by 1985 subject to spec ifi c crop produc-
tion targets, presumab l y , the amount of land in use will increase. 
Budgets for the cost of c l earing and developing land under different 
practices were obt ained [12] . Two techniques for developing l and have 
been selected and app li ed to the app r opr iate l and types. One is a 
labor-intensive method while, the other is machinery-intensive. All 
zones are equipped with land development activi t ies in th e program. 
Rows 
There are 196 rows in the matrix. They consist of major divisions 
for l and, labor, and capital. Two subdivisions of water and fertilizer 
arc separated from general capital in order th at e ffe c ts of new 
technology can be more readi l y observed. 
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The study includes seven types of land. The classifications were 
very broad and based on land use rather than soil types. For example, 
crops grown in land1 reach their highest yields in this land type . They 
do poorl y on land2 and therefore, are not as competitive with land2 crops 
as with land1 crops. Land 1 is the type of land occupied by corn, corn 
silage, sweet potatoes, barley, barley hay, potatoes, wheat, and quinoa. 
Land 2 consisted of only rice production. Land 3 constituted the lower 
altitude crops of sugar cane, cotton, soybeans, and peanuts, while land 
4 was made up of the more tropical crops of bananas , pineapples, coffee, 
oranges, tobacco, and coca leaf. Land 5 was reserved for beef cattle, 
land 6 for milk cows, and land for sheep raising. 
The labor row is based on wages rather than man-days, hours, or 
other types of physical measurements. This method is employed because 
of the nonconformity of many budgets. Certain assumptions concerning 
the wage rate per day for the different zones allows easy manipul ation 
of the monetary figure into man-days or hours. Matrix cells that have 
positive values are interpreted as the amount of labor in pesos required 
to cultivate one hectare of any specified crop. 
The capi tal row is based on the amount of investment in tools and 
machinery necessary to produce one hectare's worth of any particular 
crop. Examples of some of the items allowed for in this row are pesti-
cides, machine labor, transportation costs, storage costs, rent for 
custom harvesting, rent for a team of oxen, feed, animals, shovels, 
picks, and seed. 
Capita l is aggrega ted into a si. ngle row because of structural 
di fficultics of th e niodel and the nonconformity of different capita l 
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c l assifications. For example, when unaggregated, th e LP mode l would 
select a technology that included pesticides as an input. The mode l 
would reach the point where the t otal amount avai l ab l e is uti lized and 
s till more could be used if it were avai l ab l e. Upon reaching this 
poi nt, the program would eithe r sel ect another technology or conclude 
with an infeasible solution. Expansion activities could have been 
established for each separate capital item but this would have more 
than tripl ed the size of the ma t rix. Due to the fact that only a few 
of t he capi t al inputs are of interest in this s tudy, aggregation was 
the chosen alternative. Aggregation is the onl y procedure where the 
data could be saved while allowing the model enough freedom to r eac h 
an optimal sol ution . 
Irrigation is omi tted from the above aggregation so it can be 
ana l yzed separately. This row is understood as th e amo unt of pesos 
needed to deve lop irrigational facilities tha t would provide wat er for 
one hectare. In mos t zones , the irrigation coefficients are one of 
three va lues due t o th e consideration of on l y the cons truction and 
maintenance of the structures bringing the water to the field and not 
of its application. This is a valid assumption for two reasons. Firs t, 
there i s no charge for the volume of water used. If charges for ~;ater 
do exist , they are fi xed yearly fees irrespective of amount used . Second, 
the additional labor required for appl ication procedures is included in 
the 1 abor row. 
Using fert ili zer is a rathe r new production process in Bolivia so 
it is important to form a separate row facili tating its study . Thi s 
row is se t forth as the amount in pesos of fertilizer applied to one 
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hectare of land . The amount of capital required for applica tion of 
fertilizer varies considerably depending whether natural or commercial 
types are used. 
The remaining rows are composed of e lements making up an interzonal 
l abor transfer matrix. 
Constraints 
Const raints are constructed for each row to satisfy the conditions 
of th e right hand side. In calculating constraints for land, totals 
obtained from the recently completed study of rural production and con-
sumption by USAID provides base figures for most types of land. For 
examp le, in deriving the constraint for landu (land type 1 in zone 1), 
the number of crops classified in this land type is first taken i nto 
account; next, their respective occupie~ hectares are figured; and 
finally, the s ummation of individually occupied hectares for crops in 
this land type constitute the base constraint. These base constraints 
correspond t o the year 1972. Constraints for land types l, 2, 3, and 
4 are all se t in this manner. 
Constraints for land types 5, 6, and 7 are calculated by a different 
method because of data problems. These three classes of land are 
assigned to different types of livestock. Estimations of actua l numbers 
of each type of animal are established for each of the di fferent zones. 
Figures on the ave rage head raised per hectare multiplied by t he number 
of animals results in a reliabl e estimat e of occupied land in 1972 [II). 
Labor constraints are computed based on the assumption that the 
popula t ion di s tribution will be the same in 1985 as i.t is in 1972. 
Starting with the projected population figure for 1985 of 7,401,000 
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people [Table 3.1], the projected population of each zone for 1985 is 
calculated usi ng the present percentage of total population for each 
zone. Next, through the assumption that 60 percent of the people are 
rural and 40 percent are urban, the amount of rural population for each 
zone is secured. Assuming 35 percent of rural people to be active 
gives the total available rural labor force per zone [5, p.5]. It is 
necessary to convert this amount into monetary units. To do this, daily 
wages are estimated for each zone then the total amount of labor avai l-
able for hire multiplied by daily wages multiplied by 280 days results 
in the peso value of total available yearly labor per zone. The re sults 
for each zone are summarized in Table 3. 3. The amount of available 
labor for each zone by the year 1985 is difficult to fix due to its 
mobility. Therefore, a labor matrix was built into the program to 
allow zones with surplus labor to be able to transfer manpower to zones 
with deficit labor [See Appendix A]. 
The aggregate capital constraints are less significant to the 
study, consequently, personal estimates are used. The amount of capital 
in pesos required to produce one hectare of output by the traditional 
method is multiplied by the land constrain t for that land type and these 
figures are sumffied to arrive at a tentative capital constraint for each 
zone . The water constraint is derived in the same manner but instead 
of using the traditional method, the technology with labor- intensive 
water development is used. Fertilizer is fixed at an arbitrary con-
straint of $b.l,200,000 available to each zone, based on fertilizer 
imports for 1970 [Appendix B, Tabl e 8.6]. 
The above procedures are justified because there must be enou~h 
capit:il available to match the present needs of capital activities in 
TABLE 3.3. Total Available Labor by Zone 
Numbe r Number 
Present Total of Available Daily Value in $b Value in $b Population Population Rural For Hire Wages of Labor/ Daya of Labor/ Yeara 
Zone Distribution 2 X 3 60% X 3 35% X 4 in $ba 5 X 6 280 days x 7 % 
-
2.53 187,245 112,347 39,322 12 471,858 132,120,240 
2 2.21 163,562 98,137 34' 348 13 446,525 125,027,084 
3 2.01 148,760 89,256 31, 240 13 406,115 113,712,144 
4 4.22 312,322 187,393 65,588 15 983,8 15 2 75' 468' 340 
5 3.88 287,159 172 ,295 60,303 14 844,248 2 36' 389 ' 328 
6 45.44 3,363,014 2,017,807 706,232 
..,. 
13 9,18 1,020 2 ' 5 70 ' 6 85 ' 5 72 a-
7 5. 77 427,038 256' 22 3 89,678 12 1,076,135 301,317,744 
8 6. 71 496,607 297,964 104, 288 12 1, 251,450 350 ,406,000 
9 25.1 1,857,651 1,114,591 390' 107 12 4,681,280 1, 315,439, 792 
10 2.08 153,941 92,365 32,328 12 387 ' 931 108,620,736 
TOTAL 100 7,401,000b 4,440,6oob 1,553,434 19,730,377 5,529,186,980 
aCa1cu l ated at exchange rate of 12 pesos equal 1 dollar. 
bDifference due to rounding errors. 
Source: Table 3.1 and Appendix A. 
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the mode l. Upon reaching th ese current needs, capital column ac ti vi ties 
allow increments to enter the program. Capital and water are priced 
at a 15 percent interest rate whil e fertilizer has a fixed purchase 
price which results in total amount in pesos of fertilizer required 
for a given zone in keepin g within the optimal so lut ion. The capital 
constraints are es tablished mainly to satisfy the sufficient condi-
tions of the LP model. 
Production Targets 
The remaining rows are constructed to represent production targets 
for each of the twenty-two crops in the year 1985. The program objec-
tive is to minimize costs in reaching all targets. The presence of 
market f luctuations through time make it difficult to assess the pro-
per resource allocation that would jus tl fy the targets. Crude pro-
jections of consumption and production exist for some of the crops 
and in this respect partial escape from the assumption of linear 
trends is possible. In some cases though, the projections are unrea-
sonable mainly due to assumed elasticities, so reliance on proportions 
and linear projections are necessary. Table 3.4 shows the se l ec t ed 
targets and the variations around them. 
The target for rice is set at 91,233 metric tons (mt). Thi s 
figure is based on apparent domestic consumption in 1985 of 74,100 mt 
and the present (1972) estimated surplus. 
Consumption is related to population and calculated from 1985 
population projections. Rice surpluses are not directly re l ated to 
population growth because (a) Bolivian rice i s of a low quality which 
makes it difficult to export, and (b) random climatic conditions that 
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TABLE 3.4 . Target Values Used in Program 
Crop Original 15% Reduction 15 % Increase 
(~letric Tons) (Metric Tons) (~letric Tons) 
Rice 91 '2 33 77' 548 104,918 
Corn 542,400 461,040 623,760 
Corn Si 1age 10,000 8,500 11 '500 
Sugar Cane 2,971,191 2,525,512 3, 209 ' 870 
Banana 317,542 269' 911 365,173 
Pineapple 1,000 850 1,150 
Beef 5,244,366 4 ,457, 711 6 , 031,021 
Coffee 15,000 12,750 17,250 
Sweet Pot a toes 336,055 285,647 386,463 
Tabacco 500 425 575 
Cotton 50,000 42,500 70,oooa 40% in-
crease 
Soybeans 14,000 11 '900 16' 100 
Potatoes 999 ' 135 849,265 1,149,005 
Oranges 72,6 76 61' 775 83,577 
Milk Cows 257,628 218,984 296,272 
Peanuts 6,000 5, 100 6 ,900 
Barley Hay 242,013 205,71 1 278 , 315 
Bar l ey 95,473 81,152 109' 794 
Wheat 378,348 321' 596 4 35' 100 
Quinoa 72' 000 61,200 82,800 
Coca Leaf 5,498 4,673 6 '323 
Sheep 3,184,650 2,706,953 3' 662' 348 
aCotton was i ncreased 40 percent due to recent market developments. 
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affect yields are unpredictable. Taking into account these factors, 
estima tes of the 1985 surplus is about 17,133 mt. [12]. The target 
is se t by adding the estimates for consumption and surplus. 
Corn is used mainly for domestic purposes . Projec tions for 
1985 estimate that 542,400 mt.will be produced (12]. Consumption i s 
figu r ed to be about 4 38, 382 mt. with the surplus going t o animal and 
other nonhuman consumption (19]. 
Data projections for corn silage are unavailable. Present pro-
duction is figured to be about 7,237 mt. [21 ] . Based on population 
proj ections, the amount of 10,000 mt. is set as the target. 
The sugar cane production target is set at 2,971,191 mt. 
Per capita for 1972 sugar consumption is calculated to be 28 ki l ograms. 
By 1985, per capita consumption is expected to increase to 35 .8 kilo-
grams. Multiplying the latter figure by 7, 401,000 (projected 1985 
population), total sugar consumption is es timated to be 249,232 mt. 
Sugar cane yields about 9.4 percent sugar, so consumption is divided 
by 9.4 percent to obtain the consumption in sugar cane of 2,651,401 mt. 
The t a rget is set higher than domes tic consumption because Bolivia 
exports sugar to other countries. Allowing for gradual increases in 
exports , 1985 projections set production at 2,971 ,191 mt. [11]. 
Future estimates of banana production varied greatly. Difficul-
ti es ar ose when trying to calcul ate consumption due to lack of data. 
Production figures for 1972 of 230,000 mt. are a llowed annua l increases 
based on population increases. The 1985 production target of 317,542 mt. 
is based on (a) consumption of 42 .905 kilograms per capita, and (b) 
th e 1985 projected population of 7,401,000 peop le [ll]. 
so 
Pineapple is a new crop to Bolivia. Insignificant quantities 
were grown wild until recently, when small pieces of land have been 
used for cultivation of thi s crop. No national figures exist for 
pineapple but one study estimated present production to be 458 mt. [20]. 
Expecting an increase in pineapple production, the target is set at 
1,000 mt. 
Lack of sufficient quantities of meat in an average Bolivian's 
diet has resulted in establishing desired levels of future beef pro-
duction. The target is set based on estimates that 120,543 mt. of 
slaughtered beef (carne vacuna) will be produced by 1985. Taking 
into account the number of head needed for slaughter, number of head 
needed to increase herd size, and the number of head needed for 
domestic use, the total number of head needed in 1985 to satisfy 
the es timate for slaughtered beef i s calculated to be 5,244,366 [11]. 
Thus, the target is set at this number. 
Coffee has international controls which affect its production . 
Present (1972) production is estimated at 13,000 mt. Bolivia, in 
meeting its international quota, can export 8,872 mt. which is 147,874 
sacks of 60 kilograms each. Consumption is figured to be about .82 
kilograms per capita which results in 6,128 mt . [11]. The target for 
1985 is 15,000 mt. which is the summation of exportation and projected 
consumption. 
Sweet potatoes are mainly grown in garden plots by most rural 
families . The national estimate of production for 1972 was 242,000 
mt. (19]. Increased production is based on population growth and pro-
jected to be 336,055 mt. by 1985 (18]. The target is set at thi s figure. 
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Tobacco has only reached significant production levels since 
1970 (19]. Consumption and production data are unavailable though 
1972 estimates range from 235 mt. [20] to 1,300 mt. (19]. The target 
is set at 500 mt. based mainly on a recently completed inquiry of 
rural cons umption and production (20]. 
Changed world market conditions now favor the production of 
cotton . Production has rapidly increased the past few years making 
future projections very difficult. Based on current studies that 
estimate 1972 production to be 15,500 mt. (19] and 18,074 mt. (20], 
respectively, the target is set at 50,000 mt. for 1985. This allows 
for 135,000 hectares to be used for cotton production at a yield of 
.37 mt. per hectare. Cotton production occupied about 46,000 hectares 
in 1972. The target allows for a 200 percent increase. 
Soybean is another crop that is in the infant stage in Bolivia. 
Current sources estimate that 1,200 mt. to 2,000 mt. were produced in 
1972 [19, 20]. One source projects 1985 production to be 49,980 mt . 
[ll]. Observation reveals that production methods are shifting to 
soybeans at a slower rate than expected. 
is set at a conservative 14,000 mt. 
Due to this, the target 
One of the main staples for ovet 75 percent of the population is 
potatoes. It is estimat ed that Bolivians consume .135 mt. of potatoes 
per capita each year [11]. Based on population increases (7,401,000) 
and consumption per capita, the 1985 target is set at 999,135 mt. 
~1ention should be made that consumption is figured to be only 799,308 
mt. (80 percent). The surplus will be preserved in storage for future 
consumption by an ancient method of freeze-drying. 
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Domestic consumption of oranges amounts to almost t he entire 
amount produced. National statistics for 1972 es timate production 
to be 60,000 mt. (19]. Consumption ls calculated to be 9. 71 kilograms per 
capita [11]. Based on 1985 population projections and allowance of 
slightl y over 1 percent fo r exports, the resulting target is 72,676 mt. 
The heading "milk cows" is intended to also include derived 
dairy products. In 1972, Bolivia was estimated to have 34,719 head 
of milk cows which produced 3,642,000 liters of milk (11]. P~ojec­
tions to 1985 show an increase to 257,628 head producing 396 , 432,000 
liters of milk [11] . The target of 257,628 head is based on these 
es timates . 
The target for 1985 peanut production is a conservative 6,000 mt., 
due to conflicting data. Estimates from 1972 ranged from 1,050 mt. 
to 6,900 mt. [11 , 19]. More confidence is pl aced in the lower quan-
tity due to the fact that presently cotton and sugar cane production 
are more profitable crops which compete for the same type of land. 
Also, the absence of peanut oil processing facilities discourages 
rapid increases in production. 
The targets for barley and barley hay are derived with exactly 
the same procedure. Present production is r e l ated to 1972 popul ation . 
The resul ts show that .0327 mt. of barley hay per capita and .0129 mt. 
of barley grain per capita are produced (20]. Multiplying the 1985 
projected population by these two factors gives the targets of 
242 ,013 mt. and 95,473 mt. for barley hay and barley grai n , respec-
tively. It is assumed the population has correlation with product ion 
3nd cons umption by both livestock and peop l e. 
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The wheat target is 378,348 mt. This is based on the projected 
amounts of traditional and nontraditional land to be in use by 
1985 [11). The results are obtained when the number of hectares is 
multiplied by respective yields . They are: traditional 184,987 ha. 
x .6 mt. = 110,992 mt.; traditional irrigated 142,020 ha. x .77 mt. 
109,356 mt.; and modern irrigated 60,000 ha. x 2.64 mt. = 158,000 
mt. [11, Table 3.2). Consumption is estimated to be 386,164 mt. 
resulting in importation of about 10,000 mt. in 1985 [18). 
Projected quinoa production is based on 1972 production of 50,000 
mt. [20). The target is set at 72,000 mt. due to projected 1985 popu-
l ation. Consumption per capita is estimated to be 9.72 kilograms 
per person. 
The coca leaf production target of 5,498 mt. is based on consump-
tion per capi ta and production of two varieties. The "Chapare" variety 
is grown in the eastern part of zone 7 (See Fig. 3.1). 1985 projections 
estimate that 3,560 mt. will be produced resulting in a per capita 
consumption of . 481 kilograms [15). The "Yungas" variety is raised 
in the western region of zone 7. Maintaining per capita consumption 
at .261 kilograms, 1,938 mt. will be produced in 1985 [15). 
TI1e number of sheep in 1972 was estimated to be 2,239,814 head. 
Based on 1985 population and consumption projections, the sheep pro -
duction target is set at 3,184,650 head [11). 
Differences between production projections and actual production 
r ealized in future time periods are due to the effects of stochastic 
variables and unforeseen events . In trying to compensat e for these 
effect s , a range is established for each production target. "!he 
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lower paramet er is 15 percent below the values of t he original targets. 
The upper parameter is 15 percent above the original targe t values, 
except the cotton production target whose production increased 40 
percent. Exception is made for cotton because of unstable production 
patterns and because of favorabl e changes in wo rld market condit io ns. 
Table 3.4 shows the original targets and the parametri c values used 
in the program. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Initial Run 
The model is a ll owed to reach an optimal solution without the 
imposition of artificial restrictions. The objective function showed 
a total cost of $b.3,532,002,834. The allocation of the crop inputs 
is shown in Table 4.1 and the distribution of the various t echno l o-
gies among the zones is summarized in Table 4.2. 
The largest amount of labor is required in zone 5. The n~jor 
portion of beef production is assigned to this zone . Further produc-
tion is constrained by labor because this input has reached its limit 
in zone 5. Instead of increasing the wage to attract more labor, the 
least-cost solution assigns beef production to another zone. Zones 
4 and 6 are the next highest demanders of labor . 
Water development is mainly assigned to zones 9, 6, and 1. Zo ne 
9 requires an investment of $b. 7.0 million to develop irrigation for 
production of wheat. Though zone 6 has higher yields, the program 
allocates more water invest.rnent to zone 9. Trri gation in zone 1 
would be used for rice production. 
Zone 6 demands the most fertil izer. It is applied to wheat and 
potatoes. Demand in zones 3, 4, 5 , and 7 closely follows that of 
zone 6. Zones j and 4 app l y fertilizer to cotton, zone 5 uses it in 
sugar cane production, and zone 7 increases yield of rice and wheat 
by inputting fertilizer. 
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TABLE 4. 1. Initial Run Allocation of Inputs 
Input 
Labor' Irri gation Fertil ize r Capita l Land I Land 2 Land 3 Land 4 Land 5 Land 6 Land 7 Zone $b• $b• $b• $b• Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha . Ha . Ha . Ha. 
156' 086 ' 000 I ,931,005 
--- 83,395,000 145 , 850 42,911 --- --- 4,000,000 
93,450,900 - --
---
178 ,873,800 9,194 85,571 4 , 711 2,000,000 
18 ,417,700 
--- 87' 600 20,206,210 16 ,840 
--- 1,095 
275,435,000 
--- 1,267,159 541,742,500 12 , 077 
---
121,529 63, 753 
-- - 85 , 876 
303,929,000 128,856 1,189,440 35,402,300 29,767 
---
2,478 
--- 19,576,500 
228,523,000 5,645,592 1,661,284 231,527,000 413, 678 
--- 10 , 909 
60,578,600 
--- 1,410,181 66,575,400 so, 380 9,998 27' 310 3, 581 '788 
27' 390' 300 --- --- 24,533,400 73,971 
--- ~20,000 
128,203,000 6,942,915 
--- I 03,080,000 324 , 474 5 ,929,300 
ln 10 776,600 
-- - --- 303,600 
--- ---
- -- 220,.000 
"' 
----
---- --- --- ---
TOTAL 1,29l, 790 ,100 14,648,368 5,615,664 1,285 , 639,210 I , 076,231 52,909 221 ,582 95' 774 29, 158 , 288 85,876 6,369,300 
•12 pesos ,. 1 dollar. 
a.Labor can be converted to the size of the needed labor force by d,i.viding the peso value by 280 days then dividing that sum by 
the daily wages for t hat zone (see Table 3.3). For exal!l)le, the man/days required in zone 4 are divided by: $b .275,435,000 + 
280 days • $b . 983,696/day; $b.983,696/day + $b . l5/day • 65,580 laborers. 
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Table 4.2. Initial Run Di s t ribution of Pr oduct ion Ta r ge t Achi evi ng 
Solutions by Technol ogy and Zo ne 
Land Metric 
Crop Target Type Zone Technology8 Tons \ of Target 
Rice 91,231 I 74,23!> 81 7 16,997 19 
I 0 26S ,449 49 
2 0 IS,3S4 3 
Corn S42,400 3 0 4,S32 I 
... 0 16,183 3 
s 0 3S,42:1 6 
6 0 206 , 760 38 
Corn Silage 10,000. 10,000 100 
Sugar Cane 2,971,191 2. 738,272 92 232,932 8 
Bananas 317 , S42 17,902 6 299,639 94 
Pineapple 1,000 1,000 1 , 000 
0 800,000 IS 
Beef s ,244, 366* 0 400,000 8 0 3, 328,00S 63 
0 716,3S8 14 
Coffee IS , OOO 0 IS,OOO 100 
Sweet Potatoes 336 ,OS5 0 336,0SS 100 
Tobacco sao soo 100 
Cotton so,ooo 3 S26 I 4 49,474 99 
Soybeans 14,000 0 14,00.0 100 
Milk Cows 2Si ,628* 0 257,628 100 
6 16,291 17 
Barley 95,473 8 59.,917 63 
9 19,265 20 
Barley Hay 242,013 242,013 100 
6 3 142.798 37 
Wheat 378,348 7 2 135,261 36 
9 1 100,287 27 
Quinoa 72,000 0 72,00() 100 
Peanuts 6,000 0 6,060 100 
Oranges 72,676 0 72,676 100 
Coca Leaf 5,498 7 S,498 100 
8 0 110,000 3 
Sheep 3,184,650• 9 0 2,964,650 93 
10 0 110,000 3 
Potatoes 999 , 135 6 999 , 135 100 
*Nunt>e r of head . 
80 :a traditional, 1 • traditional irrigation, 2 • fertilizer, and 3 • irrigation and 
fertiliz e r. 
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Zone 4 demands more than twice as much capital as any other zone . 
Much capita l is s ubs tituted fo r l abor in producing cot t on, soybeans, 
and milk cows. In addi tion , land is developed by a capital- intensive 
process . ~1os t new l and goes to cotton and milk cow production . The 
capital to labor ratio is about 2 to J. Zones 2 and 6 are the 
highest demanders of capital. Their capital t o labor ratios are 1 .9 
and 1.0, respectively . 
Many zones are l arge users of different land t ypes due to produc-
tion requirements of one or two crops . Zone 6 is the largest demander 
of land1. La r ge potato and wheat production in this zone make up most 
of landl usage . Zo ne 1 requires l arge amounts of landz to produce rice . 
Th e l arges t user of land3 is zone 4 to raise cotton and soybeans. Zone 
4 also requires the highest amo unt of l and4 to grow bananas. Lands is 
demanded most l y by zone 5 for beef product ion. The sole use r of l and6 
i s zone 4 to develop milk cow production. Sheep raising is the reason 
why zone 9 is the highest demander of land 7. 
Base Run 
The pr esent di s tribution of agricul tural production was ignored i n 
the initial least-cost computer run. The results showed some a llocations 
that would be impossibl e because of physical l i mita tions in many zones. 
For instance , the model assigned 81 percent of all rice to be produced 
w1der irrigation in zone l with a required investment of $b.l . 9 million 
in traditional irrigation methods. This may well be th e most productive 
area as far as yie ld is concerned, but presently there exists poor 
infrastructure and market connections. Qua lification s s uch as this, 
jus t i fy the placement of limits (bounds) that s uperfic ia lly confine the 
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cultivation of certain crops to specific practices and zones. Conse-
quently, bounds a r e placed on crop production in most of th e zones. 
They rep r esent a certain percentage of traditional product ion based 
somewhat on present distribution [Appendix III). 
The objective function increases to a value of $b.4,020,000, 787 
with bounds placed on different zones. The objective functions of 
the base and initial programs differ by about $b.488 ,000 ,000. This 
could be interpreted as the cost of the immobili t y of resources result-
ing from fai lure to take advantage of superior t echnologies in more 
productive zones. The present value of $b.488 million discounted at 
15 percent suggests that, theoretically, only an investment of $b . l05 
million would be required at the beginning of 1974 to reduce cos t s to 
$b.3,532 ,000,000 by 1985. The optimum a llocation of investment funds 
among the inputs in th e different zones requires that large numbers of 
people and even whole cities would have to relocate. It also r equires 
that certain physical limitations be overcome where, in some cases, 
they are insurmoun table. For example, much of the land in zone 7 is 
uninhabitable by man or crops because it is located on steep mountain-
sides or inundated by rivers and bogs. In addi tion, the people them-
selves may perish due to the fact that diseases, such as tuberculosis 
which is dormant in the higher altitudes of zones 6, 8, 9, and 10, 
may become active in tropical zone 7. For these reasons, this study 
will base its conclusions on the base computer program and its perti-
nent variations. 
The results of th e base run ar e shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
TABLE 4. 3. Base Run Allocation of Inputs 
Input 
Labor Irrigation Fert ilizer Capital Land I Land 2 Land 3 Land 4 Land 5 Land 6 Land 7 
Zone Sb• Sb• $b• $b• Ha. Ha . Ha . Ha. Ha . Ha. Ha . 
169,869,000 789,776 
--- 80,679,400 165,802 22,244 730 408 4,doo,ooo 
64 . 305.000 --- --- 104,484,900 9,194 4,140 47 .883 4 . 711 2,000,000 
23,516,800 --- 12,400 24,599,360 16,840 3,420 1,095 
264,965,000 10 , 800 1,258,654 642.306,500 12,077 14,432 164.295 62,212 --- 10,000 
303,929,000 10,350 
---
. 45,696,200 2,209 380 7,100 66 20,261,000 
196 .375,000 3 , 524,621 1,480,115 361, 608,000 413,678 
--- 2,181 --- --- 75,876 
0'-
103,676,000 
--- 1,57.8,933 113,577,900 95,490 9,998 --- 51,966 3,000,000 --- --- 0 
23,963,1 00 
--- 940,000 24,533,400 63,204 220,000 
72,228,000 10,093,530 
--- 117,227,000 324 , 474 1,400,000 
10 73, 400,.700 105,525 938 , 0Qd 8t819,304 ~--·------ __ 4, 749 ,300 
TOTAL 1,296,227,600 14,534,602 6,208,102 1,523,531,964 1,105,313 54,614 223,284 119,363 29,261, 00il 85,876 6,369,300 
*12 pesos • 1 dollar. 
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TABLE 4.4 . Base Run Distribution of Produc t ion 
Target Achieving Solutions by Tech-
no logy and Zone 
c.., T.ll'lot ,,. Todlnolou• '" '~· \ortarJ•t T~• 
1 .... 10 
JO,J6l 
" 6,211 7 
.... fl,:ZU 4 , 615 
' 24,514 
" 1,305 I 
1,711 10 
301,760 .. 
Con J.U , 600 u,:n• 
' 15,861 
' 209 ,4lot .. 
COl'ftSila,. 10,000 10,000 100 
14 , 600 .s 
l ,Sll, ZS6 
" Sl.lpl' c.. 2 ,9 71,191 lt,UO I 
1,151 ,000 
" 44,200 1.1 
1S,66S . 
........ 317, 542 :Zft,I07 91 
14,010 
' ... 
" ~aNppll 1,000 .. . m 
" lS9 
" ....... IS 
.... S,:Z« , l66• s 400,000 7.S J,"-44,310 .. 
....... 11.5 
110 I 
.,, ... 15,000 ,.. s 
14,100 .. 
2SS,760 
" .-.. trouto .. l36 , 0SS 26.717 . 
7J,S1S 
" 
-
soo ... too 
" 
. I 
""-
...... 
1,047 10 
U,02J .. 
..... . ..
-
14,000 14,0110 
MllkCO.s 2S7 ,6ll'" . • • ooo 
" U7,1ll .. 
krlay ts,47J 47,JM .. 41,015 so 
lut.,.MI.y 242 ,0U 242,0U 100 
4S,too 
" 41,517 ll 
•••t 171 . ~1 US,tSol .. 
16 , :ZU . 
11,650 
' 
....... n,ooo n,ooo 100 
....... 1,000 •.•n .. 1,200 20 
.S,6JI s 
....... 7l,676 
'·"' 
6 
64 ,710 .. 
C..CI. Led S,4tl 7 • 3, 114 6S 7 .. l,t:Z4 
" I 110,000 
' 
-
J,IU,6SO• 
' 
700 ,000 
" 10 :Z,.J74,6SO 
" 
• I 1,920 . l I s z.s• .] 
I s 41 7,112 
" PotatMI "'·us • 
,. 151,914 
" 7 I 1,120 .. 
I I n,,.. .., 
' 
I 111, to0 17 . 1 
10 .. 16,415 I.S 
•-.-er or !lead . 
"Q • tr..J i!loft .1!, I • tndiHOIIal lrt'ltULOII, l • hrtllin1', l • lrrl11tlo11 allol 
hrtllllu . 
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The imposed production restrictions cause reallocation to occur 
among the inputs. Some of the changes are obvious when comparing Tables 
4 . 3 and 4.4 to Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
Zone 5 requires the same amount of labor and is the highest demander 
of this i nput. Imposition of r estrictions caused labor use to decline 
in a ll zones except 1, 7, and 10. Artificial assignment of production 
to these zones is responsible for the overall increase of labor. Zo ne 
I increased only about $b .l4.0 million while zone 7 increased by 
$b.43 .0 million and zone 10 by $b. 73.0 million. The total net increase 
of $b.4.0 million is the cost of additional labor i n order that the 
production targets can be accomplished when bounds are used in the 
program. 
Total water development decreased by a small margin of about 
$b. ll 4,000. Th e zona l distribution for the top three us ers remains 
the same . Zone 9 increases water development by $b . 3.0 million mainly 
due to increased potato production. Zones 1, 5, and 6 s how decreases 
due partly to the fact that zones 4 and 10 are assigned irrigation 
deve l opment. The slight decrease in total development results because 
traditional technologies, which require no water, play a larger role 
in achievin g production targets than in the initial program. 
TI1 e fertilizer distribution is partiall y a ltered with zones and 
6 changing demand posi tions. Zone 7 shows an increased demand due to 
the clima tic advantages of fertilizer application to wheat in that 
zone. Assignment of potato production to zones 8 and 10 causes th ese 
zones to enter th e sol ution while the r emai ning zones sho w decreases 
in fertilizer use. The total fertilizer demand increased about 
$b . 600,000 due to production restrictions. 
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Demand for capital showed the largest increase of all input s. 
The demand rose almost $b.240.0 million. Large increases ar e noted 
in zone 4, $b.l00.0 million, zone 6, $b.l30.0 million and zone 7 
$b.47.0 million. Zones 3, 5, 9, and 10 al l had increases of $b. 4 .0 
million to $b.l4.0 million. A s l ight decr ease occurred in zone 1 
whil e zone 2 had a significant reduction of $b. 74.0 mil l ion mainly 
due to decreased sugar cane production in that zone. The leading 
capital users, zones 4, 6, and 9, had changes in t heir capital to 
l abor ratios of 2.0 t o 2.4, 1.0 to 1.8, and .8 to 1.6 in that order. 
Zone 2 had a decline from 1.9 t o 1.6. It appear s that when r estric-
tions are imposed , major capital t o l abor substitut ion occurs in 
zones 4, 6, and 9. 
Zones 6 and 9 r emained th e hi ghes t demanders of land1 . The only 
major chan ge comes in zone 5 . Due to exclusion of corn production, 
land1 usage declines by 27,000 hec t ares. 
Zone 1 decreases its use of land2 when the program bounds assign 
zones 2, 3, 4, and 5 amounts of this land t ype . Zone 1 is s t i ll the 
highest demander with zone 4 replacing zone 7 as the second highest 
demander. 
The most not able change in land 3 occurs in zone 2. Land use 
declines by a l most 40,000 hectares in this zone due to reduction i n 
sugar cane production. Zones 4 and 2 are the largest demander s . 
Land4 shows no change in the distribution of the top three users 
which are zones 4, 7, and 2. Zone 7 increased significantl y but not 
e nough to overt ake zone 4. The i ncrease in zone 7 is mostly attributed 
to increased producti on of bananas. 
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The small est changes occur in lands. Zones S and 1 ar e s till 
th e largest user s. Zone S increased s l igh tly whil e zone 7 dec r eased 
slightly. 
Complete changes in di st r ibution happens with l and6 and l and7. 
In land6, milk cow production shifted almost entirely from zone 4 to 
zone 6. In land 7, zone 10 becomes the hi gh demander ~<ith zone 9 
decreas ing demand while zone 8 remains unchanged. 
The total quantity of usage for all land types increased except 
for l and6 and l and 7 which remained at the same level. 
Parametric Procedures 
Parametric procedures are used i n th e program to analyze the 
changes i n allocation of inputs as various a lterations are made in 
target values. It would be us efu l t o perform an extensive analysi s 
to observe changes in input a llocations as each t arget i s varied. 
Unfortunate l y, due to cos t s involved, the alternative of i ncreas ing 
and decreasing all targe t s by a fixed percent age had to be empl oyed. 
The targets are first, decr eased t o a level that is IS percent be low 
the base targets and then, increased to a l eve l that is I S percent 
above the base t arge ts. The comparisons of costs, allocations of 
inputs, and shadow prices are sho1m be l ow . 
The objec tive function value at the lower base target l eve l is 
$b.3,2Sl,990,878. This is a reduction of 19 percent over the objective 
function of the base targe t s . Th e value of the objective fun ction 
for th e high e r base targets is $b.4,96S,63S,69S . Th.is i s an i nc rease 
of 24 percent over the base target objective function. Since the 
production va lues move in constant increments of IS percent while 
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costs increase 19 percent from the lower base to the base level and 
24 percent from the base to higher base level, there is an indication 
that total production costs are increasing at an increasing rate. 
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the distribution of inputs by zone and 
the distribution of production by crop, by technology, and by zone 
when targets are decreased by 15 percent. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 list 
the distribution of inputs and production results for a 15 percent 
increase. In comparing these results with those of Tables 4.3 and 
4.4, changes can be seen in both inputs and production . 
The effects of the parametric changes on inputs of labor, 
fertilizer, capital and land are as expected, that is, they increase 
~<ith incremental increases in the targets. Water is the only excep-
tion. This ~<ill be considered in the section dealing with irrigation. 
The most noticeable changes in production occur in rice, corn, 
beef, sweet potatoes, barley, wheat, quinoa, cocaine, and sheep. At 
the lo~<er base level, rice had a 10 percent shift of the production 
target from zone 7 to zone 1. It appears that when rice production 
under irrigation approaches 30,000 mt., the comparative advantage is 
overcome by production techniques in zone 7. Increasing production 
alters the distribution very little as Table 4.8 shows. 
Corn is produced in four zones when the targets are at their 
base values. At the lower base values, an extra zone is brought into 
the s olution. This extra zone (zone 5) has 29 percent of the total 
production . When higher production is demanded by the program (higher 
base level), apparently the comparative advantage is lost mostly to 
zone 1, while zone 6 gains some advantage, higher production is mostly 
produced in zone 1. 
TAB LE 4. 5 . Lower Base Run of Allocat ion of Inputs 
Input 
Labor Irrigation Fertilizer Capital Land I Land 2 Land 3 Land 4 Land S Land 6 Land 7 
Zone $b* $b• $b* $b• Ha. Ha . Ha. Ha. Ha. Ha . Ha. 
48,708,800 864,023 
--- 32,077 .397 28,125 22.944 621 34 7 4,000,000 
57,200,700 
-- - ---
89,828,500 9,194 3,519 40,699 4, 711 2,000,000 
23,020,500 
---
23,600 24,512,813 16,840 2,907 1,095 
223,743,000 9,180 1,247,934 5351 359 J SQQ 12,077 12,267 139,480 52,309 --- 8,500 
303.929. 000 8,820 --- 61,902 ,000 115,529 323 6,035 56 15,633,600 
195,947,000 3,652,192 1,494,632 325,636,200 413,678 --- 1,891 --- --- 64,495 
68,057 , 100 
---
1,388,045 66,575,400 so. 720 4,140 
---
44,170 3,000, 000 --- ---
"' a-
24,477,200 
---
799,000 24,533,400 64,819 220,000 
69,891,200 11,668,451 --- 117,944,000 324,474 1,400,000 
10 58,220,500 89,6ils 797 12oo 7,160,828 ~ --------- --- 3, 793 , 906 
TOTAL ·1 ,073,195,000 16,2n,351 5,750,411 1,285,530,038 1,037,449 46,100 189,821 101,593 24,633,600 72,995 5,413,906 
"'12 pesos • 1 dollar. 
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TAB LE 4. 6. Lower Base Le vel Distribution of 
Production Target Achieving Solutions 
by Technology and Zone 
Metric: 
c.., TttJU 1'fpo 
" "' 
Technolo~r' \ofTar1n 
7,US 10 
JJ, 211 .. 
S,S14 •• I 
lin 
"·"' ' 
J,NJ I 
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" ... .I 
6, .110 • 
Sl,lN 11 
1S , JS4 I 
"""' 
'61,040 I 15,910 I 
131,141 
" 24S , 7t2 .. 
Cot"JISJ.lace ..... I I, SOO 100 
U, UO .I 
1, 302 , 361 
" Su1 ... ea .. z,sn ,su I lt,IOO I 
1,141 , lSO .. 
17,570 1.1 
14,ltt I 
.. _. 269,911 . 2U , 6SJ .. 
ll,HO s 
1ST .. 
Pt-pplq no . 
" • IN 
" 221 .. 
100, 000 II 
-· 
4 , 457 ,711• I 400, 000 • 2,657,712 .. 
....... II 
Ill I 
12,710 . , .. . 
U , NS .. 
215,647 I US,760 .. ..... ., 
" Tobac:eo ... 100 
1 .. .. 
c.. ... 42, 500 • 
t, ZSIO 10 
36,411 .. 
1,511 1. , 
-
U , toO 
' 
ll , toO 100 
211 , N4 • 
:zs,soo 12 
193,415 • 
1..-1.,. 11,112 I t9,167 •• JI, IIS .. 
l&rl.,. Ha,. 205,711 I lOS, .Sll 100 
]9,011 12 
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" ..... JU , SH I 1,.. , •• 2 .. 
11,110 . 
S4,S21 11 
C»IOM 61,%00 I 61,200 100 
•-u 5,100 I ..... .. 1,010 20 
1 , 090 s 
..... " 
6t,ns • 5 ,6(116 • 
...... .. 
""'""' 
4 , 613 . 0 J,Oll .. 
... I,US IS 
• 0 110,000 . .... 2,706,9U• 
' 
. 0 700,000 ,. 
10 0 l,IM,tU 
" . • 1,632 .  I 
' 
2, 156 . I 
• I 354,UO .. 
,.tat on Ut,2U I • .. m ,110 u 
' 
I 
'·'" 
.. 
• I 11,116 2. 1 
• I UO,t60 u 10 .. u,tn 1. 2 
•HulobarothHIII . 
'o • tra.!ltl on;lli , I • tr-.I IUoM I lrriJ•tloll , 2 • (~rtlllur, "Mil • lrtl lat\Oft •N 
hrtltlur. 
TABLE 4 . 7. Higher Base Run of Allocation of Input s 
Input 
Labor Irrigation Fertilizer Capital Land 1 Land 2 Land 3 Land 4 Land 5 Land 6 Land 7 
Zone $b• Sb• $b• $b• Ha. Ha. Ha . Ha. Ha . Ha. Ha. 
132,120,000 897,145 
---
66,287.000 119. 741 25,213 840 460 4,000,000 
86,072,532 67,365 
---
125,324 , 848 23.750 6,257 55.066 4, 711 2,000,000 
28 , 056,400 
---
1,200 28,375,900 16,840 3,930 1,095 --- 741,175 
345, 38 8,548 12,420 1,289,381 867,811,520 12,077 16,590 214,053" 71,392 1 , 000,000 II, 500 
236,389 , 000 11,925 --- 78,211,000 132,083 437 8,165 75 10,096,066 
194, 618,000 3,093, 940 1,438, 714 380. 523 .000 413,678 --- 2,618 --- --- 87,257 
301 ,318,000 
--- 1, 735.500 179,726,400 135,194 9,998 --- 58,037 13,817,600 a-
00 
36 ,941 ,600 
---
1,080,000 34, 796 , 700 88.258 
-- -
220,000 
161, 395 ,000 10,680,050 --- 131,595,000 324,474 500.000 6,884,696 
10 8,382,512 135 1ooo 1,200,000 11 1811 1600 ~ ___ 
------
400,000 
--- 220 , 000 
TOTAL 1,530, 681,592 14,897,845 6, 744,795 I, 904,462,968 1,283,743 62,425 281,837 134,675 32, 554,841 98,757 7,324,696 
--
*12 pesos • 1 dollar. 
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TABLE 4 . 8. Distribution of Higher Base Level 
Produc tion Target Achieving So lutions by 
Technology and Zo ne 
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Beef production has a small distribution at the lower base l evel 
where only fo ur zones are involved. Dramatic changes occur at th e 
higher base level which spreads production over eight zones. ~!any 
factors affect the di s tribution such as land development costs and 
labor availability for the different zones. 
Sweet potatoes are produced in zones 3 and 5 at the lower base 
t ar ge ts. Increasing production brings zone 6 into the solution. 
Zone 3 is constrained by l abor and the cost involved in developing 
more l and. Due to demand for l abor and land by the other crops in 
zone 6, production is phased out at the higher base targets. 
Barley is produced in zone 8 up to 49,000 metric tons then 
production switches to zone 9 . Interestingly enough, at the higher 
base l eve l, zone 8 regains the comparative advantage. 
The distribution of wheat production shows l ittle change until 
at the higher base level. Zone 7 r eaches a level of production where 
land development is once again economical and the results have 84 
percent of total production grown here. Unfortunately, the data 
cannot reflect the infrastructural problems and labor problems that 
would exist if the wheat target was attained by this distribution. 
Quinoa appears well-adapted to zone 6 up to 76,000 metric tons. 
At the higher base level, zone 10 is able to compete for an increasing 
percentage of the production. 
Coca l eaf production results show one technology being assigned 
an i ncreasing production percentage as the target levels increase 
(Table 4. 8) due to the fact that the "Chaparc" variety has a higher 
yield than the variety grown in the Yungas . The ratio is over 3 to 
l [15 ]. 
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At the higher base targets, zone 10 rapidly loses its comparative 
advantage in sheep. The major cause of such a drastic shift in pro-
duction areas at the higher base level is the fact that zone 10 is 
able to emp loy some of its resources better in production of quinoa, 
beef, and potatoes, whose processes are more capita l intensive . The 
comparative advantage is lost in sheep because the zone is gaining 
advantages in other crops. 
The remaining crops of corn silage, sugar cane , bananas, pine-
apple, coffee, soybeans, milk cows, barley, barley hay, peanuts, 
oranges, and potatoes show little or no change due to changes made 
in target values. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
A sensitivity analysis is a procedure that tests the range over 
which the co lumn activi ties and elements of the right hand side (RHS) 
could vary without a ltering the optimal combination of inputs. The 
ranges are calculated by changing the slope of the iso-cost l i ne 
until the optimal point would be changed by further slope variations 
and thus one side (limit) of the range is found. Reversing the slope 
change would locate the other limit and consequently the total range. 
TI1e range in between the upper and lower limits defines the extent to 
which changes can be made in the coefficients or target values without 
causing a change in the objective function. The smaller the range, 
the more sensitive the objective function is t o changes. Information 
is given that can be used to locate the variables that are the most 
sensitive. The study will rely on this t echnique to find the constraints 
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that are the most restrictive and to test the technologies that would 
be most affected by variations in the prices of inputs. Insight is 
gained when es tablishing production targets because the more sensitive 
variables are exposed and further research can be specifically directed 
to their study. 
Target Sensitivity 
Sensitivity analysis of both the targets and the traditional tech-
nologies are performed by the program. Table 4.9 shows the results 
for the targets. 
This table includes a sensitivity analysis at the lower and higher 
par ametric steps which help to identify the trend of sensi tivity . The 
crops are ranked according to their sensitivity starting with the most 
se nsitive. Some crops, such as tobacco, are very sensitive at the 
lower base target value, less sensitive at the base level, and more 
sensitive at the higher base values. On the other hand, crops, like 
sheep, are less sensitive at th e lower base level, more sensitive at 
the base l evel, and less sensitive at the higher base l eve l . Examples 
of crops following these same trend lines are soybeans and peanuts. 
Coffee is the most sensitive crop at the base level with a range 
of 16,638 mt. Examination of the range at each of the three target 
l evels indicate that as the values increase, coffee production becomes 
very sensitive to small changes. 
Coca leaf production is the next most sensitive having a range 
of 18,361 mt. The range increases from the lower base t arget value 
to the base level, then drops off to 14,850 mt. Input prices could 
have the largest variation at the base target level. 
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TABLE 4 . 9 . Sensitivity Ranges for Targets 
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The range for rice is considerably larger than for coffee and 
coca leaf . At the lower base level, the r ange is 128,472 mt., it 
declines to 50,349 mt. a t the base level, and then increases to 
132,672 mt. at the higher base level. Indications are that rice 
sensitivity bottoms out close to the base target l evel then appears 
to become less sensitive as production targe t s increas e. 
Quinoa , beef, and corn seem to follow the same pattern. That 
is, they have a high range at the lower base levels, then decrease 
considerably when at the base targets, and increase slightly at the 
higher base levels. The sensi ti vi ty rank of each can be seen in 
Table 4.9. 
Bananas, sweet potatoes, cotton, peanuts, and barley hay are 
l east sensitive at the lower ba se target levels, increase sensitivity 
at the base levels, and become moderately more sensitive as th e 
target levels increase. 
Tobacco is very sensitive at the lower base l eve l having a r ange 
of only 7, 790 mt. When the target is at the base l evel , it i s less 
sensitive to changes dropping to the rank of 6. Further target 
increases cause the crop to become even more sensitive than at th e 
lower base level. Corn silage and wheat seem to follow thi s same 
genera l pattern. 
The pattern for pineapple, soybeans, and oranges indicates a low 
s ensitivity lower base level, shows increased sensitivit y at the base 
le vel, anti s h3rpl y increases in sensi tivity as the target level of 
each cr op increases. 
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The sensitivity of bar l ey and sheep targets seems to increase 
up to the base l eve l and then a l arge increase in relative range 
size occurs ; both crops become hi ghly i nsensi tive as targe t values 
increase. Potat o has a somewhat similar pattern with the exception 
that i t becomes onl y moderatly insens i tive at the higher ba se leve l . 
Sugar cane has a large ran ge at each of th e three levels. It 
appear s to be slightly increasing in sensitivity at the higher base 
levels but the change is gradual. Minor changes in inputs seem 
unlikely to influence the cost of achieving the target. 
The least- sensitive target is milk cows . Though the range 
decreases to 30,930 ,256 head at the higher base level, it seems very 
unl i ke l y that t arget costs would be noticeably affected by changes 
of 30 to 40 thousand head in the t ar get values. 
Policy Impl ications 
Public p l anner s should be aware of the implications caused by 
using different policy ins truments. Accomplishing product ion goals 
depends a lot on the way tha t available instruments are us ed. Policy-
ma kers s hould also be alert to the fact that targe t s transform into 
ins truments through time. In the present study, the time period is 
long enough that target values will have an effect on Bolivia's tota l 
welfare function (W). Common policy instruments such as taxes, 
production quotas, etc., cannot be imp l emented in iso l ation. Establish-
ment of thei r various level s must be coordinated with the setting of 
target l eve l s. Planner s s hould be aware of targe t sensitivity in 
order to avoid unnecessary resource costs. For example, cotton produc-
tion is on the upswing. The planners could encourage more production 
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by lowering export taxes and/ or es tablishing price suppor t s. Compara-
tive advantage may depend entirely on the cost of production (resource 
cos t s ). Increments in the target value indicate that the range of 
sens itivity is narrowing. Policy-makers that set the target high 
enough so that production costs change may cause the comparative 
advantage of cotton to disappear. If the policy is continued, 
resource costs would mount which is an especially serious problem 
for a developing agriculture with very l i mited resources. 
Traditional Technology Sensitivity 
For some crops, traditional technology is the most productive 
and best utilizes input resources. Tab l e 4.10 lists the traditional 
technologies wh ere reduction in costs (or) increased yie l ds is 
necessary to enable them to compete for production resources. Th e 
zones that show present cost equal to competitive cost are crops 
where traditional technology is the most efficient of all availab l e 
technologies. Due to lack of space, the noncompetitive higher tech-
nologies were not included in Table 4.10. In addition, the list 
covers only those crops that have two or more hypothetical technologies. 
The traditional technologies that show advantages , in relation 
to cost and yield, over higher technologies are: sugar cane production 
in zone 2, pineapple production in zone 7, coffee production in zone 
7, peanut production in zone 6, and orange production in zone 7. 
Traditional technologies are not competitive in rice, cotton, potato, 
and wheat production. The cost of traditional rice production has t o 
dccrcn sc by $b.l68 to a level of $b.l,359 per hectare before zone 4 
could compe te for resources using traditional technologies. Traditional 
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TABLE 4. 10. Cost Reductions per Hectare that Enabl es 
Traditional Technolo gies to Compet e for Resources 
Competitive Competitive Competitive 
Crop Zone Present Cost at Cost at Cost at 
Cost Lower Base Base Higher Base 
------------------- -$b/Ha .• ----------------- ---
1,467 610 582 366 
1,503 1,1 72 1,184 1,242 
Rice 1,503 1,027 1,038 1,125 1,523 1,345 1,359 1,467 
1,503 973 925 997 
1,457 1,170 1,173 1,153 
2,409 1,100 456 267 
2,409 2,409 2,409 2,409 
Sugar Cane 2,409 -1, 1763 ·1 ,176 -1,1 76 
2,409 -893 -893 -893 
2,409 -1,067 -1,100 - 1,107 
1,588 1,214 1,205 1,042 
Pineapple 1,854 669 683 1,038 1,854 529 545 1,255 
1,588 1,588 1,588 1,588 
746 SIS 497 3S7 
Coffee 746 308 309 663 746 -6S8 -6S8 47 
746 746 746 746 
3,293 1,340 1,340 1,340 
Cotton 3,293 971 971 971 
3,293 -170 -214 -22S 
4 3,211 394 386 324 
s 3,211 1,233 1,198 1,192 
6 2,343 2,0S6 2,0S3 2,034 
Potatoes 7 3,343 711 694 780 
8 1,93S 296 277 -2SI 
9 1,872 1,111 1,113 1,063 
10 I, 722 1,689 1,696 1,693 
6 SIS 172 IS8 23 
Wheat 7 S62 -260 -266 -269 
9 447 3SS 354 2S8 
Peanuts I,SS3 53S S3S S3S 1,191 1,191 1,191 1,191 
I, 739 - 706 -706 -I 
Oranges I, 739 I,SI9 1,441 1,43S 
1,973 1,973 1,973 1,973 
•12 pesos • 1 dollar 
Lrhe negative sign does n't mean the technology is unpro fi table only that it cannot 
compete with trad itiona l methods under present costs and y ields. 
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cotton production needs t o decrease by $b.l,953 to $b. l,340 per 
hectare be fore zone 3 can produce cot ton. Only a $b. 26 reduction 
in potat o production is needed before zone 10 can compete. Th e cost 
per hectare would have to be $b.l,696 . Zone 9 could produce wheat 
if it is possib le to reduce traditional costs $b.304 per hectare. 
All of the above costs assume yi e lds of al l te chnologi es to r emain 
at their present l eve ls. 
Inves t ment Criteria 
As was shown earlier, the agricultural sec tor recei ves limited 
publ ic and private funds for de ve lopment . The fact that funds are 
1 j mi ted makes it more important th at they be employed in the most 
positive way possible. Efficiency of investment dictates that priori-
ti es be set. A capi tal budgeting t echnique that ranks investments is 
exp l ained below (16, Chapte r 8]. 
The program derives a shadow price for each target at each level 
s tudied. Th ese sh adow prices are s hown in Table 4.11 . The program 
lists the values as negative numbers . The LP Model interprets nega-
t ive shadow prices as the change th at would occur in th e objective 
f unction if one l ess unit is produced . Since an upper range exis t s 
for every target s tudied, the s hadow prices could be interpreted as 
th e cost of adding one more unit of a gi ven crop. For instance , if 
one more unit of rice is desired at the higher base l eve l, the cos t 
would be $b. l, l07. 
Capital budgeting deci sions should allocate capita l to r esult i n 
maximization of returns . The present value (PV) of income must exceed 
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TABLE 4 . 11 . Shadow Prices of Targe t s 
(Bol ivian pesos) 
Target Initia l Lower Base Higher Run Base Run Run Base Run 
---------------------$b*----------------------
Rice -1, 034 -1, 034 
- 1 '042 -1 ,107 
Corn 
-901 - 901 -914 -1 , 019 
Corn Silage -131 - 136 -13 7 -13 7 
Sugar Cane -1 63 -163 -1 63 -1 63 
Bananas -394 - 394 -394 -394 
Pineapple -681 -717 -72 2 - 723 
Beef 
-105 - 102 -10 7 -108 
Coffee 
-1' 075 - 1,092 -1,094 -1,101 
Sweet Potatoes - 280 - 293 -298 -306 
Tobacco - 8 ,029 - 8,435 -8,48 5 - 7,651 
Cotton -22,462 -22,462 -22,462 -22,4 62 
Soybean -10,7 25 -10,7 25 -10,725 - 10, 725 
~1ilk Cows 
- 850 -1,638 -1,638 -1,638 
Barley -1,412 
-1 '422 -1,431 -1,647 
Barley Hay - 335 - 337 -339 - 390 
Wheat 
-1' 201 -1,255 - 1,261 -1,263 
Quinoa -1,365 
-1 '405 -1 '427 -1,602 
Peanuts 
-3,811 -3,981 - 3,98 1 - 3 , 981 
Oranges 
- 26 - 27 - 27 -27 
Coca Leaf 
- 2, 278 
-2' 448 -2,469 -2' 4 70 
Sheep - 34 - 34 -34 - 34 
Potatoes 
-322 - 338 -339 -349 
*12 pesos 1 dollar 
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the present va lue of investment expenses before an i nvestment should 
even be considered. Since more than one inves tment plan may have a 
PV of income exceeding PV of expenses, one criterion would be to 
rank the investments according to the difference between PV of 
income and expenses. The important s tipul at ion being th at allowance 
be made for investments with different economic lives. Since the 
s tudy considers inves tments with equal economic lives, this stipula -
tion can be ignored . 
Investment criteria establishes targe t priorities for the crops 
inc luded in this s tudy. Th e present value formula for annuities i s 
1 - (l+i) -n 
used; P(i,n) = Fn ----i--- where P(i ,n) i s the present value of 
the investment (outflow), Fn is the net inflow per period, n is the 
number of periods (years), and i is the discount rate [14, p. 636]. 
The period of time se l ec t ed is eleven years (1973 through 1984) 
and the di scount rate chosen is 15 percent . The shadow prices are 
interpreted as the investment in inputs ( l and, l abor, capital, water, 
and ferti l izer) required to produce one more unit of output. Costs 
of production per unit are subtracted from gross income per unit per 
period of time. Prices of inputs and out puts ar e as sumed to be fixed 
at their 1972 levels for th e entire length of the i nvestment . However , 
this assumption is not an absolute requirement. Price vari ations and 
interest r a t e fluctuations can be substituted in the calculations. 
The difference of the PV of income ove r expenses is the criteria for 
ranking investments . 
Present values of the outflows in Tabl e 4.1 2 are taken at hi gher 
base target l evels. The capital budgeting process (which ass umes 
limited funds) assigns coca l eaf production the highest priori ty for 
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TABLE 4.12. Investment Priorities Using Ne t 
Present Va l ue 
Present Present Net Investment Crop Value Value Present 
Outflow* Inflow Value Priority 
-- -------------------- --- -$b**- -------------------
Coca Leaf 2,470 43,377 40,907 1 
Coffee 1,101 23,714 22' 613 2 
Tobacco 7,651 26,483 18,852 3 
Peanuts 3,981. 17' 224 13,243 4 
Cot ton 22,462 28,299 5,837 5 
Potatges 349 5,888 5,539 6 
Wheat 1,263 6,699 5,436 7 
Pineapple 681 5,288 4,607 8 
Oranges 27 3,360 3, 333 9 
Qui~a 1,602 4,815 3,213 10 
Beef 108 2,884 2, 776 11 
Corn 1,019 3,350 2,331 12 
Bananas 394 1,927 1,533 l3 
Rice 1,107 2,282 1' 175 14 
8eefc 108 1,277 1' 169 15 
Sweet Potatoes 306 1,261 955 16 
Sheep 34 734 700 17 
Bar1eli 1,647 2,203 · 556 18 
Wheat 1,263 1 ,403· 140 19 
Sugar Canee 163 267 104 20 
Barley Ha~ 390 390 0 
Milk Cows 1,638 1,638 0 
Corn Si(lageg 137 78 (59) 
Soybean 10,725 9,829 (896) 
*Present values of outflows are taken at the higher base target values. 
**12 pesos = 1 dollar 
3 Priced at $b9S cwt., price for first two quarters of 1973. 
bPriced at FAO price of $US 227 per ton. 
cPriced at estimated $b.614 per head allowing SO percent waste. 
dPriced at $b. 45 cwt., 1972 price. 
eNo available price, to break even must receive price of $b.375 per metric 
ton . 
fNo available price, to break even must receive price of $b.l,ll2 per 
head. 
&Investment not 
break even. 
hlnvestment not 
break even . 
advisable; 
advisable; 
need a pr i ce of $b. 263 per metric ton to 
need a price of Sb.3,141 per metric ton to 
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investment. In order t o achieve the production t argets at least-
cost, investment in crop inputs should be injected according to their 
priori t y rank . 
The process for deriving th e rank of peanuts can be used as an 
example. The shadow price of peanuts is $b.3,981, and consequently, 
t 1e init ial inves tment r equired to produce one additional metric ton . 
T1e variab le cos t of production fo r one metric ton is $b . l,l09, while 
the price per metric ton is $b.4,400 (Bolivi an price). This i ndi cates 
a net i ncome of $b.3 ,291 per year for eleven year s. Mult iplying 
the net i ncome by the factor of 5. 2337 creates a present value of 
income of $b . 17, 224. The di fference of the PV of income and PV of 
initial investment is $b.l3,243 which ranks peanuts number 4 [Table 
4.12 ] . 
All investments having a present value greater than zero can be 
undertaken if t her e are adequate monies. An i nteres ting feature is 
the change in t he pos ition of wheat and bee f when calcul ated at 1972 
prices vers us 1973 prices. Wheat is ranked 19th at 1972 prices but 
rises to 7th place when 19 73 prices are used. Beef moves from 15th 
place to 11th place, respectively, when 1973 prices are s ubstituted. 
It is impossible to inves ti gate the effect that different import-
export policies have on investment priorities due to lack of data. 
Suggested investment rankings would remain unchanged if exis t i ng 
policies do not differentiate market condi tions for the commodities 
under conside ration. On the other hand, discriminating policies 
that favor some commodi ti es over others will cause i nvestment priorities 
to change depending on the crops involved and the extent of f avoritis m. 
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For example, if domestic wheat production is favored by relaxing 
export taxes and/ or imposing import quotas, investment in wheat produc-
tion would receive higher priority. The domestic returns of other 
crops may be more profitab l e than returns from whea t, but import and 
export policies favoring wheat production in relation to other crops 
close the gap between their returns. Returns to wheat do not 
necessarily increase but cos t s of other crops are increased because 
of favoritism and wheat becomes a more favorabl e investment. 
lfuen considering import and export policy, each situation should 
i nclude assessment of home production versus importation and whether 
o th er crops that would earn more foreign exchange are passed over if 
importat ion or exportation of a particular commodity is pushed. 
Actual investment procedures depend not only on the rank of the 
production target, but, also on the total welfare function (W) of the 
people and the various political goa l s. 
Returns to Irrigation 
I rrigation is cons ide r ed in two 1;ays. The first consideration 
of irriga tion development t akes th e form of an ext ension of the pres-
ent traditional practice of diverting water from small rivers and 
s treams . ~1any communi ties combine th ei r labor resources and, to 
some ex t ent , their capi t al resources (shove l s and picks) to construct 
water dive rsion channels in adjacent streams. The diverted water is 
sent through a system of crude ditches which distr i bute the water 
according t o prespecified commun i t y agreements. 
Pr esent-day production t echniques include irrigation to a limit ed 
extent. Small, localized communal systems exist for farms loca t ed 
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near accessib l e water. The farmin g ground si tuated on hi gher hi ll -
sides and the Altiplano (high plain) has little chance for feasib l e 
irrigation. These crops ar e cultivated depending only on rainfal l . 
In lower, wet climates, sati sfactory yields are obtained without 
irrigation. Other reasons for lack of irri gation in the lowlands are 
the l arge amount of capital needed to develop i t and that the land 
is too f l a t t o take advant age of tradi ti onal divers ionary practices. 
A samp l e cos t budget was developed fo r an Altiplano community in 
zone 8. TI1e budge t is to obtain supplemental water for approximately 
260 hectares i n a sys tem with 170 fa rmers. Th e wages for a day ' s 
work was found to be 12 pesos (1 peso equals U. S.$.05). Each spring 
a dike has to be built in the river and th e ditches have to be 
cl eaned. Thi s work can be accompl ished in three days per outing and 
the work is required twice a year. The purpose of constructing the 
budget in Table 4.13 is to es tima t e a traditional irrigation coeffi-
cient emp l oyed in the mat r ix of th e LP Model. 
Though no mo ney is exchanged in this communal ent erprise, the 
opportunity cost of developing irr igation for one hectare is $b.47.59. 
The opportunity cos t of l abor is, in essence , the total i mplicit cos t 
of getting water to t he farmer's field. 
Comparisons are made between the coefficient derived from the 
budget (Tabl e 4.1 3) and coefficients from other sources [11] in order 
to estimate a val ue between $b.45 and $b. S2 , as the traditiona l i rri -
ga t ion coefficient for th e program. The r ange is established due 
to varyi ng labor costs among zones. 
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TABLE 4.13 . Cost of Traditional Irrigation Development 
Per Hectare for Zone 8 
Item 
6 days/year x $b.l2/day $b. 72/year/person 
$b. 72/year/person x 170 people $b.l2,240/year 
$b . l2,240 260 hectares $b.47/ hectare 
Cost of tools $b.200/ 5 years 
Amortized at 12 percent $b.55 / year 
$b.55/ year 360 days $b .. 15/day 
$b .. 15/ day x 6 days / year $b .. 90 / person 
$b .. 90 X 170 people $b.l53/ year 
$b. 153/ year 260 hectares $b .. 59/ hectare 
$b. 4 7 / hectare + $b .. 59/hectare $b.47 . 59/hectare 
The second consideration of irrigation is the capital-intensive 
deve lopment of water where it is feasible. The government has built 
dams in Cochabamba and Oruro that serve about 7,000 hectares. A few 
large private enterprises have projects near Santa Cruz and Tarija 
which employ river pumps and a network of canals. Experimentation 
has been done with sprinkler systems on a few of the commerci ali zed 
farms. Presently, most systems pump from nearby rivers. Sizeable 
amounts of capital are required for installation and operation of 
these t ypes of sys t ems. 
Specifi c returns to irrigation were calculated for wheat in 
zones 6 and 9, and rice in zone 1. These crops and zones are selected 
beca use of suggested present production practices of these crops in 
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these zo nes. The average internal rate of return for wheat in zone 
6 without irrigation is 15.4 percent per hectare while with irrigation, 
it is 22.2 percent per hectare showing a difference of 6 . 8 percent 
per hectare. Additional inputs of labor and capital are required as 
a result of applying irrigation. The 6.8 percent reflects the extra 
returns attributable to the irrigation technology. 
Costs of production budgets were used to calculate the average 
internal rate of return for the two technologies. Average internal 
rates of return (IRR) were calculated from the present value formula 
described on page 80. Solving for the factor l-(l+i)-n gives the 
1 
average internal rate of return. In considering the irrigation 
technology of wheat, the investment P (i, n) is $b . 624 (cost of produc-
tion), the net returns Fn are $b.l58, and n equals 11. The resulting 
factor is 3.949 and the average internal rate of return of 22.2 per-
cent is found on the corresponding present value table (14, p.636]. 
ll'heat in zone 9 showed an IRR of 1. 8 percent and 18. 8 percent on 
traditional and irrigated technologies, respectively. The difference 
of 17 percent is credited to irrigation. 
The initial run solution indicates that 81 percent of rice pro-
duction should take place in zone l. IRR for traditional production 
is 36 percent while irrigation has an IRR of 45 percent. ll'ater 
application could increase returns by 11 percent. Production cost 
data for traditional irrigation practices suggest returns to water 
are favorable in this technology. 
Present data suggest that capital intensive irrigation is practi-
cal in many regions. The base run program assigns only zone 6 for 
feasible capital intensive irrigation . Almost total exclusion of 
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this technology occurs because production costs are higher (net 
returns are lower) in relation to a lternative technologies. Comparing 
net ret urns of capital intensive irrigation methods to other produc-
tion technologies is possible from data constituting present costs of 
production budgets. Comparisons are made fo r wheat production in 
zone 6 and rice production in zone 4. 
Average rate of return (average net r eturns) are calculated from 
the previously defined present value formula on page 80. For intensive 
capital irrigation of wheat in zone 6, the cost and net returns for 
one hectare of production per each time period (1 year) are $b.l,738 
and $b.876, respectively. The average internal rate of return (IRR) 
is SO percent . For traditional and traditional irrigated, the costs 
are $b.Sl5 and $b.624, net returns are $b . 79 and $b.l38, resulting in 
15 percent and 22 percent as their respective IRR. The data suggest 
capital intensive irrigation to be the most efficient. 
Rice production in zone 4 has different results. Traditional 
practices have a cost of $b.l,S23 and average net returns of $b.721 
per hectare for each period in the study . The IRR is 47 percent. 
Capital intensive irrigation methods have a cost of $b.2,051 and 
average net returns of $b.S24 for an IRR of 25 percent. This is 
lower than returns from other rice production methods, and consequently, 
never en t ers the program solution. 
Wheat and rice production costs and r eturns are but two of the 
many conflicting examples. Capital int ensive irrigation production 
costs and returns need more study of the coefficient values for the 
various crops before a definite conclusion can be reached as to its 
relative efficiency . 
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Table 4.1 4 i solates irri gation investment by zone. Capital 
int ens ive and traditional irrigati.on technologies arc the basis 
by ~<hi ch the t!i ffcrcnt compute r nm s assign prot!uct ion to cr ops 
and zones . Values us ed in the tabl e are taken f rom e ither t he 
initial run, base run, lo~<er base run, or highe r base run. Total 
projected irrigation investment at the initial run is $b.l4 , 648,368. 
In t he base run, bounding of t raditional technologies [Appendix III] 
cause tota l projected investment to decrease. This is as expected 
because more production is assigned to t raditional methods ~;h ich 
use no irrigation, which is a s expected . 
Lo~<ering the targets and bounds by the same percentage, r esults 
in higher irrigation inves tment. Th e reason for thi s abnorma l behavior 
l ies in zo nes 1, 6, and 9. Zone I produces more irrigated r ice 
because the lower bounds left a larger quantity available for optimum 
a llocation. 
The higher base run was expect ed to project the larges t total 
irri gation investment . Increas i ng th e t a rgets and bounds by the same 
percentage results in more irrigation investment than the i nit ial or 
base runs but l ess than projected investment contained in th e lower 
base run . Zones 6 and 9 account for th e differ ence between th e lower 
base and higher base runs. Production of wheat by irrigat ion i n 
zone 6 reached a point where it was cheaper t o produce in zone 7 due 
to lower costs thus phasing out the entire zone 6 irriga tion t echnol-
ogy . Zone 9 faces the same si tuation as irrigated wheat production 
is phased out and shifted to zone 7. The shift was large enough to 
reduce investment by $b . l.4 million. Zone 7 does not use water as a 
TABLE 4.14. Irrigation Investment by Zone and Target Level 
Zone 
Compute 
Run 
Initial 
Base 
Lower Base 
Higher Base 
1,931,005 
789' 776 
864,023 
897,145 67,365 
*12 pesos ; 1 dollar 
4 
10,800 
9,180 
12,420 
5 6 
$b* 
128,856 5,645,592 
10,350 3,524,621 
8,820 3,652,192 
11,925 3,093,940 
9 
6,942,915 
10,093,530 
11,668,451 
10,680,050 
10 TOTAL 
14,648,368 
105 ,525 14,534,602 
89 ,685 16,292,351 
135,000 14,897,845 
00 
<D 
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controlled input due to climatic conditions. Labor, capital, and 
fertilizer ar e th e inputs used to produce wheat in this zone r esult-
ing in substitution between fertilizer and irrigation in the hi gher 
base run [see Tables 4.5 and 4. 7). 
Irrigation potential is present in the production processes for 
some of the important Bolivian crops . Irrigation seems to show major 
benefits in achieving the t argets of rice, wheat, and po t atoes. 
Assuming that resources follow the suggested al l ocat i on in the initial 
runs [Tab l e 4.2), irrigation would account for 81 percent of the rice 
targe t , 64 percent of the wheat target, and 100 percent of the 
potato t arget. This program run indicates that the marginal r ate of 
transformat ion s hould be direct ed t o incorporating irrigation prac-
tices. Co nfidence in the direction of th e switchover (MRT) i s 
obscured in the other three runs due to the involvement of artifi cia l 
bounds . 
Futur e deve lopment of irrigation depends on two things. The 
s ub s idi zat ion of projects by the gove rnment and the rate of capital 
aggre gation by the many communal sys t ems enabling them to initiate 
capital intensive irrigation sys t ems which would increase crop returns. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
All analytical results are a direct function of the quality and 
quantity of the data available and of the intrinsic characteristics of 
linear programming. This must be borne in mind when interpretations 
are made . 
Conclusions 
l . The direction of the marginal rate of transformation (MRT) is 
controlled by target values. For example, policies that set target 
values are critical because they affect the rate of development. 
2. Land development is important to increase production in spite 
of the fact that increases can be expected from higher technology. Land1 
should be developed in zones 1, 7, and 8. Landz should be developed in 
zone l, land3 in zones l, 2, 4, 5, and 6. Land4 should be developed in 
zone 4, lands in zone 5. Land6 should be developed in zones 4 and 6, 
and Iand7 should be developed in zone 10 . 
3. The coefficients in the production processes for coffee, coca 
leaf, rice, quinoa, barley, tobacco, cotton, pineapple, and corn all have 
sensitivity ranges under 100,000 mt. (base run). This indicates that 
extra car e should be taken in setting policies for these crops until 
more uncertainty can be removed about the true values of their produc-
t i on coefficients . Milk cows, s ugar cane, sheep, and corn silage are 
th e least sensitive to production coefficient changes. 
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4. New t echnologies which include irrigation, fertilizer, or both, 
will produce rice, cotton, potatoes, peanuts, and wheat at less resource 
cost once the initial investment is made. Investments should (a) es ta-
blish and improve irrigation systems, and (b) improve or subsidize distri-
but ion and transportation costs of commercial fertilizer. 
5. Linear programming can be used as one guide to establishing 
investment priorities . 
6. Results for zone 7 are biased for many crops because physical 
limitations are not taken into account in calculation of many crop coef-
ficients. However, if th e interpretation of these particular results 
are viewed from the perspective of development in the Chapare region, 
zone 7 results are quite informative. 
7. Zones 4 and 6 are the largest producers of crops while zone 7 
has great potential if infrastructural problems can be overcome. Most 
beef s hould be produced in zone 5, sheep in zones 9 and 10, and milk 
cows i n zone 4. 
8 . The optimal solution requires labor to shift from zones 8, 9, 
and 10 to zones 4 and 5. Though zone 6 is a high user of labor, there 
seems to be an adequate number of current workers in the zone. Immobility 
of this factor results in higher production costs. 
9. Capital substitution is very competitive with labor from surround-
ing zones. This is especi a lly evident in zone 4 in the production of 
cotton, soybeans, and milk cows . Zones 6 and 9 also show potential for 
sizeab l e subs titution of capital for labor. 
10 . Fertilizer should be incorporated into many production technol-
ogies. It is especially effective for rice and wheat in zone 7, cotton 
in zones 3 and 4, and potatoes in zones 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 . 
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Natural fertilizer is effective for wheat i n zone 6 and potatoes in 
zones 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. 
11 . Traditional irrigation is productive and should be encouraged 
in zones 6 and 9 . Results from trying to make allowances for capital 
intensive irrigation are inconclusive. 
Recommendations 
It is recognized that th e research reported herein is not all encom-
passing the main virtue is the flexibility of the approach and the 
rapidity of analys is as policies change and prices fluctuate. As a 
continuation of the work, i t is recommended that: 
1. Careful s tudy be gi ven to securing more reliable data concerning 
cos t s , yields, and commodity prices of the traditional and newer tech-
nologies in orde r to make meaningful comparisons . 
2. Es tablishment of a continuous data gathering system be started 
in order to keep up-to-date values of the present coefficients. 
3. Production of alte rnative crops be studied and considered as 
world economi c condi tions change. 
4. Water and fertilizer subsidization be given careful study. The 
program should be flexible among crops and only exist until peasant 
farmers have adequat e capital for these inputs. 
5. Extensive s tudy be given to existing agricultural controls and 
taxes i n connection with different crop t ar ge t s to determine existing 
conflicts . 
6. Refinement of production and consumption studies be performed 
in order th at relevant targets can be established. 
7. Costs of importing specific crops as compared to domestic production 
be given more st udy. Comparative advantages of other crops should be considered. 
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Some zones will not have enough labor to enable them to meet 
the production t argets, while others will have s urplus labor after 
achievi ng the targets. The LP model moves the surplus labor to 
deficit labor zones. The cost of transferring labor among zones is 
based on (a) the distance between transferrin g zones, and (b) costs 
of relocation. As th e distance from one zone t o another increases, 
the supply of labor becomes more inelastic. Figure A.l represents a 
situation where zone l requires outside labor to meet its production 
targets. The quantity of l abor offered from surrounding zones is 
based on their respective marginal factor costs. Based on the equa-
l tion MFC = P1m(l+rl where MFC is the marginal factor cost of l abor, 
P1 i s the price l abor in zo ne m, and E is the elasticity of l abor 
supply, MFC curves can be constructed. 
SS is the labor supply curve for zone I. TT is the target amount 
of labor. This is the number of workers needed to satisfy the labor 
requirement to enable production of the different crops that comply 
with the optimal target a llocation solution. The number of laborers 
in zone I totals only 200. The optimal solution shows that costs 
would sti ll be minimized if labor is imported from surrounding zones 
to reach the requirement of 600. Such an allocation would cause the 
price of zone I labor to increase . Assuming 200 is th e total of 
able-bodied workers at any price, construction of marginal factor 
cost curves is possible. Lines MF2 to MFIO represent th e extra cost 
above present wage l eve ls that would attract labor from zones to 10 . 
Figure A.l s hows the MFC curves to slope upward to the right. Actually, 
the curves would be step increments such as the increment in wages 
shown by SS. The required 600 can only be achieved through higher 
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labor costs throughout zone l. Theoretically, this could be at the 
hi gher l eve l of $b . l7 per day. 
Based on distance and relocation costs, the following matrix 
was constructed of MFC to and from any zone. 
Labor transfe r matrices were built into the program for each 
zone based on the logic developed by Figure A.l. The costs used in 
the program involvi ng labor transfe r to and from each zone are 
shown i n Table A.1. 
TABLE A. l. Marginal Factor Cost Matrix for Labor 
Daily Zones 
Wages 
Zone ($b ) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
12 14 16 20 21 22 14 14 16 22 
2 13 14 15 17 20 21 14 14 15 21 
3 13 16 15 16 15 18 16 20 17 18 
4 15 20 17 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 
5 14 21 20 15 16 16 18 21 19 18 
6 13 22 21 18 17 15 14 15 14 15 
7 12 14 14 16 17 17 14 16 16 18 
8 12 14 14 20 18 21 15 16 14 16 
9 12 16 15 17 18 19 14 16 14 14 
10 12 22 21 18 19 18 15 18 16 14 
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TABLE B. l. Exports of Principal Agricultural Goods , Total Exports, 
and Agricultural Exports as a Percentage of Total Exports, 
Bolivia, 1951 - 1972 
(1, 000 Current U.S. Dollars) 
Principal Principal Agri-
Year Agricultu~al Total Exports cultural Exports 
Exports as % of Total 
1951 4,195 150,590 2. 8 
1952 3,185 141,303 2. 3 
1953 2,205 112,664 2. 0 
1954 2,447 99,453 2.5 
1955 2,056 102,374 2.0 
1956 3,891 107,437 3.6 
1957 3,595 97,667 3. 7 
1958 2,916 64,737 4.5 
1959 5,292 77.635 6.8 
1960 4,344 67,828 6.4 
1961 4,604 76' 136 6.2 
1962 4,425 76' 123 5.8 
1963 3,943 86,403 4. 6 
1964 5,060 113,866 4.4 
1965 5,957 131,836 4.5 
1966 11,857 150,436 7.9 
1967 11' 714 166,325 7.0 
1968 7,736 170,649 4.5 
1969 7,530 198,191 3.8 
1970 9,986 225,590 4.4 
1971 17' 929 215,914 8.3 
1972 25' 011 253,949 9.8 
aincludes live catt le and meat products, Brazil and other nut s, coffee 
and cacao, leather and hides, coca, rubber, wood, vicuna, llama, sheep, 
alpaca and other wool, cotton, sugar, fresh fruits, and quinine, and 
other medicinal seed s and bark. 
Source: CONEPLAN, Institute Nacional de Estad1stica, Anuario de Comercio 
Exterior de Bolivia (La Paz: CONEPLAN, 1951 -1970); unpublished 
data of CONEPLAN, Institute Nacional de Estad1stica for 1971, and 
estimates by Direcci6n Genera l de Comercio Exterior of the 
Ministerio de Industria, Comercio y Turismo for 1972. 
TABLE B.2. Export s of Pr i ncipa l Agr i cu ltural Commodi t i es from Boli via 1951 - 1972 
(1,000 Current U.S. Dollars) 
1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 
Cattlea 209 224 195 136 118 107 84 7 115 68 99 
Nutsb 53 254 134 492 360 1,094 527 414 1,272 1' 508 1,563 
Coffee c 157 268 75 77 558 533 595 786 819 --- ---
Hides d 1,506 987 720 358 359 960 1,103 611 797 442 360 
Coca Leaf 191 467 481 685 191 62 359 166 22 144 191 0 
N 
Rubber 1,716 920 318 393 670 886 535 569 1' 294 969 948 
Woode 504 309 184 106 60 142 101 137 442 281 394 
Woo l f 11 22 16 9 222 557 327 476 732 123 218 
Cotton 
Sugar 
Fresh Fruits 
- - - --- i i - -- 7 i 4 9 18 
Quinineg 4 3 --- --- --- --- i i 13 4 12 
-- -- -- --
Total 4,195 3 ' 185 2,205 2,447 2, 056 3,891 3,595 2,916 5 , 292 4,344 4,604 
TABLE 8.2. (Continued) 
1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 
Catt l ea 116 157 154 191 117 1 4 20 46 3,766 4 , 078 
Nutsb 1,402 611 359 457 1,083 2,56 1 890 865 1,092 1,224 1,264 
Coffee c 1,023 957 2,241 1,161 4,9 19 4,509 2,656 2,909 3,647 3, 557 4' 683 
Hides d 483 1,017 1' 154 1,428 1,489 1,1 76 814 580 449 557 731 
Coca Leaf 118 61 104 81 - -- 6 --- 2 56 89 848 
Rubber 839 555 625 762 613 736 493 665 842 847 771 ~ 0 
"" Woode 296 193 38 168 485 651 890 1,190 1,963 2,877 3,800 
Woolf 137 372 340 218 218 75 30 16 16 13 261 
Cotton --- --- --- i i 6 343 317 749 3,941 7,557 
Sugar --- --- --- 414 588 731 845 860 984 937 932 
Fresh Fruits 4 2 25 32 78 105 54 64 102 115 82 
Quinineg 7 19 21 1,045 2, 267 1,158 718 42 40 6 4 
Tota l 4,425 3,943 5,060 5,057 11 ' 857 11,714 7 , 736 7,530 9,986 17,929 25 , 011 
TABLE B. 2. (Continued) 
aLive cattle, dried meat, and fresh meat through 1964; live cattle and dried meat after 1964. 
bBrazil nuts and almonds. 
cCoffee and c acao until 1965, coffee only from 1965 on. 
dCattle, reptile and other hides and bristles after 1956. 
eLumber and posts. 
fVincuna, alpaca, sheep and llama. 
&Includes other medicinal seeds and bark. 
hComponents may not add to total due to rounding. 
iLess than $449. 
Source: CONEPLAN, Institute Nacional de Estad{stica, Anuario de Comercio Exterior de Bolivia (La Paz: 
CONEPLAN, 1951-1970); unpublished data of CONEPLAN, Institute Nacional de Estad{stica for 
1971 and estimates by Direcci6n Genera l de Comercio Exterior of the Ministerio de Industria, 
Comercio y Turismo for 1972. 
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TABLE B. 3. Imports of Principal Agricultural Commodities, 
of Total Impor t s, and of Agricultural Imports 
as a Share of the Total, Bolivia, 1951-1971 
Food Raw ~1a t er ia l s Inputs All Agri- Total Agricultural 
Year Products of Agricul tural for Agri- cultura& Imports Imports as a 
Origin culture Import s \ of the Total 
1951 $ 24.333 5,444 1,092 30,869 85,838 36.0 
1952 26,862 4,040 1, 096 31 , 998 92,620 34.6 
1953 25,320 3,1 65 1,288 29.773 68,006 43.8 
1954 22,985 4,363 831 28,179 65,483 43.0 
1955 24,895 4,889 2, 773 32,557 82,394 39.5 
1956 21,622 3, 906 5, 756 31,284 84' 058 37 0 2 
1957 27,747 5,030 1,376 34,153 90,288 37.8 
1958 17,303 3 , 734 1,475 22,512 79,612 28.3 
1959 16,109 1,602 801 18,512 64,986 28.5 
1960 14,817 7 ,199 1,184 23,200 71,462 32.5 
1961 19,040 4,920 846 24,806 77,686 31. 9 
1962 24 ,7 25 3,113 958 28,796 96,926 29. 7 
1963 24,654 3 ,854 1, 759 30,267 103, 274 29.3 
1964 20,648 4,049 1,643 26,340 102,693 25.7 
1965 24,043 3,1 04 2,319 29,466 133,847 22.0 
1966 23,491 3,688 2, 705 29,884 138,426 21.6 . 
1967 26,753 3, 290 2,290 32,333 150,946 21.4 
1968 23,902 3,482 8,494 35,878 152,839 23 . 5 
1969 23,519 2,366 3,177 29,062 165, 000 17 .6 
1970 28,913 2,217 3,686 34,816 158 , 500 22 . 0 
1971 34,774 2,385 5,205 42,364 171,283c 24 .7 
80ata are not yet available (November, 1973) for 1972 . 
blncludes food, raw materials of agricultural origin, and inputs for 
agricultural production . 
cEstimate of Banco Central de Bolivia. 
Source : CONEPLAN, Institute Nacional de Estadlstica , Anuario de Comercio Exterior 
de Bolivia (La Paz: Instituto Naciona1 de Estad istica . 1951-1970): 
unpublished data from the DivisiOn de Estudios Econ6micos y Estad{sticos 
of .t:~e Ministerio de Agricu1tura y Ganader!a for 1971 
TABLE B.4. Imports of Principal Food Products, Bolivia 1951-1971 
(1,000 Current U.S. Dollars) 
Year Meat 
Edib!A 
Oils Lard 
Milk b 
Products Rice Sugar :~:~:c Other d Cereals Others • Total 
-
1951 1,991 965 1,834 1 ,409 1,542 6,905 6,052 670 2,965 24 ' 333 
1952 3,246 948 2,100 1,972 1,968 5,070 8, 336 499 2, 723 26,862 
1953 3,382 945 1,618 1,275 2,052 5, 768 7,945 581 I, 754 25' 320 
1954 2,076 725 1,577 1,685 2,583 4,925 7,422 269 1 '723 22' 985 
1955 4,333 593 1,180 3, 725 1,392 4,046 7,007 531 2,088 24,895 
1956 5,075 390 682 2,159 1,129 4,148 4,346 884 2,809 21 , 622 
1957 968 1,157 1, 746 I ,839 1 ' 768 6,557 10,344 610 2, 758 27,747 
1958 328 609 1,890 488 1,390 3,362 5,527 1,913 I, 796 17' 303 
1959 43 801 1,241 1,152 915 4,278 6,243 190 1,246 16,109 
1960 83 680 1,423 1,520 272 2,186 6,113 236 2,304 14,817 
1961 211 339 2,488 1,856 524 1, 720 9,579 278 2,045 19 ,040 
1962 991 1,220 2, 201 1,601 1,306 1,836 11,652 1,507 2,41 1 24' 725 .... 
1963 739 892 2,506 3,831 55 886 12,886 270 2,589 24,654 0 a-
1964 205 1,169 2, 774 1,822 2 16 11' 187 510 2, 963 20,648 
1965 173 1,600 2,929 2,360 39 45 13,062 409 3,426 24' 043 
1966 89 1,202 3,528 1,779 298 8 12,298 712 3,577 23 ,491 
1967 212 946 2,878 2, 793 2 -- 15,707 325 3,890 26,753 
. 1968 178 1,051 2,849 2,252 7 
--
13,514 334 3, 717 23,902 
1969 177 1' 266 2,878 2,816 4 -- 12,633 292 3,453 23,519 
1970 65 I ,069 3 ,893 3,187 -- -- 16,220 619 3,860 28,913 
1971 138 2, 731 5,832 3, 189 -- -- 18,278 422 4,184 34 '774 
8 Inc ludes vegetable shortening such as crisco as well as edible oils . 
blncludes fresh, powdered, condensed and evaporated milk, butter and cheese. 
clncludes wheat and wheat flour. 
dlncludes corn, barley and rye, and flour froa these cereals. 
0 Includes any kind of food not defined before. 
Source : Same as Table B. 3. 
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TAB LE B. S . Imports of Raw Ma t erial s o f Agriculture Or i gin, 
Bolivia , 195 1- 1971 
(1,000 Current u.s. Dollars ) 
Year Cotton Tobacco Tallow Wool a Others b Total 
1951 2,258 397 13 1, 740 1,036 5,444 
1952 1,151 162 32 2,300 395 4,040 
1953 1,062 215 294 751 843 3,165 
1954 2,082 270 566 694 751 4,363 
1955 1,501 244 507 I, 954 683 4,889 
1956 694 296 271 2,064 581 3,906 
1957 1,414 310 213 2,520 573 5,030 
1958 2,639 323 184 218 370 3, 734 
1959 348 368 304 405 177 1,602 
1960 5,914 427 120 388 350 7,199 
1961 3,341 509 185 305 580 4,920 
1962 1,041 675 675 430 292 3,113 
1963 1,412 836 836 479 291 3,854 
1964 1,536 833 835 485 360 4,049 
1965 307 973 953 591 280 3,104 
1966 928 842 689 518 711 3, 688 
1967 224 1,035 836 286 909 3, 290 
1968 390 1,210 551 289 1,042 3,482 
1969 631 691 232 812 2,366 
1970 927 698 393 197 2,217 
1971 805 455 794 331 2,385 
alncludes sheep, llama and vicuna wool . 
blncludes a variety of items such as skin, wool, feather, rubber, etc . 
Source : Same as Table B. 3. 
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TABLE B.6. Imports of Inputs for Agriculture, Bolivia, 195 1-1971 
(1,000 Current u.s. Dollars) 
Fertp- Ani- Insec- b 
c Machinesd Tractors e Hand Year her mals tic ides Vaccines & Acces. & Acces. Tools Seeds Total 
1951 22 253 60 87 454 216 1,092 
1952 262 60 66 582 126 1,096 
1953 208 100 so 126 590 169 38 1,288 
1954 23 61 39 59 458 157 25 831 
1955 4 47 63 so 213 2,247 134 IS 2, 773 
1956 2 17 73 97 98 5,117 322 30 5, 756 
1957 5 19 60 111 101 807 252 21 1, 376 
1958 4 16 79 145 98 930 185 18 1,475 
1959 28 14 47 62 52 486 94 18 801 
1960 121 44 95 73 21 597 !56 77 1,184 
1961 68 89 47 36 3 359 197 47 846 
1962 93 154 126 62 192 232 99 958 
1963 204 470 218 64 351 66 242 144 1 '759 
1964 325 509 136 75 184 104 173 137 1,643 
1965 399 655 196 78 228 578 185 2,319 
1966 971 336 241 86 273 297 319 182 2, 705 
1967 783 504 334 60 145 181 89 194 2,290 
1968 578 860 513 84 401 5,456 375 227 8,474 
1969 104 1,105 338 97 805 427 167 134 3,177 
1970 1,062 165 590 65 766 590 138 310 3,686 
1971 585 270 435 102 1,611 1,686 119 397 5,205 
8Includes artificial and natural fertilizers. 
blncludes insecticides, herbicides, and disinfectants. 
clnclude frozen semen, veterinary medicines and instruments . 
dincludes hay balers, egg selectors, grain cleaners, milking machines, fertil her 
mixers, and incubators, etc. 
eincludes machinery for preparation and working of land. 
Source: Same as Table B. 3 . 
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TABLE B. 7. Trade Balance in Agriculture, 1951-1971 
(1,000 u.s. Dollars) 
Year Exports Imports Balance 
1951 4,195 30,869 -26,674 
1952 3,185 31 '99 8 -28, 813 
1953 2,205 29' 773 -27,568 
1954 2,447 28 '1 79 -25' 732 
1955 2,056 32 '55 7 -30,501 
1956 3,891 31 '284 -27,393 
195 7 3,595 34' 153 -30,558 
1958 2,916 22,512 -19,596 
1959 5,292 18,512 -1 3,220 
1960 4, 344 23,200 -18,856 
1961 4,604 24,806 -20,202 
1962 4,425 28,796 -24,371 
1963 3, 943 30,267 --26,324 
1964 5,060 26,340 -21,280 
1965 5,957 29,466 -23,509 
1966 11 '85 7 29,884 -18,027 
1967 11' 714 32,333 -20,619 
1968 7, 736 35,878 -28,142 
1969 7,530 29,062 - 21,532 
1970 9,986 34,816 -24,830 
1971 17' 929 42' 364 -24,435 
Source: Tables B.l and B. 3. 
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Bounds are placed on designated crops and zones in an attempt 
to compensate for physical characteristics not reflected in the pro-
duction coefficients. Construction of the bounds is based on the 
following equation : 
% of total 1972 production x % in traditional x 
1972 occupied land areas = bound in hectares . 
For any given zone, the percentage of total production produced in 
that zone is obtained from a recent study [20). Next, estimates of 
the percentage of total production produced with traditional methods 
is set for all crops under consideration. Final l y, 1972 production 
figures are taken from a rural production and consumption study for 
that year [20 ). These three firuges are multiplied together to give 
the value of the bound in hectares. 
Setting the bound for minimum rice production in zone l will 
illustrate how all bounds were set . The amount of total production 
growin in zone for 1972 was 17 percent. Traditional production of 
rice was figured to be 52.5 percent and total occupied land area was 
65,438 hectares. The resulting bound is rounded up to 5,870 hectares 
to agree with production and yields. 
The program required the bounds to be in hectares for th e crop 
activities. Conversion to quantity of production is easily accom-
plished by multiplying the program bounds by yields of the various 
crops in their respective zones. Table C.l li s ts the bounds esta-
blished for the lower base, base, and higher base target values along 
with their corr esponding production quantities. All values are lower 
bounds unless otherwise indicated. 
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TABLE C.l. Program Bounds by Cr op and Zone 
Computer Run Computer Run 
Yield by 
Lower lligher Crop per ..,.., Higher 
.... Base Base Zone8 83>C Base Base 
Crop Zone (ha.) (ha.) (ha.) •t/ha (lit.) {ha.) (mt.) 
4,990 5,870 6,750 1.51 7,535 8,864 10 ,19 3 
3,519 4,140 4, 760 1.51 5,314 6,251 7,188 
Rice 2,907 3,420 3,930 1. 37 3,983 4,685 5,384 12,267 14,432 16,590 1.7 20,854 24,534 28,203 
323 380 437 1.35 436 513 590 
4,140 4,870 5, 600 1.5 6,210 7,305 8,400 
621 730 840 20 12 ,420 14,600 16,800 
Sugar 383 450 517 32 12,256 14,400 16,544 
Cane 800 940 1,080 31 24,800 29 , 140 33,480 32,810 38,600 44,390 35 1,148,350 1, 351,000 1,531,650 
1,105 1,300 1,495 34 35,570 44,100 50,830 
11 9 140 160 3.0 357 420 480 
Pineapple 24 28 32 3 . 2 77 90 102 
56 .. 75 3.5 196 231 263 
228 268 300 .56 128 ISO 168 
Coffee 924 1,087 1,250 .69 638 750 863 
15,555 18 ,300 21,000 .77 11,977 14,091 16,170 
Cotton 11,594 13,640 15,686 .37 4,290 5,047 5,804 4 , 930 5,800 6 , 670 .32 1,578 1,856 2,134 
65,025 76,500 87,975 .60 39,015 45 ,900 52,185 
Wheat 850* 1,000* 1,150* .64 544 640 736 
30,022 35,320 40,600 . 46 13,810 16,247 18,676 
Peanuts 2,900 3,429 3,900 1.4 4 ,060 4,801 5,460 1, 850 2,180 2,500 .ss 1,018 1 ,199 1,375 
Oranaes 4 41 2 485 560 7.5 3,090 3,638 4,200 s 56 .. 75 66.0 3,696 4,356 4,950 
Coca .,. 3,570 4,200 3,570 .85 3,035 3,570 3,035 
Leaf .,c 6,290 7,400 6,290 .26 1, 635 1,924 1,635 
4 204 240 276 8.0 1,632 1,920 2,208 
5 196 230 265 11.0 2, 156 2,530 2,915 
6 29,560 34,776 39,990 12.0 354,720 417,312 479,880 
Potatoes 7 765 900 1,035 9.8 7,497 8,820 10,143 
8 3,995 4, 700 5,400 4 . 8 19,176 22,560 25,920 
• 31,450 37,000 42,550 4 .8 150,960 177,600 204,240 10 1,993 2,345 2,690 s.o 9,965 11,725 13,450 
Milk Cows 8,500* 10,000 * 11,500* J.od 25,500 30,000 34,500 
Bananas 17 ,850 21,000 24,150 1.2 21, 420 25 , 200 28,980 
*Upper bounds. 
&All yields taken in traditional technology from Table 3.2. 
bO\apare var i ety. 
~unaas variety . 
~ad per hectare. 
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P~O~LE~ SfATISTIC~I 196 RflWSo SO; VARiABLES• T~[S[ STAfiSTJCS INCLUrl[ O~E SLACII VARIABLE FUR FACH ROW, 
0 M!Nfl~ t.RRORS, 0 MAJOR ERRORS, 
t!COUU T T!ME••PHOCESSUR • Ot13 ELAPSF:D • le42 
~AM E. Ml~CDST 
ROwS 
31 71 ELEMENT So DENSITY • 3e21642 PERCENT 
N CUS T L CAP33 l LAtiS9 l LA1!113 E REEf 
l LA NUll l LAt!ll l LAI:I510 l LABII4 E C Af"E 
L LAND21 L LAS32 l LANDI6 l LAB65 E YUCA 
l lAND31 l LAB34 L LAND36 l LAB86 E TAt! A 
L LAND41 l LAI:I35 l lAN056 l LAI!87 E co rT 
L LA NUS! l LAB36 L LAND66 l LAI!89 E SUYA 
L LAtlll l LA837 l LA1!66 l LAI:IIIIO E PAPA 
l Ill AT II l LAI:I36 l WAT66 l LANDI9 E OIHN 
l FERTII L LAt!39 l HRT66 l LANU5<i E MILKC 
l CAP 11 l LA1:1310 l CAP66 l LAND79 E MA~I 
l LAB12 l LAN014 l LAB61 L LAB99 E RARI:I 
l LAB 13 l LAN024 l LAB62 l WAT99 l BAHG 
l LAB14 l LA~DH l LA863 l FERB~ E WHEAT 
L LAB 15 l LAND44 l LA864 l CAP9Y E QUIN 
l LA816 l LAND54 l LA865 l LAB91 E CUCA 
l LAB17 l LAND64 l LA867 l LAI:I92 E SHEEP 
L LAIH6 l LA844 L LA1!68 l LA893 
L LAill9 l WAT44 l LA869 L LA1!94 
L LABIIO l FERT44 l LAB610 l LA895 
L. LANDI.! l CAP44 I. LAND 17 L LA896 
l LANU22 I. LA841 L. L.ANU2T L. LA897 
I. LAND32 L. LA842 L. LAN047 I. LAI!98 
L LAND42 L. LAII43 L. LAND57 l LA8910 
I. LAN052 L. LAB45 l LAB77 L. LANDt 10 
L. LA822 l LA!i46 I. WA T77 l LAND510 
L. loiAT22 l LA1147 L. F"ERT77 L. LA~U710 L F"ERT22 l LA848 L. CAP77 L LA81010 L CAP22 L. LAII49 l LAII71 L WATl<HO 
L LA821 L. L.At1410 L. LA872 L. F"ERTIO!O 
l LAI!23 L. LANDIS L. LA873 L. CAP101 
I. LAB24 l L.AND25 L. LA874 L. LA8101 
l LAB25 l lANUlj L. L.AB75 L. LA'l102 
l LAI:I26 L LAND45 L LAB76 L LA810J 
l LA827 l L.AND55 L LA878 L LA8104 
L LA1:126 I. LAt155 l LA879 L LA8105 
L. LA829 l WAT55 L LA8710 l LA1!106 
L LAB210 l HRT55 L. lANDld L. LABlOf 
I. LANDIJ L. CAP55 L. LANDS~ L LA810d 
L LAND2J l LA1!51 L. LANU71! L L.A810'i 
l LAND3J I. LAfi5Z l LA1!88 E RICE 
l LAN04J I. LA1153 L. WAT68 [ COHNG 
l LAN05J L LAII54 I. FERT8d E CURN8 
l LA1133 l LAII56 L. CAP118 E CANE 
I. WAT33 l LAII57 l LA881 E RANA 
l F"ERTl J l LA1156 L LAI!82 E PI~A 
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COLUMNS 
ROI COST l467o00000 LAN02 t loOOOOO 
ROI LA'lll liJO,OOOOO CAPII J37oOOOOO 
ROI LAil12 1130o00000 LAR1 3 1130e00000 
ROI LAR14 11 30e00000 LAB15 lllOeOOOOO 
ROI LAill6 1110o00000 L.AR17 1130oOOOOO 
ROt LA Alii ll lO oOO OOO lAB19 1130o00000 
ROI LAIH 10 lllOeOOOOO RICE 1o51000 
R II CUST 677e00000 LAN02t t .ooooo 
Rll LA'ill 200e00000 WATll 45o00000 
R11 CAPll 432e00000 LAB12 200o00000 
Rll LAR 13 200o00000 LAB14 200eOOOOO 
Rll LAil15 200.00000 1.4816 200e00000 
Rll LAR11 200o00000 LAB18 ?OOoOOOOO 
Rll LAil19 200o00000 LABllO ?OOeOOOOO 
IH I RICE 1•73000 
R3l CUST 16211e00000 L.AN02t loOOOOO 
Rll lARll :?40.0000 0 WA T 11 660t00000 
R31 tERTII 240,00000 CAPll 468o00000 
Rll LAI'l12 240o00000 L.ABil ?IIOoOOOOO 
RJI LARI4 240o00000 LAB15 240o00000 
Rll LAR16 240.00000 LAR17 ?40oOOOOO 
Rll LA'l18 240o00000 LAB19 :.>40o00000 
Rll LAR110 240e00000 RICE lo83000 
COl COST 76Jo00000 LANOlt loOOOOO 
COl lARil 540e00000 CAPll 223.00000 
COl LAB12 540o00000 L.AB13 540o00000 
COl LAR14 540o00000 LA815 540o00000 
COl LAR16 540o00000 L.AB17 540.00000 
COl LARII! 540e00000 L.AR19 '140o00000 
COl LAilllO 540e00000 CORNG lo82000 
CAOl CO ST 2409e00000 LANDlt 1.ooooo 
CAOI LARil 530•00000 CAP 11 11179•00000 
CAOI LARI2 •no.oo ooo LAB 13 '5l0o00000 
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CA Ol l.Afll4 "i30o00000 LA til 'I '530o00000 
C AO 1 lAR 16 '130o00000 LAB 17 'IJOoOOOOO 
CAOI LAA 16 '130o00000 LA819 'IJOoOOOOO 
CAOI U P. IIO '530o00000 CANE 20o00000 
CAll cu~r '58:!3o00000 LA NOll loOOOOo 
CAll LA IH I 265o00000 CAP II '5'538eOOOOO 
CAll LAA12 285o00000 LA813 285oOOOOO 
CAll LAA14 21l'5o00000 LA81'5 :?85o00000 
CA 11 LAil16 211'5o00000 LA817 285eOOOOO 
CAll LAil16 2115e00000 LAR19 285oOOOOO 
CA II LA fl llU 285o00000 CANE 40o00000 
CAJI CUST 6278o00000 LANOJI loOOOOO 
CAll LA All 285o00000 WAT11 52o00000 
C A J 1 F"ERT11 480o00000 CAP 11 '5461o00000 
CAJl UB12 2!1'5o00000 LA813 :?115o00000 
CA 31 LAR14 2115o00000 LAR15 285oOOOOO 
CA 31 LAI!16 285o00000 LA817 :?85o00000 
CA 31 LAR1 !I 2115o00000 LAR19 285eOOOOO 
CA 31 LARI1U 28'5o00000 CANE 60o00000 
ll01 COST IO?ToOOOOO lAND Ill loOOOOO 
1!01 LA~ 11 895o00000 CAP11 132oOUOOO 
F!Ol LAAI2 895o00000 LAR13 1195oOOOOO 
ROI LAR14 895o00000 LAB15 1195o00000 
ROl LAil16 89'5o00000 LAB17 895oOOOOO 
801 L~~18 895e00000 LAB19 895o00000 
F!Ol LA~llU 119'5o00000 SANA Oo97000 
POl COST 15118o00000 LAND41 leOOOOO 
POl LAilll 773o00000 CAP II 1115oOOOOO 
POl LAil12 773o00000 LAR 13 773• 00000 
POl LAR14 773o00000 LAf!l5 773o00000 
POl LAR16 773o00000 LABI7 773o00000 
POl LA Bill 773o00000 LAR 19 773o00000 
POl UF! II 0 773o00000 PIN A 3oOOOOO 
P2l COST ?.2'16. 00000 LAND41 loOOOOO 
P21 LAF1 11 803e00000 F"ERTII too.ooooo 
P21 CA P I I IJ"iloOOOOO LA I! 12 1103o00000 
P21 LAAll 8 0 3 o00000 LAB14 803oOOOOO 
P21 LA"l15 803o 00000 LAR16 803o00000 
Pll LA ~ l7 803o00000 LAB18 1103o00000 
P21 LA~19 803o00000 LAI!I10 1103o00000 
P21 PlNA JoSOOOO 
BEOI COSl 6o29000 LAN051 loOOOOO 
AEOI LARll 3e'56000 CAP! I 2o73000 
REO I LAA12 3o56000 LAI!l3 3o'l6000 
flEOI LAA14 3o56000 LAR 15 3o'i6000 
REO I LA'll6 .lo56000 LAI!17 3o56000 
f!EOl LAfl18 3o56000 LAR 19 3o'56000 
flEOI LA'lliO 3o56000 BE[f" Oo20000 
CUOl cusr 746o00 000 LAND41 loOOOOO 
CUOl LAlli! 662o00000 CAPll 1!4o00000 
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COOl LA~I2 662o00000 LAR 13 l\ 62o 000 00 
COOl LA~l4 662o00000 LAR15 662o00000 
CUOl LA~l6 662o00000 LAR 17 1162o00000 
COOl LA~I 3 662o00000 LA819 662o00000 
COOl LM!l\0 66 2 ,00000 CArE Oo'56000 
C021 cosr 81'16o0 00 00 LAN041 loOOOOO 
C021 LAilll '5<13o0 000 0 FERTlt too.ooooo 
CU21 CA I>l l l<llo OOOOO LA812 '593o00000 
C021 LAR13 593o000 00 LAF1 14 '593oOOOO O 
CU21 U~15 5<13o00000 LAB 16 ';9 3o 00000 
C021 LAR17 593o00000 LA R 16 '59 3o 0000 0 
C0 21 LAfi l 9 593o 00000 LA8110 '593oOOOO O 
C021 C Al'f: o. roooo 
YOl COST 2297o 000 00 LAND I I t .ooooo 
YOI LA~ ll 10 33 o0 00 0 0 CAP11 1?64o00000 
YOl LAR12 10 33 o000Q () LA813 1033o00000 
YOI LAR14 10 33o 00000 LAR15 1033o0000 0 
YOI LAR16 1033 o0000 0 LAR17 103lo0000 0 
YOl LAR18 1033o0000 0 LA819 10 3 3o 00000 
YOl LA~110 103lo00000 YUCA 14o00000 
TA01 CtlS l l6\ 5 o0 000 0 LAN041 loOOOO O 
TAO 1 LARll 9'58 , 00000 CAP11 8'57o00000 
TAOl LAA\2 9 '5 !1 o00000 LABil 958o00000 
TAO 1 LARI4 9'51!o00000 LAR15 958o00000 
TAO I LAiH6 9"i8o00000 LAR17 958o00000 
TA01 LA'Il'J 95 8 o00000 LAR19 9'58o00000 
TA O! LARllO 9';8o00000 TABA 0. 33000 
LA Bf2 1 COST l 4o00000 LAB II •12o00000 
LA >!f 21 LAB21 13 o00 000 
LA Bf 31 CO ST l 6o00 000 LAR11 •12oOOOO O 
LA Bf31 LARJI llo OO OOO 
LA8f41 COST 20o00000 LA B II •12oOOOOO 
LA6f41 LARiil 15.00000 
LAq f 51 Ctl 3T ?l oOO OO O LAB I I •12o00000 
LAilf'il LAP.51 llioOO OO O 
LAtlf61 COSl ?2o0 000 0 LARil •12o00000 
LA !Jf 61 LAR61 lloO OOOO 
LA!lf71 COSY llioO OOOO LABil •12o00000 
LAdf71 LAAII 12o00000 
LA Bf 61 COST 14 o00000 LAB11 •12o00000 
LABf81 LAAtll 12o00000 
LA6f91 cost 16o00000 LAB II •12o00000 
LAB f 91 LA il 'H 12o00 000 
LAilfiOI COH :n. 00000 LAtH I •12. 00000 
LAdfi OI U~1 01 12 o00000 
WATUI CUS T l ol'5 000 WATll •t.oooo o 
F"EHTOI cusr too,ooooo FERTII •too.ooooo 
CAP I CU!' T l o1 5000 CAP II •loOOOOO 
LO EV 11 COS T 46tl o000 00 LANDI! •1oOOOOO 
LU( V I I LA ., ll 3l6o00 000 CAPII \ 32.00000 
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LOEV II LAH12 336o00000 LAB13 336o00000 
LllEVII LAR14 336o00000 LA815 336o00000 
LllEVI! LA'l16 336o00000 LA817 336o00000 
LUEVII LA~III 3]6o00000 LAB19 336.00000 
LOEVII LAR110 336o00000 
LUEV21 COST 461!o00000 LAND21 •1o10000 
LDEY21 LAIH 1 336.00000 CAP 11 132.00000 
LDEV21 LAR12 336o00000 LAB13 336o00000 
LllEV21 LAR14 336o00000 LAB15 336•00000 
LOEV21 LARI6 336.00000 LA817 336o00000 
LllEV21 LAR18 336.00000 LAB19 336 .ooooo 
LDEV21 LARIIO 336t00000 
LDEV31 COST 468o00000 LAN031 •1oOOOOO 
LDE V 31 LAA11 3l6o00000 CAP 11 132,00000 
LUEVll LAR12 336.00000 LAB13 336t00000 
LUEV31 LARI4 336o00000 LAB15 336o00000 
LOEVH LA!l16 3Ho00000 LAB17 l36oOOOOO 
LOE V 31 LA !liB 336.00000 LAB 19 136o00000 
LOEVll LAAI10 336.00000 
LOEV41 COST 466o00000 LAN04t •1.ooooo 
LUEV41 LAR11 336o00000 CAP11 132.00000 
LOEV41 LA!l12 336o00000 LAB13 336t00000 
LOEV41 LA'llll 336o00000 LAB15 336o00000 
LOEY41 LA!ll6 336o00000 LAB IT H6o00000 
LDEV4! LA~18 336.00000 LAB19 336t00000 
LDEV41 LAA110 336t00000 
LOEV51 COST l2o00000 LAN0'51 •1o00000 
LOEV51 LARI1 12o00000 LAR12 12o00000 
LDEV51 LARI3 l2o00000 LA1!14 12t00000 
LOEV51 LAR15 l2o00000 LAR16 12o00000 
LDEV51 LARI7 l2o00000 LAB18 12t00000 
LUEV51 LAR19 12o00000 LAB ItO 12o00000 
R02 COST 1'503t00000 LAN02:;1 loOOOOO 
R02 LAI'l22 1164,00000 CAP22 339.00000 
R02 LAil21 1164t00000 LAB23 1164o00000 
R02 LAil24 1164o00000 LAB25 1164o00000 
R02 LAR26 1164o00000 LA827 1164t00000 
R02 LA1128 1164o00000 LA829 1t64o00000 
R02 LAR210 1164.00000 RICE lo51000 
Rl2 COST 11'57t00000 LAND2? 1oOOOOO 
IU2 LAA22 221!o00000 WAT22 45o00000 
R12 CAP22 884t00000 LAR21 ?28.00000 
R12 LAR23 228o00000 LAB24 128o00000 
Rl2 LARi!5 228t00000 LAB26 228oOOOOO 
R12 LA Ri!T 226o00000 LA828 :128o00000 
R12 LAA29 226o00000 LA8210 :128o00000 
R12 RICE 2o00000 
R32 COST 20'51•00000 LAN02? 1•00000 
R32 LAA22 276o00000 WAT22 325o00000 
R32 HRT24: 240o00000 CAP22 1:? 10e00000 
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1132 LAR21 276o00000 LAR23 ?76. 00 000 
R32 LARI!Q 276o00000 LAR25 H6o00000 
R32 LAA26 276o00000 LAR27 :H6o00000 
R32 LAR26 276o00000 U!!29 276o00000 
R32 LAR21U 276o0000.> RICE 2ol000 0 
C02 COST 11?2. 00000 LANDI? loOOOOO 
C02 LAR4!2 6?0o00000 CAP22 202o00000 
C02 LAR21 6?0o00000 UB23 620o00000 
C02 LAR24 6?0t00000 LAB25 i120o00000 
C02 LAR26 6?0.00000 LA827 620o00000 
C02 LAP. ,<! I! 620o00000 LA!!29 620o00000 
C02 LAR21U 620o00000 CORNG lo67000 
CA02 COST 2409t00000 LAND3? loOOOOO 
CA02 LA~22 530o00000 CAP22 11!79o00000 
CA02 LAR21 530t00000 LAB23 530t00000 
CA02 LAR211 530o00000 LAB25 530t00000 
CA02 LAR26 530o00000 LAR27 '530o00000 
CA02 LAR28 510o00000 LAB29 530o00000 
CA02 LABllO 530,00000 CANE 32.00000 
CA12 COST 58?3o00000 LANDl? loOOOOO 
CA12 LAR22 285.00000 CAP22 5'5311o00000 
CAt2 LAH21 285o00000 LA823 285oOOOOO 
CA12 LAI\24 2115o00000 LA825 ?85o00000 
CAtl LAR4!CI 2115t00000 LAil27 21!5oOOOOO 
CA12 LAR211 2115o00000 LAil29 285o00000 
CA12 LAR210 2115o00000 CANE 52oOOOUO 
CA32 COST 6278.00000 LANDl? t.ooooo 
CA 32 LAR22 285o00000 UT22 52o00000 
CA32 HRT22 4110o00000 CAP22 5461o00000 
CA 32 LAR21 2115o00000 LAR23 ?1!5oOOOOO 
CA32 LAR24 21!5o00000 LAR25 ?85o00000 
CA 32 LAR26 2115o00000 LAB27 285oOOOOO 
CA32 LA~211 2115o00000 LAB29 ?115oOOOOO 
CA32 uqzto 285o00000 CANE 72o00000 
!!02 COST 1020o00000 LAN04? loOOOOO 
[!02 LAR22 908o00000 CAP22 tl2oOOOOO 
802 LAR21 908o00000 LAB23 ll2o00000 
802 LARH 908o00000 LAR25 1l2oOOOOO 
R02 LAA2~ 908o00000 LA827 tl2oOOOOO 
R02 LAA211 908o00000 LA829 ll2o00000 
A02 UR210 908o00000 IlANA 3ol'!0000 
P02 COST 18'54o00000 LAND/I? loOOOOO 
P02 UA22 744o00000 CAP22 ltlOoOOOOO 
PU2 LAR<!l 744o00000 LAB23 744o00000 
P02 LAPl4!4 744o00000 LAB25 744o00000 
P02 LAtl26 744o00000 LAR27 744o00000 
P02 LA IIlii 744o00000 LAB29 7Ho00000 
1'04! LAA2lO 744o00000 P[NA lo20000 
P22 CUS f 2271!o00000 LAN04? loOOOOO 
P22 LARl2 504oOOOOn ff:RT2? 160o00000 
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P22 CAP£2 1614o00000 LAI!21 'i04o00000 
P22 LAA23 'i04o00000 LAt!24 'i04o00000 
P22 LAII25 504o00000 L.AB26 '504o00000 
P22 L.A827 504o00000 L.AB211 'i04o00000 
P22 LAI!29 504o00000 LAB2IO 504o00000 
P22 P!NA 3o60000 
AE02 C05T 6o29000 LAN05? loOOOOO 
AE02 LAR22 3o56000 CAP22 2. 23000 
1'1[02 LAf121 lo56000 LA823 3o'i6000 
BE02 Ll\ll24 3o56000 LA825 3o'56000 
RE02 LA!I26 Jo56000 LAB27 3o'56000 
RE02 LAR28 3o56000 LAI!29 lo56000 
F!E02 LAIHIU lo56000 BEEf Oo20000 
C002 COST 746o00000 L.AN04? loOOOOO 
C002 L.AR22 662o00000 CAP22 84o00000 
C002 LAF!2l 662o00000 LA823 662oOOOOO 
C002 LAR24 662o00000 LAB25 l\62o00000 
C002 LAR26 662o00000 LAB27 662oOOOOO 
C002 LAR211 662o00000 LA829 662o00000 
C002 URio!lO 662o00000 CAfE Oo69000 
C022 COST 886o00000 LAN04? loOOOOO 
C022 LI.R22 '593o00000 fERT2? lOOoOOOOO 
C022 CAPl2 59lo00000 LAB21 '59lo00000 
CU22 LAF12l 59lo00000 L.A824 'i9lo00000 
C022 LAR:t5 593o00000 LAB26 '193oOOOOO 
C022 LAR27 593o00000 LA8211 '193o00000 
C022 LA829 '593o00000 LAB2tn 59lo00000 
C022 CAF'E Oo8]000 
Y02 COST 23113o00000 lANOl? loOOOOO 
Y02 LAF!22 lll9o00000 CAP22 l4'64o00000 
Y02 LAR21 lll9o00000 LAB2l lll9o00000 
Y02 LAI!24 lll9o00000 LAR25 l!l9o00000 
Y02 LA~26 lll9o00000 LAB27 lll9oOOOOO 
Y02 LA1!21! 111\loOOOOO LAB29 ltl9oOOOOO 
Y02 lAr!210 lll9o00000 YUCA llo50000 
TA02 COST tl20o00000 LAN04? loOOOOO 
TA02 LAR22 7'55o00000 CAP22 '16'io00000 
TA02 LAA21 7'15o00000 LA823 7'55o00000 
TA02 LAFI24 755o00000 LA825 755oOOOOO 
TA02 LAf!26 755o00000 LAR27 755o00000 
TA02 LAR28 7'55o00000 LAI!29 755o00000 
TA02 LAF!210 75'5o00000 TARA Oo24000 
LA8fl:t COST l4o00000 LAR12 !2oOOOOO 
LAdfl2 LAA22 •tloOOOOO 
LA~fl2 cusr l5o00000 LAI!22 •lloOOOOO 
LABfl2 LAR32 lloOOOOO 
LAI!f42 COST 17o00000 LAB22 •13. 00000 
LA~if42 LAA42 l5o00000 
LAt!f52 COST 20o00000 LAB22 •l]oOOOOO 
LAF!f5l LA A 52 l4o00000 
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LABF"62 COST 21e00000 LAB22 •13e00000 
LABF"62 LA~62 13o00000 
LA~f72 CllST 14e00000 LAB22 •1le00000 
LA~f"72 LAR72 12e00000 
LABF"82 COST 14e00000 LAB22 •13e00000 
LABF"82 LARIS2 12e00000 
LABF"9.! COST 15e00000 LA822 •13. 00000 
LABF"92 LA8112 12.00000 
LABF"102 COST 21e00000 LA822 •lloOOOOO 
LA8f"102 LA1!102 12e00000 
WAT02 COST 1e1'5000 IUT22 •1e00000 
HRTD2 COST 100e00000 HRT2' •too.ooooo 
CAP2 COST 1 e1 '5000 CAP22 •leOOOOO 
LUEV12 COST 496e00000 LANDt' •1e00000 
LUEV12 LAR22 364e00000 CAP22 !32o00000 
LUEV14! LAF!21 364,00000 LA823 364.00000 
LUEV12 LAR24 364e00000 LAR25 364.00000 
LDEV1l! LAR26 361ie00000 LA827 364.00000 
LUEV12 LAR28 364.00000 LA829 364eOOOOO 
LUEV12 LAB210 364o00000 
LOEV22 COST 496e0000() LAND2' •loOOOOO 
LDf.V22 LAR22 364o00000 CAP22 132eOOOOO 
LUEV22 LAR21 364e00000 LAB23 364.00000 
LUEV22 LAB24 364.00000 LAR25 364o00000 
LUEV22 LA826 364o00000 LA827 364.00000 
LDEV22 LAR28 364e00000 LAB29 364.00000 
LDEVU LAR210 364o00000 
LUE V32 cosr 496o00000 LANOl' •1eOOOOO 
LDEV32 LAB22 364e00000 CAP22 !32e00000 
LUEVl:.! LAR21 ]114o00000 LAB23 364o00000 
LDE02 LAR24 364o00000 LAB25 3611.00000 
LDEV 3.! LAfl26 361ie00000 LA827 364o00000 
LOEV32 LAR28 364o00000 LAB29 364.00000 
LDEV3.! LAR210 361io00000 
LOEV42 COST 496e00000 LAN04' •1•00000 
LOEV4l LAF!22 3611o00000 CAP22 132e00000 
LOEV42 LAB2l 364e00000 LA823 364.00000 
LDEV44! LA1'124 364o00000 LA825 l64o00000 
LUEV42 LAR26 361io00000 LA827 364o00000 
LDEVII2 LAI!28 364e00000 LAR29 364e00000 
LUE¥42 lAR210 3611o00000 
LOEV5.! COST 13o00000 LAND5' ·t.ooooo 
LUEV52 LA1!22 13,00000 LA821 13.00000 
LUEV52 LAR23 13e00000 LAB24 1loOOOOO 
LOEV52 LA1'12'5 lleOOOOO LAB26 lloOOOOO 
LDEV5:.! LAR27 13e00000 LAB28 lleOOOOO 
LDEV52 LAA29 l3o00000 LA8210 lleOOOOO 
RDJ COST l503o00000 LAND2l t.ooooo 
RD3 LARH 111'>4o00000 CAPll 3l'io00000 
ROJ LAR31 1164o00000 LAB32 l164o00000 
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RUl LAA34 \164o00000 LA835 \164o00000 
AOl LAR36 1164o00000 L.A837 1164o00000 
AOl LAI!H 1164o00000 LAB39 1164o00000 
ROl LAAllO 11611o00000 RlCE 1ol7000 
Rll COST 11'i7o00000 L.AND21 1tOOOOO 
Rll LABll 2~6.00000 "AT33 45oOOOOO 
Rll CAP33 6114t00000 L.A831 ~26o00000 
Rll LAR32 226o00000 LA834 ?28o00000 
Rll LAR3'5 228o00000 LA836 228oOOOOO 
Rll LAA37 226a00000 LA836 ?28o00000 
All LAA19 228o00000 LA8l10 22!1oOOOOO 
Rll RIC!:: 1o41000 
RlJ CUST 20'5 1 o00000 L.AN02J 1o00000 
RH LAAH 276o00000 "AT33 125.00000 
Rll f"ERTH 240t00000 CAPH 1210•00000 
All LA All 276o00000 LABl2 H6o00000 
All LAR34 276o00000 LAR35 ?76t00000 
RH LAA36 276o00000 LAII37 276o00000 
RH LAA36 176o00000 LAR39 ?76o00000 
AJl LAR310 276o00000 RlCE 1o51000 
COl COST 822o00000 LAND 1 1 loOOOOO 
COl LARH 6?0o00000 CAPll ?02o00000 
COl LAA31 620t00000 LAR32 620o00000 
COl LA Alii 6?0t00000 L.AB35 1120o00000 
CO) LAB36 620o00000 LAB37 620o00000 
COl LAA38 620o00000 lABl9 620o00000 
C01 LAA310 620o00000 CORNG lo26000 
CAOl COST 240\loOOOOO LAND31 loOOOOO 
CAOl LA All 5l0o00000 CAP33 187\loOOOOO 
CAOl LAR31 510o00000 LAB32 'llOoOOOOO 
CA03 LAI'!H 5l0o00000 L.A835 'llOoOOOOO 
CAOl LAA36 530o00000 LAB37 5l0o00000 
CA03 LARl!l 530o00000 L.4B31l 530o00000 
CA03 LARllO 530o00000 CANE llo 00000 
CAll COST 5623o00000 LANOl' 1,ooooo 
CAll LA All 2115a00000 CAPll 5'536o00000 
CAll LA All 2115o00000 LAB32 '-85o00000 
CAll LAR34 265o00000 L.ABl5 :11!5oOOOOO 
CAll LAA36 2115o00000 LAB37 285o00000 
CAll LAR38 285o00000 LAB19 265oOOOOO 
CAll LA!lllO 2115o00000 CANE 5lo00000 
CAll CUST 62711o00000 lAND31 loOOOOO 
CA 13 LA All 2115o00000 "ATll 52o00000 
CA l3 F"ERTlJ 480o00000 CAPH 546lo00000 
CAll lARll 21!5o00000 LAB32 265o00000 
CAll LARH 2115o00000 LAB35 ?85oOOOOO 
CAll LAflJ6 2115t00000 LA837 285o00000 
CAll LAR38 285o00000 L.AB39 285o00000 
CAll LAAllO 285o00000 CANE 71oOOOOO 
COTOl COST 1293o00000 LANOl' loOOOOO 
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CUTOl LAAJ3 771.00000 CAP33 2"i?.2oOOOOO 
CUT03 LAI!l1 771o00000 LAB32 771o00000 
COT03 LAF134 771.00000 LA835 711.00000 
co T\13 LAtlJ6 771o00000 LAB37 77lo00000 
COT03 LA!!J8 771.00000 LAR39 771t00000 
COT03 LAA 310 771· 00000 COTT Oo37000 
C0T23 COST 1833o00000 LAN03l t.ooooo 
COT23 LAR33 12'50o00000 fERTll I!OtOOOOO 
CUT23 CAP33 2'103o00000 LA831 12'!0o00000 
COT23 LAA32 1250o00000 LA834 1750oOOOOO 
COT23 LAR3'1 12'10o00000 LAB36 1250o00000 
CUT23 LAR37 1250o00000 LA838 1250tOOOOO 
COT23 LA_Rl9 1250t00000 LA8310 t''IOoOOOOO 
COT23 CUTT Oo48000 
801 CO~T 1020t00000 LAN041 t.ooooo 
ROJ LAI!H 908t00000 CAP33 112oOOOOO 
801 LARlt 908t00000 LA832 908t00000 
BOl LAA34 908o00000 LAR35 908o00000 
801 LA836 908t00000 LAR31 908oOOOOO 
80J LA838 908t00000 LA839 908.00000 
R03 LARltO 908o00000 IlANA Oo68000 
Y01 COST 2363.00000 LAND 1l t.ooooo 
YO 1 LAB33 1119t00000 CAP33 1:164o00000 
Y03 LARll 1119t00000 LA832 1119o00000 
Y03 LAI!34 1119o00000 LA835 1119o00000 
Y03 LAI'136 1119o00000 LAB37 1t19oOOOOO 
Y03 LAA38 1119o00000 LAB39 1119oOOOOO 
Y\l3 LAI!JIO 1119o00000 YUCA 14o00000 
SOl COST I092o00000 LAN03l loOOOOO 
503 LAI'IH 120o00000 CAP33 972o00000 
S03 LAilJI 120o00000 LA832 120o00000 
S03 LAR34 120o00000 LA835 120o00000 
503 LAR36 l:i'OoOOOOO LAR37 120o00000 
SOl LAilJ8 120o00000 LA839 120o00000 
SOl LAAHO 120o00000 SOYA Oo"i5000 
RE03 COST 10t44000 LAND5l leOOOOO 
AE03 LAAl3 5o46000 CAP33 4o98000 
81::0 l LAR31 5t46000 LAB32 5o46000 
F!E03 LAA34 5t46000 LA835 5o46000 
f!E03 LAR36 5,46000 LA837 5o46000 
8E03 LA'138 5o46000 LA839 5t46000 
BE03 L AR 310 5e46000 BEEF Oo15000 
LAf!fiJ COST l6o00000 LAB13 12o00000 
LAf!f1 J LAI!33 -u.ooooo 
LAFif2J COST 15o00000 LAB23 13o00000 
LAI:If2J LAR33 •13e00000 
LA8R4J COST 16e00000 LAB33 •t3eOOOOO 
LA~I(4J lARjj] 15o00000 
LABf5J cosr 1'Se00000 LAB33 •tloOOOOO 
LAtlf5J LA I! 53 l4o00000 
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LA t!f 6 J COST l t!aOOOOO lAB33 •!3a00000 
LABf6J UR63 t3a00000 
LABf 7 J COST 16a00000 LAB33 •tlaOOOOO 
LABf1J LARfl t:?.aOOOOO 
LA!lf8J COST 20a00000 LAB33 •13a00000 
LABfiiJ LARIIJ 12a00000 
LA!lf':IJ COST 17a00000 LAB 33 •13a00000 
LAt!f9l LAR':IJ 12a00000 
LA!lf103 COST 18a00000 LA833 •!3a00000 
LA~f1 03 lAP. IOJ 12a00000 
WAT03 COST 1ai'SOOO UT33 •1.000 00 
fER TO l cosr 100a00000 fERT3l •too.ooooo 
CAP3 COST lal'SOOO CAP33 •t.ooooo 
LUHIJ COS I 492a00000 LANDil •laOOOOO 
LUHIJ LAR33 364a00000 CAP33 132.00000 
LUEVIJ LAAJI 364a00000 L.AR32 3611.00000 
L.DEVIJ L.AR34 364a00000 LA835 364a00000 
LDEVIJ LA~36 364.00000 LAB37 l64a00000 
L.UEVI J L.AilJII 364a00000 LA839 364a00000 
L.UEV I J L.AR310 Jf>lj. 00000 
LOEV2J COST 4'il2a00000 L.AND21 •laOOOOO 
L.OEV2J L.A'lll 364a00000 CAPH 132a00000 
L.U£V2J LARJI 364a00000 L.AR32 364a00000 
LUH2J L.ABH 364a00000 LA835 364a00000 
L.UEV2J L.AR36 3114.00000 LAR31 ]64.00000 
LU£V2J L.ABlll 364t00000 L.AB39 364a00000 
LUEV2J L.A~JIU 364a00000 
LUEV3J COST ~102t00000 LAND31 •t.ooooo 
LDEVJJ LARH 9la00000 CAP]] 2016a00000 
LUEV33 L.ARJI 'illaOOOOO LA I! 32 9la00000 
L.OEVJJ LAA34 9la00000 L.AR35 9la00000 
LDEV3J LAR36 91.00000 L.AB31 9la00000 
L.DEV3J LAI'I36 91a00000 LA839 9la00000 
LDEV3J L.Afl3lil 91a00000 
LUEV4J cost 492a00000 L.ANDiil •1a00000 
LDEV4J LA'l33 364a00000 CAP33 !32aOOOOO 
LUEV4J L.AA31 364a00000 LA832 164a00000 
L.OEV4J LAR 34 364a00000 LA835 364t00000 
LDEV4J LAq36 364a00000 L.AR31 364a00000 
L.OEV4J LAI!l8 364a00000 lAR39 364t00000 
L.UEV4J L.AAJIO 364t00000 
L.UEVSJ CUSI l3a00000 L.AN05l •!tOOOOO 
LUEV5J L.AFIH !3a00000 LAR31 !3a00000 
LUEV5J lAI'Il2 13t00000 LA834 !laOOOOO 
LDEVSJ L.AI! 35 l3a00000 LA836 llaOOOOO 
L.UEV"iJ L.Af!H 13e00000 LA836 !3a00000 
LUEV5J L.ARH 13a00000 LA1!3l0 13a00000 
RU4 COST !5?3a00000 L.AND24 laOOOOO 
R04 L.AA44 ll64a00000 CAP44 J59aOOOOO 
R04 L.AAIII 1164a00000 LA842 1164a00000 
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1104 LAf\~J 116/loOOOOO LARII5 1164oOI)000 
R04 Lt.Rit6 1164o00000 U!!47 1164o00000 
R04 LAB'III tl64o00000 U!!49 ll64o00000 
R04 LAFllilO 1164o00000 RICE lo70000 
R14 CUST 1156o00000 LAND24 loOOOOO 
Rl/1 LAA44 2l'llt00000 1114144 45t00000 
Rlll CAF'44 11113o00000 LA Bill ?28t00000 
Rl4 l.ARII2 226o00000 LAR43 228.00000 
Rl4 lAR45 226o00000 LA846 ?28o00000 
Rlll LAAII7 228a00000 LA848 '28o00000 
Rl4 LAfl49 228o00000 LAB410 228o00000 
Rl4 RlCt: lt6'1000 
RJ4 con 20'1\oOOOOO LAND24 loOOOOO 
R34 LA~ II II 276t00000 WAT44 325t00000 
Rl4 HRf411 240o00000 CAP44 l210o00000 
R34 LA~ 'II 276o00000 LAB42 H6o00000 
R34 LA'I'IJ 276.00000 LA845 216o 00000 
R34 LAA116 276t00000 LAB47 276t00000 
Rl4 LAR'I8 276t00000 LAR49 276.00000 
R34 LARiilO 216t00000 RICE lt95000 
COli COST 822t00000 LAND14 laOOOOO 
COli LAilU 620o00000 CAP44 202oOOOOO 
C04 LA~! 'II 620o00000 LAB42 l\20o00000 
C04 LAI'llll 620t00000 LAB4'1 l\20o00000 
CO 'I LAI!Ii6 6,0.00000 LAR47 l\20o00000 
C04 LAfl48 620o00000 LAB49 620o00000 
C04 Ull/410 6?0,00000 CORNG 1. 311000 
PA34 COST 12\loOOOOO LAND\4 ltOOOOO 
PAJii LA'lll4 960.00000 W4T411 45oOOOOO 
PA34 F'ERT44 240o00000 CAPilli 1666o00000 
PAll! LAA41 960o00000 LAB42 960o00000 
PA34 LAfl43 960t00000 LAR45 960o00000 
PA34 LAR46 960o00000 LAB47 960o00000 
PA 14 Lll.ll'18 960o00000 LAR49 960t00000 
PAJ4 LAAIIlO 960o00000 PAPA e.ooooo 
PAJAII CUST ll63o00000 LAND\4 loOOOOO 
PA3Aii LARII4 14:?5.00000 IIIATU 45oOOOOO 
PAJA4 FER T 4'1 300o00000 CAP44 1'19lo00000 
PA lAii LAAill !AI25o00000 LAR42 l425o00000 
PA 3A4 LAA43 t425o00000 LAB45 1425.00000 
PA3A4 LAR'16 14:!15. 00000 LARII7 U25oOOOOO 
PA]A~ LARII8 1425o00000 LAFI49 1425.00000 
PA 1A4 LARIIlO l425o00000 PAPA 9oOOOOO 
CA04 C~ST 2409o00000 LAN034 loOOOOO 
CAOII L•fl44 530o00000 CAPilli 11179o00000 
CAOII LAA41 510o00000 LA842 530o00000 
CA04 LARII3 530o00000 LAB4'5 ~30t00000 
CAOq LA~U 530o00000 LAB47 ~JOoOOOOO 
CA04 LARU 510o00000 LA849 530o00000 
CA04 LA'l410 530o00000 CANE 35o00000 
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CA14 COS! '58?3o00000 LAND34 1o000 00 
CA14 lAf!44 285o00000 CAPilli 5538o00000 
CA14 lAAII1 265o00000 LARII2 ?85o00000 
CA14 lAillll 2115o00000 LA84'1 285o00000 
CA14 lAA46 26'1o00000 lAB47 ?85o00000 
CA14 LAA48 2115o00000 LA849 ?85oOOOOO 
CA14 LAfl4lO 285o00000 CANE 85oOOOOO 
CA 34 COST 62711o00000 LAN034 loOOOOO 
C A 311 LAAII4 2115o00000 IUT114 !2o00000 
CA34 rERT44 IIIIOoOOOOO CAP44 5461oOOOOO 
CA34 LA841 2115o00000 LA842 :!85oOOOOO 
CA 34 LAR4l 2115o00000 LAR45 285o00000 
CAJII LA846 2115o00000 LA847 2!15oOOOOO 
CAl4 LA A II II 2115o00000 LA8119 285oOOOOO 
CA 311 LAR410 2115o00000 CANE 95o00000 
COT04 COST 3293o00000 LAN034 1oOOOOO 
COT04 LARII4 77lo00000 CAP44 2'522o00000 
COT04 LA Rill 771.00000 lAB42 771.00000 
CDT04 LAR43 771o00000 LA845 771.00000 
CO TOll LAR46 771.00000 LA847 711.00000 
COTOII LAR48 771o00000 LAB49 771.00000 
COT04 LAA410 771o00000 con Oo37000 
CUT24 CUST l833o00000 LAND34 loOOOOO 
COT24 LAR414 1250o00000 rEAT 44 eo.ooooo 
CDT24 CAP44 2503o00000 LA Bill l250o00000 
COT24 LAR42 12'50o00000 lAB Ill l250oOOOOO 
COT24 LAR45 1250o00000 LA846 l250o00000 
COT211 LAAII7 1250o00000 lAB II !I uso.ooooo 
COT211 LAA49 12'50o00000 LABII10 1?50o00000 
CUT24 COTT Oo50000 
R04 COST 1020o00000 LANDU loOOOOO 
ROll LAA44 908o00000 CAP44 112o00000 
ROll LAR41 908.00000 LA842 908o00000 
804 LAR43 908o00000 LARII5 90So00000 
1!04 LAR46 90!1o00000 LAR47 90So00000 
1!04 LA848 908o00000 LAB49 908.00000 
804 LA1!410 908o00000 BANA 4o70000 
C004 COST 746o00000 LAN044 1oOOOOO 
c 004 LAR44 662o00000 CAP44 1!4,00000 
C004 LAAIII 662o00000 LA842 662o00000 
c 0011 LARIIJ 662o00000 LA!!45 662o00000 
c 004 LAB46 662.00000 LABII7 1162o00000 
CUOII LAR48 662o00000 LAB49 662.00000 
COO II LAR410 662o00000 CArE 0 o13000 
c 024 COST 8116o00000 LAN044 1.ooooo 
c 024 LAR44 593o00000 rERT44 too.ooooo 
c 0211 CAP44 19lo00000 lAB Ill 593o00000 
c 0211 LAR412 59lo00000 LAR43 593oOOOOO 
c 024 LA1!4'5 593,00000 LAB46 'i93o00000 
c 0211 LAil47 593o00000 LA AilS '193. 00000 
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C024 LA~II9 59lo00000 LAB41n '59lo00000 
C02 If CArt: Oo27000 
P04 COST 18'54o00000 L.AN044 1oOOOOO 
POll LAAII4 744o00000 CAP44 ll!OoOOOOO 
P04 LAI'IIfl 744 ,ooooo L.Atl42 744o00000 
P04 LAA43 744o00000 L.A845 744o00000 
PUll LAfl46 744.0000 0 L.A847 744o00000 
P04 LARII8 7411o00000 LA849 7Uo000 00 
P04 LA'liiiO 744o00000 PINA 3o'50000 
P24 CO!!T ?27tlo00000 L.AN0411 loOOOOO 
P24 L~ijlf4 504o00000 f"EIHU 160o00000 
P24 CAPII4 16\lloOOOOO L.A841 '504•00000 
P24 LAA42 504o00000 L.A114l 504o0000 0 
P214 LAf!ll5 504o00000 LABU 504o00000 
P24 LAA47 504o00000 LA8411 504o00000 
P24 LAA49 '504o00000 LA841n 504o00000 
P24 PlNA 4o40000 
S04 COST 1092o00000 LA NOH 1o00000 
S04 LAA44 120o00000 CAPU 972o00000 
S04 lAII41 120o00000 L.A842 120o00000 
5014 l.U43 120o00000 LARII5 120o00000 
S04 LAll46 120o00000 L.A847 120o00000 
504 LA1148 120o00000 L.A849 120o00000 
504 LA!llllO I:?OoOOOOO sou Oo62000 
NOll COST 1739o 00000 LAN044 loOOOOO 
NOll L.ARIIII 1562o00000 CAPU 177o00000 
N04 LA Rill 1562 o00000 lAB42 1562o00000 
NOll LAR4l 1562o00000 LA845 1'162•00000 
N04 LA~II6 1562o00000 lAB47 1562o00000 
NOll LAfl'il! 1562o00000 LA849 1562o00000 
N04 LA!'! II 10 1562o00000 ORAN 7.~0000 
N24 COST 2896oOOOOn LANOU loOOOO O 
N24 LAIH4 2167o00000 fERTU I!OoOOOOO 
N24 CAP,.4 6"ilo00000 L.A841 2167.00000 
N24 LAI!'12 21117.00000 LAB4l 2167oOOOOO 
N24 LA&45 2167oOOO OO LA846 2167oOOOOO 
N214 LAR47 2167o00000 LA848 2167oOOOOO 
N24 LA1'!119 2167o00000 LA8410 2167o00000 
N24 OIUN 6o50000 
MCOif COST 976o00000 LAND64 loOOOOO 
MCOif LAA44 219o00000 C APII4 757o00000 
MCOif LARIIl 219o00000 LA842 :!1 9. 00000 
MCOif lltA43 219o00000 LA845 2!9o00000 
MC0/4 UA46 219o00000 LAB47 219o00000 
~-!COif LAH48 219o00000 LAB49 219.00000 
~otC04 LAil~IO 219o00000 MILKC loOOOOO 
AtOll COST 10o411000 L4N054 loOOOOO 
REO II LA'l40 5oll6000 CAP44 4o98000 
ll(04 LA Rill 5o46000 LA8112 5o46000 
REO II LA~43 Soll6000 l4845 5o46000 
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REO II LAR'I6 5o46000 LA847 5o46000 
8(011 LA I! Ill! 5o46000 LA8119 5o46000 
REO II LA'liiiO 5o46000 IIEff Oo!SOOO 
MAN04 COST 15';3o00000 UN034 t.ooooo 
MANOII LAA44 1032o00000 CAPilli ,21oOOOOO 
MAN04 LAR'i1 1032o00000 LA842 10l2o00000 
MANOII LAI!IIl 1012o00000 LA845 1032o00000 
MAN04 LA846 1032o00000 LA847 10J2o00000 
MAN04 LAR48 1032o00000 LAB49 10l2o00000 
MAN04 LAAIIIO 1032o00000 MANI 1o40000 
MANOA II COST 1673o00000 lANOl4 loOOOOO 
MANOA4 UA44 828o00000 CAP44 1145o00000 
MANOA II LA Rill 8211o00000 LAR42 828oOOOOO 
MANOA II LAR43 8l!8o00000 LAI!45 828o00000 
MANOA4 LAil46 8?6o00000 LA841 1128o00000 
MANOA II LABII8 8?6o00000 LABU 828o00000 
lo!ANOA4 LA81110 826o00000 MANI lo'iOOOO 
Y04 COST 25'i5o00000 LAN014 loOOOOO 
Y04 LA R 114 1291.00000 CAP44 1H4o00000 
Y04 LAII111 129lo00000 LAR42 1291o00000 
YO II LA84J 129lo00000 LA845 1 :!91• 00000 
Y04 LA846 1291o00000 LA847 1:!91. 00000 
Y04 LAIIU 1291o00000 LA849 1291•00000 
Y04 LA84l0 1291.00000 TUCA 14o00000 
TAIJ04 COST 2420o00000 LAND44 1o00000 
TA804 LA~44 1597o00000 CAP44 823.00000 
TA!!04 LAR41 1597o00000 LA842 1,97. 00000 
TA804 LA Rill 1597o00000 LAI45 1'97oOOOOO 
TA804 LABU 1597o00000 LA1!47 1'i97oOOOOO 
TA804 LAF148 1597.00000 LA849 1,97.00000 
TAI!OII LAIIIIIO t597o00000 TARA Oo44000 
LABFlll COST 20o00000 LA814 12o00000 
LAIJF14 i...A'!II 4 •u.ooooo 
LA>IF211 COST tr. ooooo LAB24 lloOOOOO 
LABF211 LAAII4 •t 5o00000 
LABF34 CIJST 16,00000 LABJII lloOOOOO 
LA!!FH LM44 •l5o00000 
LAtiF 54 COST 16o00000 LAB44 •!5oOOOOO 
LABF54 LA A 54 14o00000 
LABF64 COST 17o00000 LA844 •15oOOOOO 
LAIIF6<i LAA64 lloOOOOO 
LABF74 COST 17o00000 LA844 •!5o00000 
lABF711 LA874 12o00000 
LABF611 t.:OST 16o00000 LA844 •15o00000 
LA8F84 LA8114 12o00000 
LAFtf911 COST 18.00000 LA844 •15o00000 
LABF9'1 LAF!Y4 12o00000 
LAI!F!04 COST 19o00000 LAB44 •15eOOOOO 
LAflrtoll LAA104 l2o00000 
WAT04 COST loi5000 IUT44 •1•00000 
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F'ERTO'I COST too,ooooo f(R TU •too.ooouo 
CAP 'I co~T lo15000 CAPilli •t.ooooo 
LDEV14 cosr 5'i2o00000 LAN014 •loOOOOO 
LUEVlll LAAH 420o00000 CAP44 1l2o00000 
LU(Vlll LA~'Il 4?.0o00000 L.A842 420.00000 
LUEV lol lARIIl 4l'Oo000 00 LA!I45 420o0000 0 
LDEVlll LAil116 lll'OoOO OOO LAB47 420o00000 
LDEVh LAfl4!1 4?0t00000 LA849 420o00000 
LUEV\4 LA~IIlO 420o00000 
LOEV24 COST '5'12o00000 L.AN024 •t.ooooo 
LDEV211 LAII114 II?OoOOOOO CAP414 ll2o00000 
LDEV2'1 LA~IIl 4?0o00000 L.A842 420o00000 
LDEV24 LU43 1120o00000 L.Afl4~ 420o00000 
LDEV211 LA~II6 420o00000 LAB47 420o00000 
LDEV24 LA~48 420o00000 LA849 420o00000 
LDEV24 LA~41U 420o00000 
L.DEV3'1 COST 2121o00000 LA NOH •loOOOOO 
LDEV3q LU44 105o00000 CAP44 2016o00000 
LDEVlll LA841 105o00000 L.A842 t05oOOOOO 
L.UEV 311 L.A!!U 105o00000 L.A845 t05oOOOOO 
LOEV34 LU46 105.00000 LA847 105o00000 
L.OEVlll LU411 105o00000 L.A849 105o00000 
L.OEV34 LA8410 105o00000 
LDEV44 COSJ 552o00000 LAN044 •t.ooooo 
LOEVH LA~44 4l'Oo00000 CAPU !32oOOOOO 
LOEV44 LA!IIIl 420o00000 L.A842 420o00000 
LOEV4'1 LAIJU 420o00000 LAI!45 420o00000 
LUEV44 LA846 420o00000 L.A847 420o00000 
L.OEV411 LAR48 420t00000 L.A849 420tOOOOO 
LOEV411 LAB410 420t00000 
LOEV511 COST 15t00000 L.AN054 •loOOOOO 
LDEV511 LAR44 u.ooooo L.A841 15o0000 0 
LOEV511 L.Afloj2 ts.ooooo L.A843 15oOOOOO 
LOEV54 LAR45 l5o00000 L.A846 15o00000 
LDEV5'1 LAR41 l5t00000 L.A848 l5oOOOOO 
LUEV54 LAII49 15o00000 L.AII410 l5o00000 
LOEV611 COST 5'12t000 00 LAN064 •ltOOOOO 
LOEV64 LAR44 420t00000 CAP44 l32t00000 
LOEV64 LA!! 'II 4?0t00000 LA842 420t00000 
LOEV64 LAR43 uo.ooooo LA845 420t00000 
LDEV611 lA1!46 420t00000 LA847 420t00000 
LOEV6'1 LAR4!1 420t00000 LAB49 1120o00000 
LDEV64 LAI!4 t 0 420t00000 
R05 COST 1503t00000 LAN02'1 loOOOOO 
RO'S LAR5~ 1164t00000 CAPilli 1]9. 00000 
1!0'5 I.AR51 1164o00000 LAB 52 ll64t0000 0 
llO':i i.AR53 ll64o00000 LAB 54 !!64o00000 
R05 LAR56 1164o00000 lAB 57 1164o00000 
R05 LM!58 ll64o00000 LA I! 59 1164o00000 
R0'5 lAfl510 ll64o00000 RICE 1ol5000 
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Rl5 I.:OSI 1l56o00000 LAN02'1 loOOOOO 
Rl'l LAR5'5 228o00000 IUT5'5 4'5a00000 
Rl5 CAD 55 811So00000 LA851 ;128a00000 
Rl5 LA1!52 228o00000 LAB 53 ?28. 00000 
Rl'5 Ui!54 228o00000 LAB 56 228aOOOOO 
Rl5 LA1!57 228t00000 LAB 58 '28tOOOOO 
Rl5 LAII'59 ne.ooooo LAII510 22Ba00000 
Rl5 RICE 1o50000 
R35 COST 20". 00000 LAN02'1 1a00000 
R35 LA855 276t00000 IIAT5'5 J25. 00000 
R35 F'£RJ55 240t00000 'AP''55 UlOoOOOOO 
RH LA !!51 H6tOOOOO LAII52 276t00000 
R35 LA II~)] 216t00000 LA854 276a00000 
R35 !..AR56 276o00000 L All 57 276.00000 
RlS LU58 276.00000 LAB 59 276a00000 
R35 LAR510 276a00000 RICE 1•61000 
CO'S COST 822o00000 LANDt 'I loOOOOO 
C05 LU55 620o00000 CAP 55 202oOOOOO 
cos LAB 51 6'0•00000 LAB 52 620a00000 
cos LUSl 620o00000 LAB54 620.00000 
cos LA!! 56 uo.ooooo LAB 51 620a00000 
C05 LARS!! 620t00000 LAB 59 620oOOOOO 
C05 Lfl8510 620t0000() CORNG 1,19000 
PAl5 COST 1211a00000 LANDt 'I 1.ooooo 
PAlS LA855 960t00000 ifAT55 4'5o00000 
PAlS FEIIT44 540o00000 C.AP5'5 l666o00000 
PAlS LU5l 960t00000 LAIS2 960o00000 
PAlS L•llsl t60t00000 LAIIS4 960o00000 
PA35 L.i.ll56 t60t00000 LAB 51 960a00000 
PA3'5 LA!lSII t60a00000 LAB 59 960o00000 
PA35 LAR510 960e00000 PAPA 11o00000 
PA3A5 COST nu.ooooo LANDt 'I 1oOOOOO 
PAJA5 LA I! 55 1425e00000 IIUT55 45.00000 
Pfi3A5 F'ERT55 300e00000 CAP55 1'593o00000 
PA3A5 LAR51 U2'5o00000 LA1152 1425oOOOO O 
PA3A5 LAR53 1425e00000 LAB 54 142'5aOOOOO 
PA3A5 Ull56 1425.00000 LAB '57 l42'5oOOOOO 
PA3A'5 LAR~II 1425a00000 LA85 9 1425o00000 
PAJA5 LAR510 1425.00000 PAPA lloOOOOO 
CA05 COST 2409.00000 LANOl'l t.ooooo 
CAOS LARS'S SlOoOOOOO CAP 55 11!79o00000 
CAOS LAR51 530t0000Cl LAB 52 HOoOOOOO 
CAOS LARSJ '530o00000 LAB 54 '530o00000 
CAOS LAf!56 510t00000 LA8'57 '130o00000 
CAOS LAR)8 530o00000 LAB 59 'IJOoOOOOO 
CAOS LAR511l 530.00000 CANE HoOOOOO 
CA15 COST '58?3. 00000 LANO]'I loOOOOO 
CA15 lAR55 211'5t00000 CAP 55 5'536o00000 
CA15 LAF!51 2115o00000 LAB 52 285a00000 
CA15 LARSJ 21!5o00000 LA A 54 ~es.ooooo 
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CA15 LAR56 21!5e00000 LAB~57 285t00000 
CAtS L.A858 265.00000 LAB 59 285e00000 
CA15 L.AR510 211~u00000 CANE 84e00000 
CA35 COST 627'6 .00000 LA"'03"i 1.ooooo 
CA"I5 LAA55 2115e00000 UTSS ~2.00000 
CA 35 'ERT55 460.00000 CA P 55 ~U6 t. oooon 
cos u~sl tes.ooooo L.A852 ?85o00000 
CA:):, .A >< ~3 211~.onooo I..A B 54 2~'5.0 000 0 
':A 35 \.A~56 2115•00001) L..A!!5 1 ,.,s.ooooo 
t;A ~ S LAq5R 211~tOOOM LA !I 59 2es.ooooo 
CA 35 LA8510 211'51 00000 !:Alii( UoOOOOO 
coros COST 129lt00000 L.AIIOJS 1•00000 
CO TO'S LA I! 55 771•00000 CAl'" 2522o00000 
COTO~ LUSt 171e00000 LAIS2 171· 00000 
COT05 LAit'H 171e00000 LA854 771tOOOOO 
COT OS LA858 711.00000 LA857 171.00000 
COT OS L.AIISII 711· 00000 LA II 59 771.00000 
COT OS LA8510 771t00000 cnn Otl2000 
COT25 cosT 18l3t00000 I.AN03'1 1•00000 
COT25 LA855 1250e00000 HRT5"i eo.ooooo 
COT25 CAP 55 l50lt00000 LABSl l250e00000 
COT25 LA852 U50o00000 LAB 53 1250t00000 
COT25 LAR54 U50e00000 LAR56 l250e00000 
COT25 LA857 U50e00000 LABSII 1:i'~o.ooooo 
COT25 LAR59 U"eOOOOO LA115l0 12~0.00000 
COT25 COTT Oel6000 
ti05 CO~T 10:POe00000 I.AN04'1 1•00000 
ROS LAR55 901h0 0000 CAl' 55 ll2t00000 
R0'5 LAB51 908t00000 LAt!52 908.00000 
80'5 LA8Sl toe.ooooo LA8'j4 908.00000 
R05 LA A 56 9011e00000 LA857 CJ08t00000 
1'!05 LAR58 toa,oooon LAB 59 908.00000 
R0'5 LAR510 toe.ooooo IlANA 1.20000 
NOS COST l7l9o00000 LAN04'1 1oOOOOO 
"'Oj LAR55 1562.00000 CAP 55 t77eOOOOO 
N05 L.AR51 1562e00000 I.A852 1562o00000 
N05 LAR53 1562.00000 I. A !!54 ''62t0000 0 
N05 L.AA56 156:?. 00000 LA I 51 1'H2tOOOOO 
!jQ') LAA.58 1562.00000 I.A859 l562o00000 
~jO') LAB510 1')62 t00000 ORAN 66•00000 
N25 COST ?ll'l8t00000 LAN04"i 1.ooooo 
"125 LA II 55 ?167t00 000 rr.RT5"i eo.ooooo 
N25 CAP55 651e00000 LAII51 2t67tOOOOO 
"125 LAI!S2 ?167.00000 I.A115l 2U7o00000 
N2'5 LA1!54 :ii'U\7e00000 LA II '56 2l67e00000 
N25 LAR57 2167•000 00 LA858 2167•00000 
"12'; LARS'l ?167.00000 LA8510 :?t67tOOOOO 
"12S 0~-lj ro.oooon 
BEOS CLJST 2•00000 LAN05"i t.ooooo 
BE05 Ull 5 '5 1.19000 CAP55 Ot8 1000 
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B£05 LA~)l 1o19000 LAB 52 lol\1000 
~£05 LAR53 lo19000 LAR54 1.t 9000 
A£05 LAA56 1a1<1000 LA II 57 lo19000 
R£05 LA II 58 la19000 LAR59 1al9000 
R£05 LARS10 1 o19000 I!F.H Ool7000 
Y05 CDH 2469o00000 LAN01"i loOOOOO 
Y05 l.AR55 1205o00000 CA1'55 1:164o00000 
YllS LAR51 1205o00000 LA852 1?05. 00000 
Y05 LAB51 U05 o 00000 LA854 1l'05o00000 
Y05 LA II 56 1205.00000 LAB57 tl'05. 00000 
Y0'5 LAR58 1205o00000 LAB 59 1105.00000 
Y05 LA8510 uno;,ooooo YUCA 13o'50000 
LABf15 COST "oOOOOO LA IllS 12o00000 
LA8f 15 LA85'5 •UoOOOOO 
LA8f25 COST :!OoOOOOO LA825 13. ooooo 
LABf25 LAB 55 •14o00000 
L ABF 35 COST 15<10o00000 LAB35 1lo 00000 
LABF35 LA85'5 •U oOOO OO 
LABF45 COST 16o00000 LAR45 15.00000 
LA8f4) LAU5 •t4o00000 
LABF6S COST UoOOOOO LA855 •14o00000 
LA8f"65 LA1!6'5 lloOOOOO 
LA!if75 COST l8o00000 LAB55 •14o00000 
LABF75 LAIH5 u.ooooo 
LABf85 COST u .ooooo LA11!5 •14o00000 
LA8f85 LAR115 UoOOOOO 
LA895 COST 19o00000 LAI55 •14o00000 
LAB95 LU95 12o00000 
LABF105 COST UoOOOOO LAIS5 •14o00000 
LA8fl05 LUlU UoOOOOO 
WATD5 COST 1ol5000 IIAT55 •1oOOOOO 
FEIIT05 COST 100o00000 FF.RT5"i •too.ooooo 
CAP5 COST lo1'5000 CA1'5'5 •loOOOOO 
LD01'5 COST 5Uo00000 LANDI 'I •loOOOOO 
LUEY 1 'i LAR5'5 392 I 00000 CAP55 132o00000 
LO(wt; LAR51 392.00000 LA852 l92o00000 
LOEV15 L.AR53 l92o00000 LAI54 192.00000 
LO£V15 LAR56 l'12. 00000 LAB57 392.00000 
LDEV15 LA~58 392.00000 LAB 59 H2o00000 
L.UEV15 LAA510 392o00000 
LUEV25 COST 524o00000 LAN02'1 •1o00000 
LUEV2:l LAR55 H2o00000 CV55 132o00000 
I.UE¥25 LAR':i1 3Q2. 00000 LAB 52 192oOOOOO 
L!lt:V25 LAA5l 392o00000 LAB 54 H2o00000 
LUEV25 LAR56 3Q2o00000 L-1!'57 ]92. 00000 
LDEV2') LARS/! 3'12o00000 LAB59 192.00000 
LDEV2:l LA'l~IO 3'12. 00000 
LDEV3:l COST ?.ll4 o00000 L-ND3'i •1oOOOOO 
LUEVJ:l L.AH5':i CllloOOOOO C-PS':i 2016o00000 
LUEVB LAA'51 '16.00000 LAB 52 96o00000 
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LDEVJj LAI'l5l 911o00000 LA A 54 96o00000 
LOEV35 LAI'l56 98o00000 LA II 57 98.00000 
LDEV35 LAR51l 98o00000 L.AII59 98o00000 
LOEV35 LA851U 98o00000 
LOEV4':i COST 524o00000 L.AN04'1 •1o00000 
LDEV45 L4855 392.00000 CAP55 132o00000 
UJEV45 LAR51 392o00000 L.A852 192.00000 
LDEV45 LAr.t53 392o00000 LAB 54 H2oOOOOO 
LOEV4S LAR56 392•00000 L.A857 392•00000 
LDEV45 LAR511 392o00000 L.A859 192.00000 
L.UEV115 LAR51U 392o00000 
LUEVo;; COST l4o00000 LAN05'1 •loOOOOO 
L.OEV55 LA!) 55 tlloOOOOO L.A 851 14o00000 
LDE V 5':i LAU2 llloOOOOO LA85l 14o00000 
LOEV5':i LA II 54 lllo 00000 LA856 14o00000 
LOEV5'i LA857 14o00000 LA858 14o00000 
LD(V';5 LAR59 1/ioOOOOO L.A8510 14o00000 
CU6 COH 7'17,00000 LAN01fl loOOOOO 
C06 LU66 540o00000 CAP66 ?17o00000 
CU6 LAA6l 540o00000 LA862 '140o00001) 
C06 LA86l 540o00000 L.A864 '140o00000 
CU6 LA11a5 '540o00000 LA867 '5410o00000 
C06 LARU 540o00000 LA869 'i40o000UO 
C06 LAI'I610 '540t00000 CORNG loJOOOO 
CU46 COST 7'17o00000 LAN01fl loOOOOO 
COA6 LAR66 540o00000 CV66 ?17o00000 
CUA6 LAR61 540t00000 LA1162 "i40o00001) 
COAl> L.AR63 540t00000 U864 '540o00000 
C046 I.AR65 540o00000 LA867 540o00000 
COA6 LA1!61l '540o00000 L.A869 '140o00000 
CUA6 LAR610 '540e00000 CORN8 lo20000 
AA .. 06 CO'\T 414e00000 LANOlfl loOOOOO 
RAR06 L4tl66 l6lo00000 CAP66 ?53o00000 
f!A~06 LAtlo1 li>1o00000 LAB62 161o00000 
RAR06 LAR61 ll'llaOOOOO LAR64 16la00000 
RAR06 LAR65 161a0000 0 LAR67 16lo00000 
BAR06 LAf!o6 ll'lloOOOOO LA869 16lo00000 
RAR06 LAR61U ll'd. 00000 8ARG 0•61000 
!lAROAo COST 414.00000 LANDI II 1.ooooo 
~AROA6 LARo6 l6lo00000 CAP66 l'53a00000 
f!AROA6 L.Af!61 ll'lleOOOOO UR62 161oOOOOO 
RAROA6 LAAol 161o00000 L.Af!64 161o00000 
RA,.OA6 LAA65 16le00000 Uf!67 161· 00000 
BAROAo LA~68 16\oOOOOO LA869 l61e00000 
AAROA6 LAAalO 16lo00000 BARB 2o18000 
PA36 CUST ::!l 113t00000 LAN0111 1•00000 
PA36 LAA66 6"i5e00000 WAT66 45o00000 
PA16 FE~T66 lfl6o00000 CAP66 1 27'5. 00000 
PA36 LAR61 6'i5e00000 LA862 655o00000 
PA36 LA~b 3 6'i')a00000 LAR64 655a00000 
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PA 36 LA~65 6o;s,ooooo LAtl6 7 6')5o0 000 0 
PA36 LAH611 6o;s,ooooo lAR69 655o00000 
PA)6 UR610 6o;s,ooooo PAPA 12o00000 
PA ]A6 CllST ?.7 4 4. 00000 LANDI II 1o00000 
PAlA6 LAR66 1068o00000 1UT66 45o00000 
PA 1A6 FERT66 l60o00000 CAP66 1271•00000 
PA)A6 LAR61 1068o00000 lAR62 1068.00000 
PA3A6 LAI'168 1068o00000 L.AA69 1068o00000 
PAlA6 !..AR65 1068o00000 LA861 1068o00000 
PAlA6 LAR6l 10611o00000 LA8U 1068o00000 
PAlA6 LA~61Q 1068o00000 PH• A l'loOOOOO 
~H06 COST 'il5o00000 LANDlll loOOOOO 
WH06 LA866 1'ilo00000 CAP66 l62o00000 
WH06 LAII~l 1'ilo00000 LA862 153o00000 
WH06 LAII6) 15lo00000 LA864 t5lo00000 
WH06 LA86, 1'ilo00000 LA867 15loOOOOO 
WH06 LA1168 1'13o00000 LA869 1'53o00000 
WH06 LU610 153.00000 WHEAT Oo60000 
WHI6 COST 6;14o00000 LAN01fl 1.ooooo 
WH16 LA1!66 191o00000 WAT66 45oOOOOO 
WH16 CA1"66 llllloOOOOO LA861 191o00000 
WHI6 LA862 191o00000 LA1:163 19lo00000 
WHI6 LAI964 191o00000 LA865 191o00000 
WH16 LAA67 191o00000 LAR68 191o00000 
WH16 LA~69 191• 00000 LA8610 191o00000 
WH16 IIHt' AT a. noon 
WH26 COST 1424o00000 LAN01fl loOOOOO 
WH26 LAA66 268o00000 f"£RT6fl •oo.ooooo 
WH26 CAP66 7'l6o00000 LAR61 268.00000 
WH26 LAA62 2fl8o00000 LAR6l ?68oOOOOO 
WH26 LAA64 268o00000 LA865 268o00000 
WH26 LAI'IJ61 268o00000 LA868 :!68o00000 
WH26 LAR69 26flo00000 LAR610 ?68o00000 
WH26 WHEAT 1o8200n 
WH36 (Q !H 1718o00000 LAND1fl 1o00000 
WH36 LA~t>6 415o00000 IUT66 45o00000 
WH16 FERT6o 400o00000 CAP66 1178o00000 
HH36 LABI> 1 415o00000 LA862 U5oOOOOO 
WH36 LAFI63 415o00000 LAR64 U5o00000 
WHl6 LAA65 415o00000 LA867 us.ooooo 
WH)6 LAR68 415.00000 ·LAR69 415o00000 
WH16 LAA610 4\';oOOOOO WHEAT 2o64000 
QU06 COST 515o00000 LANDlfl loOOOOO 
ClU06 LARb6 1~3.00000 CAP66 l62o00000 
QU06 LAR61 l'i3o00000 LAR62 1'5lo00000 
QU06 LA1!63 1'i3o00000 LA864 1'53o00000 
OU06 LAI16'i 1'13.00000 LAB67 l'lloOOOOO 
QU06 LA ~ 68 l'iloOOOOO LAF169 153o00000 
ClU06 l4Rb10 1'13•00000 loiUIN Oo78000 
MC06 co 'IT 2l97o00000 LAND6fl loOOOOO 
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MC06 LAH66 219o00000 CAP66 2!76o00000 
~<COb LAR6 I 219o00000 LAR62 1!9o00000 
MC06 LAA63 219o00000 LAB64 ;l! 'iJ I QQQOQ 
MC06 LAI!o5 219o00000 LA867 ?19o00000 
MC06 LA!l66 219o00000 LA869 ')!9o00000 
MC06 LAA610 219o00000 MILKC 3o00000 
I!EOo COST oo29000 LANOlll 1.00000 
8£06 LAR66 3o56000 CAP'66 2o73000 
R£06 LAR6l 3o56000 LA8U 3o"i6000 
1!£06 LA86l 3o56000 LA864 3o';6000 
8£06 LAil65 3o56000 LA867 3o';6000 
8£06 LAil611 3o';6000 LA869 3o'l6000 
8£06 LAR610 3o56000 BEH Oo!OOOO 
MAN06 COST l191o00000 lAND ]II loOOOOO 
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WH29 LAA\18 247100000 LAB9IO ;!4f I 000Q0 
Wt12Y WHfAT Oo511000 
WH39 CUST 1~66o00000 LANO!q loOOOOO 
WH39 LAA\19 365100000 WAT99 4'h00000 
WH3 9 fER [99 400o00000 CAP99 7'58100000 
WH39 LAllY I 365o00000 LAR92 165o00000 
WH39 LAAYl 36'lo00000 LAf!94 :'!6'5o00000 
WH19 LA1!95 365o00000 LAf!96 365o00000 
WH39 LAA'117 311'5100000 LAf!911 l65o00000 
WH39 LA'!IIIO 365o00000 WHEAT Oo76000 
QU09 cusT 1114100000 LANOI9 loOOOOO 
QU09 LAI!99 219o00000 CAP99 H5 o 00000 QU09 LAI!91 2111100000 LAB92 ;11910000 0 
QU09 LAI!H 219100000 LAB" 219oOOOOO QU09 LAA\1'5 219100000 L4A96 219100000 
QU09 LAI'!97 ? l9o00000 LAR911 '19100000 
QU09 LAR\110 ?19o00000 IOIUIN 0120000 
At:OY COST !Oo7'5000 LAN059 loOOOOO 
AE.09 LAAY9 3169000 CAP99 7o06000 
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!!EO \I LAfl\11 ]o69000 ~ R9 2 J ot.? OOO 
REO II LAA\IJ 3o69000 LAFI'i14 3o690UO 
BE Oil LAH\1~ ]o69000 LAB96 lo69000 
REO \I LAR\17 Jo69000 LAR98 lo69000 
RE09 LAfl910 ]o69000 8[[F Oo10000 
SHOll COST 4o91000 LAN07q 1o00000 
SH09 LA8119 lo!llOOO CA1'99 1o]8000 
SHOll LA'l91 3o!l3000 LA892 ]o'\3000 
SHOll LAR\13 le53000 LAB94 ]o'\3000 
'\HUll Lftfl\15 ],5]000 LAR96 lo'l3000 
SHOll LftA97 3o53000 LA898 3o5]000 
SHUll Uf!\110 3o53000 SHEEP o,o;oooo 
LAtlfH COST l6o00000 LA819 12oOOOUO 
LAtif!-~ LAFl\19 •!2.00000 
LABf2-i CO 'iT 15.00001'1 UB29 l3o00000 
Udf29 LAR99 •tz.ooooo 
LftBfH cusT 17o00000 LAB39 lloOOOOO 
LAtll'lll LA!lll9 •!2o00000 
LABf4~ cosT llloOOOOO LA849 15o00000 
LA~f4'il LAB\19 •12o00000 
LAt!f5~ COST 1\loOOOOO LA!l59 14o00000 
LABf5-i LAA99 •!2o00000 
LAtlf6~ COST 14o00000 LAR69 lloOOOOO 
LAf!t6~ LAFl\19 •!2o00000 
LAilf7\l cusT l6o00000 LAB79 12o00000 
LA AfT~ LAA\19 •!2o00000 
LAtlf8\l COST 14o00000 LAA89 tz.ooooo . 
LABfll\1 LA'l\19 •!2o00000 
LABf109 COST l4o00000 LAA99 •12o00000 
LABfl U9 LAR1011 12o00000 
WATD9 COST 1ol'5000 WAT99 •1.ooooo 
rERT0\1 cosr 1oo.ooooo HRT99 ·too.ooooo 
CAP9 CO'\ T 1o1'5000 CAP99 •t.ooooo 
LOEV1 9 c o s T 4611o00000 LAN019 •loOOOOO 
LUEVl \1 LA ~ \19 336o00000 CAP99 ll2o000() 0 
LOEV 1 '1 LAR91 3 Hlo 00000 LAA92 116.00000 
LU EV111 LA~Wl 336o00000 LAB94 336.00000 
LUE VI\1 LAAII 'i 316o00000 LAB96 336.00000 
LUEVH LAR97 336o00000 LA898 l36. 00000 
LUEV1'1 LAA\110 3~6o00000 
LOEV5~ COST 12o00000 LAN059 •1.ooooo 
LOEV5'i LAA99 12o00000 LAB91 !2o00000 
LOEV'H LAA\12 12o00000 LA119l 12o00000 
L0EV59 LAR\14 12o00000 LA895 !2o00000 
LOEV'S\1 LA~96 12o00000 LAA97 12o00000 
LUEVS\1 LftR98 l2t00000 LA8910 12o00000 
LllEV7~ cosr 12o00000 LANll7'1 •loOOOOO 
LUEV7~ LAf!<,i9 !2o00000 U1!91 12o00000 
LDEV7~ LA'l92 llloOOOOO LAR93 12.00000 
LUEV7\I LA~94 1?,00000 LAR95 12.00000 
LUEV79 lARy6 1?.00000 L.AR97 12.00000 
LOEY79 lAR~6 12o00000 lAtl910 12o00000 
QUOIO CUST 674o00000 lANDliO loOOOOO 
QUOlO lAR1010 2l'io00000 CAP lOt 395.00000 
QUOIO L.AR101 219o00000 lARlO? 2'19o0000 0 
QUOIO LARIOJ 219o00000 LA111011 ?19. 00000 
QUOlO LAR10:> 219o00000 LARlO" :>19o00000 
QUOIO LAR107 219o00000 lAIIlOII 219o00000 
QUOlO LAR109 219o00000 QUIN Oo44000 
PAllO CU'IT 17?.2o00000 L.AN0110 I, 00000 
PA210 LAR1010 441!o00000 f'f.Rl1010 319.00000 
PA210 CAPlOl 9~5.00000 URlOI 446o00000 
PA210 LA!!102 4411.00000 L.ARlOl 446o00000 
I'A210 LAR104 4118.00000 URlO'\ 448.00000 
PA210 lAF!lOo 446.00000 L.Af!l07 446.0000 0 
PA210 L.AR10tl 41111· 00000 LAII109 448o00000 
PA210 PAPA 5o00000 
PAllO cosr 231!5o00000 LANDIIO t.ooooo 
PA 310 LABIOlO 974o00000 ~AT101 0 45o00000 
PAllO f'ERTIOlO 400o00000 CAP lOt 966o00000 
PAllO LARlOl 974,00000 L.AR10' 974o00000 
PA31 0 LAR103 974o00000 L.Afll04 974.00000 
PAllO L.A'I105 974o00QOO L.Af!lO" 974.00000 
PA J1 0 LAR107 974o00000 L.A81011 974o00000 
PA 310 L.A R109 974o00000 PAPA r.aoooo 
REOIO COST 10o75000 L.AN0510 t.ooooo 
f!£010 LAB1010 la69000 CAP101 7o06000 
R£010 lA!!lOl 3a69000 L.4R10? 3o69000 
REOlO L.A IH03 ],69000 L.Af!l04 lo69000 
B£010 LAR105 )\69000 L.ABlO" lo69000 
R£010 L.A F!l 07 l o69000 lAB lOll 3o69000 
R£010 lARl0\1 3a690 0 0 Sf.H Oo!OOOO 
SHOlO CUST 4o91000 L.AN0710 loOOOOO 
SHOlO L.AR1010 3 o5JOOO CAPlOI lo38000 
SHOlO L.AR101 lo53 000 LAR10? 3o"i3000 
SHOlO LAF!lOJ l o53000 L.Af!l04 lo5l000 
SHOlO LA~l05 lo53000 L.ARlO" 3o"i3000 
SHOlO L.AA107 3o5300 0 L.Af!lOII lo"i3000 
SHOlO LAR 10\1 lo53000 SH£EP Oo50000 
LAlifllO cusr ?2o00000 LA8110 12o00000 
LABfllO LAR1010 •12o00000 
LAI:If210 CUST ?lo 00000 LAR210 llaOOOOO 
lAtlf210 L.AR1010 •12o00000 
LA'ifllO COST llloOOOOO U8310 lloOOOOO 
LAI:IfllO LAF!1010 •\2o00000 
LABf410 cusr 19 o00000 LA8410 15e00000 
LAi!f410 lARlOlO •t2o00000 
LABf'510 CUST 16o00000 lAB5lO 14e00000 
LA!lf510 LAF!IOlO • t2o000 00 
LA1if610 cusr 15o00000 L.A tit> 10 13a00000 
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LAtlf610 LA HIOIO •12100000 
LAtJf710 COST l8100000 LAH710 12100000 
LABf710 LAAI010 •t2o00000 
LAflfiiiO cosr l6100000 LAB810 12100000 
LAtlf!llO LAA1010 •12100000 
LAt!F910 COST 14100000 LAR9ln 12100000 
LABf910 LAR1010 •12o00000 
WATOIO CO,T 1115000 llfATIOIO •loOOOO O 
rERTOlO COST t oo . ooooo HRT1010 •too.ooooo 
CAPlO COST 111'1000 CAP lOt •t1ooooo 
LOEYliO cusr 461!10 0000 LANDI 10 •11ooooo 
LUEV110 LAR1010 ll61 00000 CAPIOI 132100000 
LUEV ll O LM!l 01 316o 00000 LA810? H6100000 
LOEVllO LAlli OJ 336o00000 LAB lOa ll6100000 
LDEV110 LARIOS 316100000 LA BIOI\ H6100000 
LUEV110 LAR 10 7 316 I 00000 LAB lOR lJ6 I 00000 
LOEVllO LAR10~ 336o00000 
LDEV510 COST 12o00000 LAND510 •11ooooo 
LDEV510 LAAI010 l2o00000 LAR101 12100000 
LDEV510 LAJ\102 1210 0000 LA tHO~ 121000 00 
LUEV510 LAR101i 12 100000 LAillO'> 12100000 
LUEV'HO LA"! tOo 12100000 LAB107 12100000 
LUEV'5 10 LARIOo 12100000 l.Afll09 1210000 0 
LDEV710 cusr 12100000 l.ANll71 0 ·t~ooooo 
LDEV710 LAA1010 12100000 LA8101 12100000 
LOEV710 LAR102 12o00000 LAB10l 12100000 
LUEV710 LAR104 12o00000 LA1'!10o; 12100000 
LUEV710 LARI06 12100000 LAR107 12100000 
LOEV710 LARIOII 12100000 LAB109 12100000 
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RHSl LAr.jU11 111?1100000 LAND21 10475.00000 
RHS1 LA~Ult 6'l7o00000 LAN041 20061000 00 
RHS1 lANU'i1 4100000( 01\ LAI!11 l.J21l0f OR 
AHS1 WA Tll 505539o 00000 fERT11 lo?OOOOE 06 
RHS1 CAP11 2o4026 4E 07 LAR 12 1ol2120E OA 
RHSl LA All 1.3?1?0E 0 11 LAR14 1.32120f 011 
RHSl LAAI'l 113?1?0[ 011 LAH16 l112120E 011 
RHSI LA~17 1o3?120E 011 LAR18 l112120E 0~ 
RHS I LAR19 · 1 .3? 1 ;>Of 011 LA!IIIO lll:ii120E 08 
RHSI LA~U12 9l<l4o00000 LAND2? 6?57o00 00 0 
RHS1 LA~Ull 404100000 LAN04? 4711100000 
RHSl lANU5<! 21ooooor. 06 LA822 l1?S027E OR 
RHSI WAT22 302'l73o00000 HRT2? l120000E 06 
RHSI CAP22 11411308[ 07 LAB21 1•2~027E Oil 
RHS1 LAR2l lo 2'10?7[ 011 lAR24 11?5027E 011 
RHS1 LAil2'l 112'50?7f 011 LAB26 11;1'5027E 08 
RHS1 LAA27 t 1 :~o;o"r 011 LA828 11;15027( 011 
RHSl LAR29 l1? 'i0?7E 011 LA8210 t.?5027E 011 
RHSI LA~Ull tf>II40o00000 LAN02~ 7266.00000 
RHSI LANU]J 10 9'>1 00000 LAN04~ 2411100000 
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RHSI LAPIIU53 loOOOOO£ Ot. L•RB I· "7 1? 0~ 
RHSI WAT H 36fl690o00000 fERT3l lo:!OOOOE 06 
RHSl CAP33 lo639?"i[ 07 LAH31 l.t3712E 011 
RHSI LA~J2 \o!H\2£ OR L.AR34 lo\171?£ 0~ 
RHSI LA~J5 l t1 Ht2E OR L.AR36 1.t3712E 011 
RHSI L.AR37 1.137\2[ 01'1 L.A838 lo\3712£ 011 
RHSl LAIH9 lotHI2£ 011 L.A8310 l.t371l'E 011 
RHSI UNO 1 It 12077o00000 L.AN024 30H4o00000 
RHSl LAN031t 32\93o00000 LAN044 13'14 3o 00000 
RHSI LAPIIU54 loOOOOOE Ot. L.AN064 4000oOOOOO 
RHSI LAR44 2o7'1468[ 011 ~AT44 2oO"i481E 01'1 
RHSI fERT44 lo?OOOO£ 06 CAP44 8o7884'1E 07 
RHSl LAR41 2o7'1468E 011 LAR42 2o7'146fl[ 011 
RHSl lARIIl :o>o7"ill;r.llr 011 L.Ail4'i 2o7'1468[ 0~ 
RHSI LAR46 2o7'1468£ 0~ LAR47 2o754611E 011 
RHSI LAR4R 2o7'i468[ 0'1 LAR49 2o7546!1[ 0~ 
RHSI L.AII410 2o7"i4;r.6£ 0'1 LA NO I 'I 132083.00000 
RHSl LAPIIU2:> 479o00000 lANOl'l 2117do00000 
RHSI LANU4!> 1897oOOOOO LAN05'1 900000o00000 
RHSl LAR55 2.lt.3119E OR ~H55 97092o00000 
RHSI FERT5; lol'OOOOE 06 CAP5'1 3o"i402l£ 01 
RHSI LAR51 2ol6389£ OR LA852 2ol6389E 011 
RHSI LAR53 2.363119[ 08 LA 854 2o16389[ 011 
RHSl LARS II ?o3fdA9[ 01'\ L.AB57 2ol6369[ 011 
RHSI LAR58 ?o311389F.: 011 L.A859 2o16389[ 011 
RHSI LAR510 2o363A9[ 011 L.ANOlfl 413678oOOOOO 
RHSl LA NUl~ IOOoOOOOO LAN056 2oOOOOOE 06 
RHSl LANU66 '!OOOoOOOOO L.A866 2o"i7069[ 09 
RHSI WAT66 flo91234f. 06 fERT6"' lo20000E 06 
RHSI CAP66 2o3\52H 011 LAB61 2o'l7069£ 09 
RHSI LAR62 2.57069[ 09 L.A863 2o"i7069[ 09 
RHSI LAR64 2,'17069£ 09 L.AR65 2,'17069£ 09 
RHSI LAR67 2o57069[ 09 L.AR68 2o'i7069[ 09 
RHSI lAR69 ?o57069E 09 LAB6IO 2o'l7069[ 09 
RHSI LANU17 10271• 00000 L.AN027 999!1o00000 
RHSI LANU47 7J562o00000 LAN057 loOOOOOE 06 
RHSI LAR77 lo01318E 011 ~AT77 25200oOOOOO 
RHSI HRT77 lo20000[ 06 CAP77 6oA'5754E 07 
RHSI lART1 3.013111£ 011 LAB72 3o01318E 011 
RHSI LA~f3 lo01318E 011 L.AR74 3o01318[ 011 
RHSI LAflf'; 1.01316£ 011 L.AB76 3o01318E 011 
RHSl L.AR78 1o01318r 011 LAR79 3o013111E 011 
RHSI lAR710 3o013l!l£ 011 LANDI A )2189o00000 
RHSI L.ANU'III '500000o00000 L.AN07A uoooo. 00000 
RHSI L.ARIIII lo'\0406£ 011 ~qll8 fll'5405o00000 
RHSI f'lqfllo 1.2oooor 06 CAPII8 2o4'5334E 07 
RHSI LA Rill lo20406[ 01\ LAB62 3o'50406E 01! 
RHSI LARII3 3.20406£ 011 L.AR84 3o'50406E 011 
RHSI LAAo'; 3o20406E 011 LAH66 3o'l0406[ 08 
RHSI L.ARII7 3o20406E 011 L.ABII9 3o'i0406E 08 
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RHSl LA~tllll 3o20406[ 011 LAN019 124474o 00 000 
RHSl LANU5~ 500000o00000 LAN079 loiiOOOOE 06 
RHSl LAA\1 9 1 o31544[ 09 IUT99 6o94292E 06 
RHSl f"ERT99 lo20000f 06 CAP99 lo1!4856E 011 
RHSl LA A 'II lo31544E 09 LA892 ldi544E 0<1 
RHSl LA A Ill lo31544F' 09 LA894 lo3!544[ 09 
RHSI LAA\15 ldl5U£ 09 LA896 lo 3151114[ 09 
RHSl LAI'l97 lo31544[ 09 LA89!1 lo 31544[ 09 
RHSl LAR'IlO le31'\44F' 09 LANOl!O l7648o00000 
RHSI LAIIIU'510 400000o00000 LAND71 0 220000o00000 
i!HS1 LAI'l1010 1o011621E 011 IUT101 0 32611BOoOOOOO 
RHSl f"ERT1010 1o20000E Oil CAP101 1o416112E 07 
RtiSl LAA101 lo01!6?.1f 01! LA810? lo08621E 011 
RHSl LAR10J lo011621F. 011 LAB104 lo08621E 011 
RHSl LAR10:) lo011621E 011 LAB lOll lo08621[ 011 
RHSl LAR107 lo01162lf" 011 LAB lOll lo0662!E 011 
RHSl LAA1011 loH6'55f 01\ klCE 9.,33.00000 
RHSl CURNG 542400o00000 CORNB lOOOOoOOOOO 
RHSl CAlliE 2,97119[ 06 IlANA ll7'§42o0000Cl 
RHSl P!NA !OOOoOOOOO l:lf.ff" 5o24437E Ofl 
RHSl CAFE t~ooo.ooooo YUC4 3l6055o00000 
RH SI TAl'! A 500o0000Cl cnn 50000o00000 
RHSl SOYA l4000o00000 PAPA 999!35o00000 
RHSl OH~N 72676o00000 Ml LK C :157621l o00000 
RHSl MAIIII 6000o00000 BARB ll420llo00000 
RHSl BARI.i 9"i473o00000 WH£AT 378H!Io00000 
RHSl QUTN 72000o0000Cl coo 549!1o0000 0 
RH S l SHF:t.P 3.111465f 06 
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